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A b stract
This thesis is a theoretical, numerical study of the magnetic fields which exist in
the anisotropic, high temperature superconductors like Y B cliC uzOj s , or YBCO for
short, using both the anisotropic London theory and simulations based on existing
muon spin rotation techniques. The thesis first describes the muon spin rotation
(/iSR) techniques, and then gives a brief discussion of superconductivity with regard
to the London theory of anisotropic, type II superconductors. Next, numerical results
of the application of this theory to YBCO are presented. Three dimensional surface
plots of the magnetic field components within the flux line lattice (FLL) are shown, as
well as the corresponding contour plots of the fields. Field distributions are calculated
from these surfaces, and the graphs are presented. These distributions correspond
to the real part of the Fourier transform of the muon histogram, and a comparison
between data taken on a polycrystalline sample and the theoretical prediction is made.
In addition, variation of the field distributions with parameters such as penetration
depth, angle of the average field, and the magnitude of the average field is discussed.
The last part of the thesis is a theoretical study of the behavior of muons which
have stopped within a superconductor. The muons are assumed to stop uniformly
throughout the FLL area, and the precession of each about its local field is recorded
as the projection of its polarization along each of three mutually perpendicular “de
tectors.” The depolarization of these signals as a function of time is an indication of
the existence of transverse field components which exist within the FLL due solely
to the anisotropy of the material. In order to further investigate these off axis fields,
we have developed an extension of the usual /zSR techniques, coupled with Fourier
analysis, which yields new information. For example, with the proper analysis proce
dure, one may determine to good precision the direction of the average internal field
B with respect to the applied field H tt. Other quantities, which we call moments of
the field distribution, may also be determined.

LOW INTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELDS IN ANISOTROPIC
SUPERCONDUCTORS

C hapter 1
In trodu ction
Superconductors have been known about since the turn of the century. Recently there
has been a renewed interest with the discovery of the new, high-Tc materials since
1986[1]. These compounds become superconducting at much warmer temperatures
than any previously known. In fact, many of them superconduct at temperatures
above the boiling point of liquid nitrogen, making the observation of the transition
both accessible and inexpensive. It was obvious immediately that these materials
could have a tremendous technological impact, or lead to further materials with even
higher transitions. For this reason there has been an intense effort by scientists in
both academia and industry to study these materials. The scientific and industrial
communities hope to learn what makes these materials work. For, learning how
these materials work not only increases mankind’s overall knowledge of his world, but
could make some person or company quite successful if the information were used
and developed correctly.
This thesis is a small part of the scientific community’s efforts to better under
stand the high-Te materials. In particular, it is a theoretical and numerical study of
anisotropic superconductors using the techniques of muon spin rotation spectroscopy.
A phenomenological theory called the London theory is used in its anisotropic form
to describe the magnetic fields which can exist within certain kinds of these materials.
Once these fields Me known, a numerical simulation can be performed by allowing
muons to stop uniformly within these fields. The stopped muons’ behavior is governed
1

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

2

by the local magnetic environment within the superconductor, and their subsequent
decay into positrons can be modeled numerically, also. It is therefore possible to
predict what detectors would see if muons were to stop within such a magnetic field
distribution. The resulting simulated data is useful in itself, but with further manipu
lation can be used to obtain a variety of information about the microscopic magnetic
fields which have influenced the muons’ behavior.
The thesis is written in the following way. First, a brief introduction to the
fundamentals of muon spin rotation (/iSR) is given. This includes where and how
muons are produced, how they are transported from the production target to the
sample, and how they stop in this sample. The third chapter describes how muons
behave in the presence of a magnetic field, as well as the /uSR techniques - time
differential, transverse field, longitudinal field, and zero field.
In the forth chapter we switch gears and delve into the world of superconductivity.
Here a brief introduction to the subject is given: penetration depth, coherence length,
and type of superconductor are discussed. The high temperature superconductor
YBa-iCuzOj-s (YBCO) is described in some detail because there is much information
about its magnetic behavior available and because it should be properly described
by the London theory. The phenomenological London theory, which is often used
for the calculation of the microscopic magnetic fields in this type of material, is
developed in both the isotropic and anisotropic forms. The anisotropic case is more
fully developed because many of the high-Tc materials (including YBCO) tend to
be anisotropic. In this case, there arises fields which are transverse to the average
magnetic field direction. These fields are the subject of much study later, in chapter 5.
The anisotropic theory is also presented as a prescription for the numerical calculation
of the fields at any point within the superconductor.
Chapter five describes the implementation of this prescription and its results. The
results, which are calculated for parameters close to those of YBCO, are in the form of
magnetic field surfaces, contours, and distributions. A study of the fields (including
the transverse components mentioned above) as functions of various parameters is
presented both for interest and as a check on the proper working of the program.
Chapter six developes a procedure for using the fields calculated in chapter five
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to do a numerical simulation of muons stopping in the superconductor. The results
of the simulation give information about the fields experienced by the muons after
they stop. Further, the simulation results are then used in a novel extension of the
usual /xSR techniques to yield even more information about the fields. We can obtain
what we call moments of the magnetic field distribution, which can tell us about the
transverse fields mentioned above. In addition, we can get a handle on the direction
of the average internal magnetic field B, which in general is not in the same direction
as the applied field H„.

C hapter 2
Fundam entals of /zSR
This chapter briefly discusses some of the basic concepts and background of /zSR.
Topics such as the production of pions, the production of muons from these pions,
and the stopping of the muons in a sample are described. The two major types
of beam lines are introduced, and the kinematics of the particles in each type are
derived. Finally, the effects of stopping on the muon polarization are discussed.

2.1

A L ittle H istory

In 1957 the groups consisting of Garwin, Lederman, and Weinrich[2] and Friedman
and Telegdi[3], working independently and concurrently verified the theory of Lee and
Yang [4, 5] of the failure of conservation of parity and charge conjugation in weak
decays. These experiments were carried out by studying the decays of positive and
negative muons. It was found, among other things, that the positive muon had a
rather large decay asymmetry - i.e. it decays preferentially in the direction of its
spin. This led to the suggestion that muons could be used to probe internal magnetic
fields in materials. Thus /zSR was born.

4
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W h a t is /uSR?

y SR stands for Muon Spin Rotation, Relaxation, or Resonance. The different R’s
correspond to different uses of muons. Rotation means the precession of the muon’s
spin about the local magnetic field where it sits. Relaxation refers to the spin-lattice
relaxation rate (Tx) and the spin-spin relaxation (depolarization) rate (T 2 ) which
can be measured with various y SR techniques. Resonance is analogous to NMR,
where a radio frequency (RF) electromagnetic field is applied to the sample, causing
transitions between the hyperfine energy levels of the muon. For the proper field
values this reduces the decay asymmetry and thus allows the determination of the
hyperfine energy levels at the muon’s local environment.
The basic y SR procedure is as follows, described with reference to Fig. 2.1, which
was the proposed y SR beam line for Brookhaven National Laboratory in 1990-1991.
Positive muons are produced at or near a target T (Platinum, in this case) in a beam
line in one of a variety of ways discussed below. The beam line usually has a bend
or two (B1 and B2), as well as a separator or two (not shown), to allow the selection
of muons from other particles which may be in the beam line. After selection, the
muons are magnetically focused into a small spot at the target, labeled TGT in the
figure. (There is much equipment associated with the tairget apparatus not shown
here. It will be discussed later below.) Once stopped in the target, a muon’s behavior
will be governed by the local magnetic (and possibly thermal) environment within
the material. At some later point (0 —10 ys) the muon decays into a positron (e+)
and two neutrinos (u). The positron is detected and the muon’s life-time is scored
in a histogram. Analysis of the time histograms yields information about the target
material, as will be discussed in some detail below.
This work will deal almost exclusively with muon spin rotation, but readers in
terested in the other techniques, as well as more on rotation, can find information in
references [6, 7, 8].
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Figure 2.1: A section of the blueprint from the 1990-1991 proposed Brookhaven
National Laboratory muon beam line. Shown is the production target T, the bending
magnet B l, the channel, the wedge bending magnet B2, and the sample target TGT.
Not shown is a separator/spin rotator, which was not a part of this beam line but is
a p u t of most muon beam lines.
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P io n and M uon P rod u ction

Most muons which occur naturally jure the result of the decay of a pion which has been
produced due to the high energy nuclear collision of a cosmic ray with a particle in the
earth’s upper atmosphere. These muons shower the earth, but their flux density is too
low for experimentation. Therefore muons are most often produced by re-creating the
cosmic ray collision in a laboratory. The following reactions between proton beams
and target nuclear protons result in pions:
p + p -> p + n +

7r+

p + n —*n + n + 7r+
-►p + p + n~
Pions can also be produced with high energy electrons. Upon hitting the target,
the electrons produce other electrons, positrons, and photons which form a shower of
particles. Photons of the right energy (> 300 MeV) can interact with nuclei in the
target and produce pions. Beams have been produced by this means at both Saclay
and NIKHEF, and the possibility of such a muon beam line at CEBAF is discussed
in a report by Kossler [9].
The lifetime of the charged pion is approximately 26 ns, at which time it sponta
neously decays via:
7T+

-* (i+ +

where
is the neutrino associated with the muon and enters to conserve lepton
number. The pion has zero spin, therefore conservation of spin angular momentum
insists that the p + —

pair must also be zero spin. It isknown [10] that neutrinos

are spin| , left-handedparticles - i.e. their spin is anti-alignedwith their momentum,
or their helicity is —1 . The spin of the muon after pion decay must therefore point
opposite to its momentum (in the pion rest frame). See Fig. 2.2. This longitudinal
polarization of the muon is crucial to /iSR, as will become clear below.
Clearly, the muon’s energy, momentum, and polarization direction in the LAB
axe going to depend on how and where it was created. If the pions with little or no
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Figure 2.2: A schematic of positive pion decay into a positive muon and its associated
neutrino (in the rest frame of the pion). Momenta p and spin directions S are labeled.
kinetic energy near the surface of the target decay, then the muons which decay into
the beam line have relatively low energy and are nearly

100%

longitudinally polarized.

This type of beam is called a surface beam. The kinematics of the surface muons can
be worked out using the relativistic invariance of mass and energy equation, as well
as conservation of momentum. The results are:
(ml - ml)c

P» ~
_

_

2m,

(m l + m p c 2
2m,
(ml-mpc*
2m ,

where pM, E^, and TMare the muon’s momentum, toted energy, and kinetic energy,
respectively, and m , and mMare the pion and muon masses, respectively. Using the
following values for the masses[llj:
m , = 139.57MeV/c2
mM= 105.67MeV/c2
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one finds:
pM = 29.79 MeV/c
E„ =

109.78MeV

= 4.12 M eV
The low kinetic energy of the surface muons means that their range in materials is
relatively short - ~ 150 m gfcm 2 in air[8 ]. This is both a problem and a blessing. It is
a problem in that it is more difficult to deliver the muon to the target through windows
and scintillators - these must be relatively thin as seen by the muon. However, the
blessing is that, when constructed properly, the surface beam allows many more
muons to stop within a less massive target than with a decay beam. Surface beams
are therefore the line of choice for those doing muonic studies of liquids and gases, as
well as those studying smaller, less massive solid samples.
A decay beam, by contrast, consists of muons which are produced by those pions
which exit the target with higher energy. The momentum most often selected is
that corresponding to backward muons - those which come out of the decay in a
direction opposite to that of the parental pion’s momentum. The kinematics of these
muons can also be worked out using the same conservation laws as above, except now
Pit = Pm + Pi/. The muon’s momentum is:
_ (m£ ~

™u
2)(pI

+

Pli

m j c 2)1/2 ± P * ( m l

+ m l)

2m2

where (+) is for forward and (-) is for backward muons. Taking a representative
value for p„ of 200 MeV/c[ 6 ], which corresponds to a kinetic energy of 104.7 MeV,
and putting in the numbers used above yields:
pi = 209.37MeV/c
Tl =

128.66MeV

p\ =

105.25 MeV/c

T* =

11MeV

where superscript / means forward and superscript b means backward. Due to the
high energy and momentum of the forward muons, the backward muons are preferred.
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It should also be noted that the polarization of a backward muon, which in the pion
rest frame is opposite to its momentum, is parallel to its momentum in the LAB
frame.

2.4

M u on D ecay

The decay of muons is more complicated because it is a three-body decay:
_► e+ + t/e +

where ve is the neutrino associated with electrons and

is the anti-neutrino associ

ated with the muon. The energetics for this decay for the case where both neutrinos
go off opposite to the positron are found to be:
Pe+

Ee+

=

_

(ro* - m\)c
2m n
{ml -I- m 2 )c2
2mu

Te+ = \m ^ c 2 - mec2 (1 = 52.32MeV
2
\
2m/i J
On average the positron energy is closer to 35M eV, due to the distribution in angle
between decay neutrinos.
The direction of the emitted positron with respect to the muon’s polarization can
be understood in detail by calculating the decay probability for a positron of energy
between e —* e + de into an angle between 9 —* 0 + dO. This has been done [12, 13],
and the result is:
^
GX ( 3 - 2 c)[l =F ( 1 - 20/(3 - 2 e) cos 0}c2 ,
^
dW*{e, 9) = ------=---------------- ^ 5 ----------------------- de d{cos 9)

(2 . 1 )

where (-) is for p~, (+) is for fi+, 9 is the angle between the muon polarization
and the momentum of the outgoing positron, e is the reduced energy E J E max, and
G = 1.166 x 10~sGeV~2 is the Fermi coupling constant. The important aspect of this
equation for our discussion is the cos 9 term. It states that the distribution in angle
of the emitted positron is a 1 ? function of energy multiplying cos 9. Therefore the
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Figure 2.3: Muon decay in the muon rest frame. This situation depicts the maxi
mum positron energy case, where the positron and the neutrinos go off in opposite
directions. Case a is not observed in nature, while case 6 is.
direction of the emitted positron for positive muons is mainly forward, and for the
maximum energy case it is exactly forward. This can be understood qualitatively from
looking at the maximum energy situation as depicted in Fig. 2.3. The neutrinos’ spin
directions cancel by virtue of their being a particle-antiparticle pair. This means that
the positron spin direction must be the same as that of the muon. Case a shows the
positron coming off with momentum opposite to the muon spin direction; hence it has
negative helicity. Case b shows the positron coming off with its momentum parallel
to that of the muon spin, and hence it has positive helicity. If parity were conserved,
then both types of decay would be equally likely. However, case a is not observed in
nature; therefore parity is not conserved in this decay and all of the positrons come
off with positive helicity in directions which are mainly forward, as stated above. For
this case the angle 6 is zero and e = 1 , and the cos 6 term in equation

2 .1

is 2 .
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T h erm alization

It was mentioned above that knowing the muon polarization is of crucial importance.
First, we have been able to understand the origin of the muon polarization from pion
decay, and that its direction parallel to the muon momentum is largely maintained
throughout the beamline and up to the target. Second, we know that after stop
ping, the muon decays into a positron which exits (to first order) in the direction of
the muon’s spin at the time of decay. It therefore remains to discuss the effects of
thermalization - the stopping of the muon in the target - on the muon polarization.
First thermalization will be discussed, and then its effects on the polarization will be
described.
One can imagine that a muon impinging on a material would get knocked about
ferociously and lose any sense of order it previously had. However, it must be
remembered that we are dealing with point particles and that their interactions,
which involve electrostatic forces only (spin independent), occur at very small time
scales over small distances. The traditional view of thermalization is similar to the
following[7, 6 , 14]. Initially the muon loses energy via ionizing atoms and scattering
off of electrons. This takes place until the muon has roughly 35 keV or less of kinetic
energy and takes a time of the order 10“ 10 —10- 9 s. At this point it is believed that
muonium forms - an atom consisting of one muon and one electron - and breaks and
reforms until the energy of the muon is about 100 eV. This step requires roughly
10- 1 3 s, and the velocity of the muon is roughly 0.002c. Lastly, the muonium be
comes relatively stable, losing energy by colliding elastically with host atoms and
inelastically with phonons down to energies of about 15 eV. At this point one of
two things happens. If the material is a semi-conductor or an insulator the muon
will tend to become a part of the molecular make-up of the system with its electron
chemically bound with others[14] - i.e. it remains as muonium. If the material is a
metal, then the muon becomes free from the muonium electron and is screened by the
free charges. (In both cases one should note that when the positive muon/muonium
stops, it stops interstitially in the material.)
The polarization of the muon is affected during all of this, but the effects are
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negligible. It t o mentioned above that during the initial phases of stopping there
is scattering from electrons. After calculating cross sections for scattering of longitu
dinally polarized muons from unpolarized electrons, Ford and Mullin [15] found that
the depolarization of the muons is proportional to the fractional energy loss due to
the scattering:
Depol oc U =

— /? 2
TTlp

sin2 ^
2

where U is the fractional energy loss, (3 = v/c, and a is the center of momentum
scattering angle. The key term is j32m e/m ll, which is very small and gets smaller as
the muon slows. Therefore electron scattering has small depolarization effects on the
muon.
The middle stages of thermalization axe the muonium stages, where the muon is
cycling through periods of being bound and free and its speed is similar to the orbital
speed of valence electrons. The amount of depolarization occuring here depends on
how long the muon is in a state of muonium, which in turn depends heavily on the
density of the material. That is, denser materials like metals cause more collisions, and
hence more cycles of bound/free for the muon, in a shorter time. Therefore the amount
of time the muon is bound in muonium, which primarily causes depolarization, is less
in dense materials and the net loss of depolarization is less. The depolarization in
liquids and gasses is significantly higher [7] due to their lower density.
The last and lowest energy stage also causes little depolarization in metals. Once
again the time period is extremely short, and the conduction electrons present quickly
cause any bound muons to become “free,” i.e. shielded, leaving the muon with a
polarization vector pointing in essentially the same direction as it started at higher
energy.

C hapter 3
T h e f j ,SR Technique
This chapter describes the /zSR techniques which are employed in most experiments
today. Transverse, longitudinal, and zero field geometries are discussed and the kinds
of experimental results often obtained are shown. A brief introduction to precession
is given and applied to the time evolution of the muon’s polarization.

3.1

T im e D ifferen tial ^SR

Time differential /iSR (TD-/xSR) is the experimental procedure most often employed
by experimenters today. This procedure is described in reference to Fig 3.1. A typical
TD-/iSR experimental arrangement consists of: Helmholtz coils, plastic scintillators,
a target, and the associated vacuum and cryogenic equipment. The elements are
labeled in the figure, but the vacuum and cryogenic equipment axe left out for clarity.
In the figure, muons enter one at a time from the left and traverse the scope
scintillator S. The muon then encounters the target m and either stops (thermalizes)
or continues out the back of the target to the veto scintillator V. The scope and veto
are connected to a coincidence box which will reject any events corresponding to a
muon not stopping. If the muon does stop, the scope pulse becomes a start signal
for a time-to-digital converter (TDC). The TDC stop signal is obtained when one
of the large plastic scintillators (B,F) around the sample detects the decay positron
from muon decay. Typically the TDC signal is stored in a buffer memory and then
14
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Coil

m

Coil

Figure 3.1: A typical experimental setup for (j,SR experiments. Muons enter at left
and encounter the scope detector S, the target m, and possibly the veto counter V. B
and F are backward and forward positron detectors, and the coils produce an external
magnetic field.
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Figure 3.2: A schematic of a typical fiSR detection system configured to logically
reject bad events as discussed in the text. Taken from Ref. [6 ].
periodically transferred to a computer in which histograms are later generated and
used for analysis.
A typical schematic of a fiSR detection and electronics system is shown in Fig.
3.2. The electronics is configured to take care of certain contingencies which may
arise. For example, the TDC will accept a stop signed up until a certain time has
elapsed (a time window usually about 5 t m~ 10/xs). If there is no positron after this
time the whole event is thrown out and things start over.
Other possibilities include two muons stopping before the window has expired.
There axe two cases for this. In one, the second muon arrives before the first decays an obvious problem in distinguishing which positron comes from which muon. In the
other, the second muon comes after the first decays, but still within the time window.
For this case the second muon may decay before the window expires, or not. This
would artificially enhance the short time part of the histogram. Therefore any time
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window in which two muons enter causes the event to be discarded.
In addition, accidental events may occur. For instance, a cosmic ray (muon)
may be interpreted as a decay positron. This will be stored as a real event as part
of the histogram. However, this is a random event and may happen at any time.
It is therefore a part of a uniform, random background upon which sits the actual
histogram. It is like a DC offset for an AC signal, and can, in principle, be taken care
of during analysis.
Finally, it must be realized that the electronic rejection of events causes the overall
count rate to suffer. The rate of second muons entering the apparatus I,eeondn during
the time window AT is given by[7]:
AT / 3

(3.1)

where I „ is the incident muon stop rate. If AT = 10 fis and we wish to keep the
percentage of two muon rejections I,eCondn/In to no more than 5%, then the overall
count rate upper limit is 5 x 103 s-1. This type of limitation is simply an experimental
fact of life, and must be lived with in time differential fiSR.

3.2

R o ta tio n

As mentioned above, this work concerns muon spin rotation, and hence the following
discussion proceeds from that perspective. In particular, it is the ability of the muon
to rotate, or, more correctly, precess, which makes it a useful tool in the study of
materials. A discussion of the origin of this rotation follows, accompanied thereafter
by brief discussions of various /zSR techniques.
Of the many characteristics of muons, those important for understanding rotation
are spin and magnetic moment. Quantitatively, the magnetic moment of the muon
fin = 1.0011659322 ^ ; [11], and its spin

= | . Qualitatively, the knowledge of 1/2

spin allows the use of a vector picture to describe the muon’s behavior. Any magnetic
moment, be it a particle or a bar magnet, will experience a torque when placed in a
magnetic field. The torque will act to orient the magnetic moment vector so that it
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Figure 3.3: The torque produced on a magnetic moment when experiencing a mag
netic field B.
is parallel with the field - Fig. 3.3. Mathematically, the situation is described by:
r = fix B
If the moment is spinning, then the torque acts so as to cause the magnetic moment
vector to precess, or rotate, about the direction of the magnetic field. This is depicted
in Fig. 3.4. We know from classical mechanics that the torque equals the time rateof-change of the angular momentum, which in this case is spin angular momentum:
t

= dS/dt. It is also true that the magnetic moment is proportional to the spin via:

H=lS
where

7

is the gyromagnetic ratio of the spin under consideration. Putting this

together yields:
dS
e «
dT = 1's><B
This equation defines the direction of precession of the moment about the field, as seen
in Fig. 3.4. From geometry we see that |<fS| = S sinOd<f>, and using |a x b| = a&sina
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Figure 3.4: The torque on a spinning magnetic moment causes it to precess about
the direction of the magnetic field.
we get:
S sin 9 ^ = iSB sinO
dt
which leaves:
_

=

7b

= u

This is the frequency of precession of the moment about the field. The linear relation
between field and precession frequency is of vital importance and forms the basis for
the use of muons as probes of magnetic field distributions.

3.3

T im e E volu tion o f th e M uon P olarization

In order to describe the use of muons as probes of magnetic field distributions we need
to develop the time evolution of the polarization vector. This is done by finding its
components as functions of time along three mutually perpendicular directions. The
results of this development will aid in the description of the various ^tSR experimental
techiques in the following sections.
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Figure 3.5: General orientations for the muon initial polarization P(0), the average
field B, the local field b, and the crystal direction c.
We first consider a muon stopped in some material with its polarization pointing
in a general direction - Fig.3.5. There exist various definable directions. One is the
average field B direction, which we also define as the z direction. The second is a
crystalline direction of the material, termed c. c is defined to lie within the x —z plane
with polar angle 0, thereby determining the coordinate system axes. There exist a
local field b at the muon site which in general is not parallel to the average field B.
The direction of b is given by the polar angle 5 and azimuthal angle <&,. Lastly, the
polarization is initially at a polar angle a and azimuthal angle <f>p.
To find the time evolution of the muon’s polarization, we break the polarization
vector into two components, one parallel to b and one perpendicular to b. The one
parallel to b is independent of time and is found by the dot product P(0) • b. The
perpendicular component is obtained from P(0) x b and P(0) —P(0) • b, and rotates
at an angular frequency ui =

76.

These two components can then be projected onto

any direction. A compact representation for the polarization as a function of time is
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via the following equation:
P (0

- m

:

+

\ bl
^ /P (0 ) x b \ .
J - cos uit -}* ( —
——^------ 1 sm ut (3 .2 )

To find a component of the polarization one simply dots this expression into a direc
tion of interest.

3.4

T h e Transverse F ield (T F ) /iS R T echnique

The most popular TD-/xSR technique is the transverse field technique. The experi
mental arrangement in this case is one where the muon’s initial polarization direction
is perpendicular to an externally applied magnetic field. This situation is depicted in
Fig 3.1, with the muon’s polarization in the plane perpendicular to the field applied
by the coils.
As discussed above, the muon will precess in this plane (neglecting local effects)
until it decays. The probability of the muon still being around at a time t is n(t) =
From equation 2.1 we see that the muonic decay as a function of angle is
of the form 1 + a cos &. If now we let the muon precess at a frequency ui we can
rewrite this equation as 1 + A 0P(t), where A0 is an initial asymmetry and P(t) is
from equation 3.2. The precession will cause modulations in the decay curve, yielding
the expression:

nd(t) = n 0 e -‘/T"[1 + A„P(<) • d]

(3.3)

where the term P(f) • d is now the projection upon a detector direction d. In experi
ments the muons stop at different sites within the target, and in general will sample
many local fields b. The term P(f) • d, while strictly correct for one muon, will for
an experiment correspond to an average over the sample volume, or, equivalently,
the field distribution. That is, the net or average polarization vector < P(f) > will
precess about some average field < B > at a frequency < ui >=

< B > and have

a time dependent amplitude which is found by:

g(t) = J n(B )P(i;B )dB

(3.4)
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where n(B) is the magnetic field distribution in three dimensions throughout the
volume of the sample. The histogram equation for many muons now looks like the
following (with the experimental background term added):
N{t) = N o e - ^ i l + 0 (t)] + B

(3.5)

Defining g(t) = A 0G(t) cos(< u> > t + <f>) gives the alternative expression:
N(t) = N o e - ^ i l + A 0G(t) cos(< u > t + <j>)\ + B

(3.6)

where <j>is an initial phase angle which can take into account both polaxization mis
alignment and electronic dead time, and B is the background term. Note here that
G(t) for a TF experiment is the envelope of the asymmetry function, the so-called
relaxation function.
In many materials where there are static fields, the assumption of a gaussian
field distribution for the z component at the muon is valid, and for a large enough
transverse field the effects of the local fields can be ignored. This leaves a one
dimensional integral:
9x(t) = J n(Bz)Px{t\ Bz)dBz

(3.7)

where now:
< B t) =

GXP ( "

)

(3,8)

where A z is the width or second moment of the gaussian distribution, and from
equation 3.2: Px(t\B z) = cos( 7 »Bzt) = Re exp(i7 nBxt). This results in a Gx(t)
which looks like:
Gx{t) = exp

(3-9)

This development demonstrates the important concept that the observed function
gx(t) is related to the magnetic field distribution n(Bz). Since B and w are essen
tially the same thing, we see that it is the Fourier Transform which relates the two
quantities. As an example it will now be shown that n(Bz) = FT(gx(t)):
n(Bz) = f°° e~iutgx(t)dt = f°° dt [°° e-iutn(B'z)Px(t;
J —OO

J —OQ

J —00

(3.10)
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plugging in from equation 3.2 for Px{t\B'z) we get:
n(Bx) = f°° dB'z r
J —00

J —oo

n iB 'J e -^ -^ 'd t

(3.11)

Recognizing that:
S(uz - J z) = [°°

J —00

(3.12)

leaves:
n (£ z) = [°° n(Bz)S(u}z - u 'z)dB'z

(3.13)

J —oo

which ends the proof.
It is therefore possible with this y SR technique to almost directly measure the field
distribution in metals. This has been the fundamental contribution of ySR. All other
quantities extracted from ySR data have been found via indirectmethods and/or
with assumptions about the field distribution. (Later in this work we will develop a
technique which will allow the experimenter to measure the field distribution without
using a gaussian, or any other, assumption about the field distribution.) Of course,
even in the above proof a gaussian field distribution was assumed. This has shown
to be a quite valid assumption in metals where there are static dipolar fields at the
muon (i.e. the TF relaxation function has a gaussian envelope). This assumption
breaks down when the muon hops or, equivalently, when there is field motion. For
motion there axe other theories and analysis techniques. The interested reader can
peruse references [7, 16].
Questions have also been raised as to how well the Fourier Transform of g(t)
can reproduce the actual field distribution. What does one get when the gaussian
assumptions are not made? How do phase angles from possible misalignments of
detectors and/or the initial polarization of the muon affect the transforms? These
questions have been addressed, and in an effort not to re-invent the wheel the reader
is referred to the PhD thesis of Riseman [17].
An actual TF histogram is shown below in Fig. 3.6, where a gaussian-like envelope
of the oscillations is evident. Note the early time part of the graph. This is the
electronics dead time - the time it takes the logic to decide whether or not it has a
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Figure 3.6: A /iSR time histogram showing the muonic lifetime of 2.19fis and a preces
sion signal. Also shown is the “negative time” data used in background calculation.
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Figure 3.7: Data in the asymmetry representation.

muon. This part of the spectrum is rarely displayed, but is often used in determining
the random background for each detector.
Knowledge of the background (before fitting) is mainly used in an alternative
representation of the data in which paired histogram data (i.e. F and B) are combined
to allow the direct extraction of g(t):
g(t) =

(Nl _ B l) - a(N2 - B2)
(N1 - B 1) + a(N2 - B 2)

(3.14)

where Ni and N2 correspond to the raw data from each histogram, B\ and B2 are the
backgrounds, respectively, and a is an experimentally determined parameter meant to
correct for physical differences between the detectors (i.e. efficiencies and geometries).
Data represented via this scheme are shown in Fig. 3.7.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of forward ( N f ) and backward { N b ) histogram data for a
non-magnetic sample under a LF-^SR study. Also shown is the muonic decay curve.

3.5

L on gitu d in al F ield (L F) fiSH

In LF-/j SR the muon’s initial polarization is parallel to the external field, which is
usually much smaller than in a TF-/iSR experiment. The positron detectors Me
generally placed along an axis parallel to the initial muon polarization direction.
The histograms can be represented by:
N{t) = Nae-t/T»[l + A0 G,(t) cos <t>\+ B

(3.15)

where <j>is usually 0° or 180°, depending on which detector one is viewing. The shape
of Gz(t) will depend on the type of sample under study. If the sample is magnetic,
then Gz(t) will generally have some wiggles as a result of muons precessing about
fields which are slightly off of the applied field. For non-magnetic samples there will
be no precessing, and the histograms will look roughly like Fig. 3.8.
The static magnetic field distribution is now a shifted gaussian[16]:
=

—

2A

f—

J

(3.16)
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Figure 3.9: Theoretical calculations of equation showing how an increasing applied
field causes a decrease in the dephasing of the muons.
which yields the following for a relaxation function[6]:
2A 2

gz(t) = 1 ----- ^[1 —e
u\

2 A 4 r*

c o s + —r—I e

sinu^t'dt'

(3-17)

ua

where u>a = I^ B a is the applied field.
The shape of this function depends on the strength of the external field. For
small applied fields (uu) &random distribution of fields causes each muon to precess at
different frequencies with differently directed precession cones. Therefore although all
muons start in phase, they quickly become dephased and the value of Gz(t) decreases.
If u)a is quite a bit larger than the values of the local fields, then the frequencies and
precession cones are all about the same and a much smaller amount of dephasing
occurs. This field dependence is shown in Fig. 3.9.
Once again there are effects due to the motion of either the muons or the fields
at the muon sites. The interested reader can read references [7, 16].
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Zero F ield (ZF) //SR

ZF-/iSR is an obvious special case of LF-/iSR. The experimental arrangement is ex
actly the same as before, only now no field is applied. The muons are only subject to
the fields intrinsic to the sample.
The longitudinal component of the polarization is obtained from equation 3.2:
P.{t) =

b2

b2 + b2
+ * - - cosu t

(3.18)

which when averaged over all possible b directions (for isotropic field distribution
functions in all directions) yields:
1

2

< Pz{t) >= - + - < cosu>t >
O u

(3.19)

If again a gaussian field distribution is assumed then we obtain for the relaxation
function:
G,(f) = i + | ( 1 - A I2t V i^ i

(3-20)

which is the famous Kubo-Toyabe formula [18].
An interesting aspect of this equation is that at long times it approaches a value
of

which is a keynote or signature of static gaussian field distributions and shown

in Fig. 3.10. It should be noted that this | recovery has come into question for some
materials under certain conditions where longer time oscillations have been calculated
[19, 20].
The usual sources can be consulted if the reader is interested in the motional
aspects of this technique.
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Figure 3.10:' A plot of the static Kubo-Toyabe relaxation function. Note the long
time recovery to |.

C hapter 4
Superconductivity
Some of the basic ideas of superconductivity are discussed in this chapter. The
penetration depth and coherence length are introduced, as well as the ideas of type
I and type II superconductors and their corresponding phase diagrams. The high-Tc
superconductor YBCO is shown as a particular example of a type II material. The
isotropic London theory is then introduced as a starting point for calculating the
microscopic fields within the mixed state of the type II materials. This theory is
then extended to anisotropic materials, where a prescription is given for calculating
the microscopic field components at points within the equilibrium, anisotropic Flux
Line Lattice (FLL). Lastly, the assumptions and limitations of the London theory axe
addressed.

4.1

In trod u ction

The first superconductor was discovered in 1911 by a Dutch physicist, Kammerlingh
Onnes [21] (actually his graduate student), just three years after he became the
first person to liquify helium. The effect Onnes found was that of zero resistance to
current flow, which various elements displayed, each at their own characteristic critical
temperature Tc. In all, 26 elements (and 11 others under special conditions)[22] as
well as a whole host of inorganic and organic compounds are superconductors.
Later, in 1933, another effect of superconductivity was discovered by Meissner and
30
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Ochsenfeld [23] - the Meissner effect. A superconductor cooled in a magnetic field will
expel the field as it is cooled below its critical temperature. This leaves the material
with zero field inside except for in a small layer near the surface where superconducting
currents flow. That is, the superconductor becomes a perfect diamagnet, and the
applied field lines must bend around the sample. This state exists until either the
sample warms above Te or the field increases above a critical value.
A third characteristic of superconductors is the existence, at least in some form,
of an energy gap - A. An energy gap for superconductors manifests itself as | of
the energy needed to break a pair of particles which have condensed into a super
conducting state. The existence of a gap means that only energies above twice the
gap value axe sufficient to break the pair, and that there should be an absence of low
energy excitations within a pure material. Most elemental superconductors exhibit
behavior consistent with am energy gap which is isotropic, or s-wave, which means
that the surface in momentum space is spherical, and there exists a gap in all di
rections between the valence and conduction bands. Recently, much research using
various techniques (including /iSR) has been done in an attempt to probe the energy
gap of new superconducting materials, such as YBaiCu^Oj-s and Lai,asSr0,i5CuO 4
and its related compounds. (The first compound, termed YBCO, will be the subject
of much discussion in this work). It was initially generally held that they exhibited
s-wave properties[24, 25], but then a d-wave picture arose [26]. This theory allows for
nodes in the gap in certain directions - i.e. directions where pairs can be broken with
no energy. At present there is no clear, unambiguous body of experimental evidence
supporting either model. The following references, on both sides of the argument, are
cited for the interested reader[27, 28, 29, 30]. A good theoretical development of the
origin of some pairing states is given in [31] and the references cited therein.
A monumental achievement on the theoretical side came in 1957, when Bardeen,
Schrieffer, and Cooper published their Nobel Prize-winning work on the microscopic
theory of superconductivity[32]. This was the first successful, non-phenomenological
theory of superconductivity. It describes how an attraction between electrons can
arise within a background of free electrons, allowing them to pair up into Cooper
pairs, and form a part of a ground state wave function in which all electrons may be
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bound. This theory is quite robust, and is still used as a “yard stick” by which other
theories and experimented results are measured. Due to its robustness, as well as its
complexity, the details of the BCS theory are beyond the scope of this work. The
interested reader can consult the original work[32], but will probably have better luck
with other people’s interpretations[33, 34].
In 1986, researchers at IBM’s Zurich laboratory discovered a material which be
came superconducting at a T c of ~ 30-35 A'(l). This discovery shook the scientific
community because up until then the highest Tc had been only 23.3 K. Soon af
ter, researchers at the Universities of Alabama and Houston developed the material
YBaiC uj ,0 7 (called YBCO) which exhibited the even higher critical temperature of
~ 92 AT[35], which is above the 77 K boiling point of liquid nitrogen and therefore
can be made to go superconducting more cheaply than those materials with cooler
Te’s. Soon after, even more materials were discovered with even higher critical tem
peratures and even more interesting characteristics.
These materials have caused a lot of excitement in both the academic and indus
trial research communities throughout the world. It is obvious that there is great
scientific and technological potential in the superconductors, and that they deserved
a great deal of careful study in order to be understood. A better understanding will
not only increase our overall knowledge of our world, but will allow for the best pos
sible applications of the materials that we now have, and will help us to develop even
more materials with more useful properties. It is for these reasons that works such
as this one are undertaken.

4.2

F u n d am en tal P aram eters and S u p ercon d u c
tor T y p e

There are two fundamental parameters associated with all superconductors: A and
if. Lambda is the penetration depth, the length in the exponential sense in which
the magnetic fields die off within a superconductor, f is the coherence length. It is a
fundamental length scale which originated with Pippard[36] and concerns the distance
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H

Figure 4.1: A sketch of the magnetic field behavior of a type I superconductor. During
the linear part of the graph there is no B, so H = —47rM. At the critical field He the
superconductor can no longer expel the field, so it becomes completely normal.
over which local fields within a material have an appreciable effect on the current at
a nearby point. The coherence length is often mentioned as a characteristic pair wave
packet minimum length, and it is also the order of the size of the flux core in type
II superconductors (discussed below). The type of a superconductor is determined
by the parameter /c, the Ginzburg-Landau parameter, defined as « = A/£. Type I
superconductors have k < l/\ / 2 , while type II superconductors have k > 1/a/2.
Type I superconductors are the classic superconductors - Pb, Sn, Al, etc. Their
behavior can be described via Fig. 4.1. For low magnetic fields at a temperature
below Tc, B = 0, and the curve is linear with a slope of 1. Then at a critical field Hc
there is a sharp transition to the normal state. Therefore the magnetic field is either
completely expelled or completely allowed within the type I material.
For Type II materials the behavior is as depicted in Fig. 4.2. Here the field is
completely expelled up to Hei , but then is allowed to penetrate more and more until
an upper critical field Ha is reached, where the field penetrates completely. The
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H

Figure 4.2: A sketch of the magnetic field behavior of a type II superconductor. For
fields up to Hci the behavior is like a type I. For larger fields the material enters into
the mixed state where flux can enter in the form of filaments of the quantum
and
a flux line lattice is formed. The material is not completely normal until the value
Hc2 is reached.
region between Hci and Hc2 is termed the mixed state and will be the subject of much
discussion in this work.
The mixed state is characterized by magnetic flux entering the samples in units
of the flux quantum $ 0 = he/2e = 2.07 x 10~TGcm2. The resulting equilibrium
geometry formed is usually that of a triangular lattice, with a flux quantum at each
corner of the triangle. See Fig. 4.3. It has been shown that the triangular flux line
latice (FLL) geometry is most often the proper one for minimizing the free energy of
the system at higher and intermediate fields [37]. The question of very low fields will
be discussed later.
The density of the FLL is a function of the magnetic induction, going as n =
^ cm~2. When the density gets very high the flux cores begin to overlap. This costs
energy, so the sample becomes normal conducting.
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a1

Figure 4.3: A sketch of the equilibrium magnetic flux line lattice for anisotropic,
unaxial superconductors. The real space basis vectors ai and a2 are shown.

4.3

T h e YBa, 2 CuzOj - 6 Superconductor

An example of a type II superconductor is the relatively new material YBCI2 CU3 O7 -S,
termed YBCO for short. This superconductor was discovered in 1987 by T.C. Chu et
al. [38] and has hence been possibly the most studied of the high-Tc materials. The
term high-Tc refers to the then incredibly high critical temperature that this material
exhibited of Tc = 92 K, which is about an order of magnitude higher than most type
I superconductors. For reference a sketch of the unit cell crystal structure is shown in
Fig. 4.4. The dimensions of the cell Me: a = 3.8198 A, b = 3.8849 A, and c = 11.6762
A[39]; hence the crystal structure has a pronounced anisotropy between the c axis
and the a-b directions, which axe almost equal. The chains Me the Cu —O —Cu rungs
labeled in the figure and correspond to the B direction, and the planes - the C u 0 2
planes labeled in the figure - Me of considerable importance because it is believed
that superconductivity Mises here. The superconducting currents flow most easily
pMallel to, and with the most difficulty perpendiculM to, the planes. Therefore there
is not only a crystalline anisotropy to these materials, but a superconducting one as
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well. This superconducting anisotropy will be addressed below when a theoretical
description of anisotropic superconductors is developed. The superconducting charge
carriers, in this case holes, are believed to originate in the planes. The crystalline
structure and electrical behavior of the planes show almost no anisotropy within the
plane. It is for these reasons that the material is considered uniaxial.
YBCO is the material chosen for study in this thesis because its properties and
behavior seem to allow a theoretical description within the anisotropic theory just
mentioned. Its properties are well known because of the wealth of information and
knowledge obtained from intense study for many years. These properties will be
discussed later in section 4.9. First, however, we need to develop more on supercon
ductivity.

4 .4

Isotropic L ondon T h eory

It was mentioned above that the BCS theory was the first successful rigorous theory
of superconductivity. By contrast, the London theory of isotropic superconductors
is a phenomenological theory which is much easier to understand, and it provides a
simple method for the calculation of the magnetic fields of the FLL.
The theory starts by considering the free energy associated with an isolated vortex
within a superconductor in the mixed state. The vortex has a core of radius if, and
the associated fields extend out isotropically over a length of order A. The term
“isolated vortex” implies that the magnetic situation is near Hci , where few vortices
have penetrated the sample.
The isolated vortex can be described by an order parameter (sometimes called a
vortex wavefunction) which has the following form for a vortex: rj) = V’oo/(r)e,tf, where
| t/> |2= n, (the superconducting charge carrier density, described further below), /( r )
is some function of the distance r from the center of the core, and /( r ) —►1 as
r —►oo [33]. The angle 9 is the phase of the order parameter, which changes by 2jt
with one circuit of the core. It has been shown[33] that for superconductors with large
k

(the high kappa limit) the function / varies quite rapidly within the core region,

rises to a value of

1

at a distance on the order of f , and remains constant wherever
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Figure 4.4: A sketch of the unit cell of YBCO.
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there axe no vortices. The order parameter therefore follows this behavior, too. This
is significant in that if the wavefunction is constant, then the superconducting chaxge
carrier density is also constant over these regions. If this density is not a constant,
then a theory which allows for its variation must be used, such as the GinzburgLandau theory[40]. If the superconducting charge carrier density is constant, then
one can use the London theory[41], which is discussed next below.
One begins the London theory by writing down the free energy density of the
superconductor. There will be a term for the energy density of the magnetic field,
given by

6 2 / 8 rr.

There will also be a term for the kinetic energy density of the

superconducting particles. This term is |M u 2 n4, where M is the effective mass of the
superconducting particle, v isitsdrift velocity, andn, isthe superconducting charge
carrier density (cm-3). It is important to note againthat the charge carrier density
is assumed constant, except for right at the vortex core, where it is zero - if this is
not true then the London theory will not hold.
We now use the equation for current density:
J = n,ev

(4.1)

where e is the charge per particle. This yields for the kinetic energy density:
(4.2)
Next recall the Maxwell equation:
V x b = —J
c

(4.3)

where c is the speed of light (Gaussian units). Doing some algebra yields:
Ek =

1

Me2

87r47rn,e2

IV x b

The free energy density of the system is now:

|2

(4.4)
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i« j

where the integral is over a volume V. The term is recognized

as

the square

of the London penetration depth, A£[41]. The free energy density nowtakes

on the

familiar form:
j r = h J A b' + x l

|Vxb|1)w

(4-6)

In order to find field equations from the free energy density we must perform a
variational calculation, minimizing the free energy with respect to variations in the
magnetic field b. This can be done by first writing the free energy as a function of
b + 8b, and then subtracting off the free energy as a function of b. The result is:
5 F = - ^ J v (b - 8 b + A£(V x b) • (V x Jb)) dV

(4.7)

Integrating the second term by parts yields:
- L / i,( A l ( V x b ) . ( V x « b ) ) j V =
x b) • 5b +
/ (V x (V x b)) • 5b dV
(4.8)
47T
47TJV
The first term on the right hand side is recognized as the current J dotted into
5b. This term therefore integrates to zero far from the core where the currents go
to zero. However, within the core there is a problem because the superconducting
charge density is no longer constant. It actually goes to zero at the center of the core,
causing a singularity. This is taken care of by introducing a delta function “source
term” in the equation which multiplies the flux quantum $ 0. One can now write the
equation as:

[b + A£ (V x (V x b)) -

$08(r - r„)] • 5b dV

(4.9)

The minimum energy condition is satisfied when the integrand is zero; hence, the
equation for the fields is:
b + A^V x (V x b) = $ 0 <S(r - r„)

(4.10)

This equation, in principle, allows the calculation of the magnetic field b(x, y) in the
mixed state of an isotropic superconductor. A method of doing so will be described
in the next section, where the London theory is extended to the anisotropic, uniaxial
superconductors.
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A n isotrop ic, U n iaxial L ondon T h eory

The London theory for anisotropic, uniaxial superconductors starts out with the free
energy, also. The development follows exactly the isotropic case until equation 4.6.
At this point the uniaxiality needs to be included, and this is done using the charge
carrier masses both within the superconducting planes and perpendicular to these
planes. The mass within the plane is M x = My = M\\ the mass perpendicular to
the plane is M z = Ms, which is more massive and reflects the difficulty of current
flow in this direction. The mass is now a tensor with M i’s and an M3 on the diagonal
as represented in the crystal frame. It is generally more convenient to normalize the
masses with respect to an average mass defined by Mav = (M*Ms)1/3, which leaves:
“l “
"*3 =

(I-11)
ife

(4-12)

If we now go to a frame where the geometry is defined as depicted in Fig. 4.5, the
mass tensor needs to be transformed. The angle 9 is the angle between the crystal c
axis and the direction of the average field B, the x axis is defined to lie in the plane
of c andB, andthe y axis is perpendicular to this plane. The mass tensor can be
represented in thisframe by transforming the crystal mass tensor via arotation about
the Y (or y) axis, leaving:
m xx = mi cos2 9 + m 3 sin2 6 mxy = m yz = 0
m zz = mi sin2 6 + m 3 cos2 9 m yy = mi

(4.13)

m xz = (mi —m 3 ) sin 9 cos 9
The uniaxiality is folded into the London theory via these masses through the
penetration depth A£[42, 43], where:
\2
Me 2
^ = w

MouC2
A m* =

/A 1A\
(4' W)

where A is now an effective penetration depth, and the subscripts on mjj are z, y, or
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Figure 4.5: Diagram showing the angle 9 between the average field B and the crystal
axis c.
It is often convenient when speaking in these terms to introduce an anisotropy
parameter T =

which for YBCO is 25 [44] and for the Bi-2212 compound is

~ 3025 [45]. It should also be noted that knowledge of T is sufficient for finding the
masses m 3 and

m 3 = T2^3 and mi = T-1/3. With these changes the free energy

density becomes:

T= h IvIbJ+A2m*(v x bwv x b)^]dV

(4-15)

The field equations are obtained via the same type of minimization derivation
used above. The resulting field equations axe:
bk =

d^b

+ ^M kS(r - r„)

(4.16)

where the equation is written in component form using the summation convention,
and eai,e is the fully anti-symmetric tensor. This equation, like its isotropic part
ner equation 4.10 above, allows in principle the calculation of the fields within the
superconductor.
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C alcu lation o f F ield s in A n iso tro p ic Super
con du ctors

The method described here for calculating the magnetic field at any point within a
FLL in an anisotropic, uniaxial superconductor, follows closely the method described
by Thiemann, et al. [46]. Similar work has been done by Balatskii and others[47,
48], and more recently this development has been used as a part of the thesis of
Riseman[17].
We first expand equation 4.16 and, recognizing the following general vector iden
tity V 2A = V(V • A) —V x (V x A), write the field components as:

bz - ^2(mi ^ 7 +
where

bx - X2(m „V 2y6s -

=0

by - A2(m „V ^6 y +

=0

(4-17)

12 S(r ~ r *')

~

^ + Jp- is the two dimensional Laplacian in the xy plane, r is some

vector in the FLL,and r„ are vectors to the vortices.
These equations are strictly correct for an isolated vortex, but can be used with
good confidence for situations where there are many vortices which axe well spaced
and do not overlap. We will assume for the moment that we have vortices which
are well separated in the equilibrium arrangement shown in Fig. 4.3. With this
assumption, we now invoke the well known periodicity of the FLL, which enables us
to perform a Fourier transformation. What we will do is transform the equations
into Fourier space (reciprocal lattice space), perform a summation in this space, and
transform back into red space for the final result.
The Fourier relationship is written as:

b(r) = £ b ( G K Gr
G

b(G) =

j b(r)e- iG" *

(4.18)
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where G are reciprocal lattice vectors and B is the magnitude of the average field
over the read space FLL unit cell. The integral is over the unit cell in real space.
Plugging the upper of equations 4.18 into equations 4.17 and solving gives the
components of the field as a function of reciprocal lattice vectors:
M G ) = BX2m xxG2y/d
M G ) = —BX2m xzGxGy/d
M G) = 5(1 + A2m zzG2)/d

(4.19)

where the denominator d is given by:
d = ( 1 + A2m iGl + A2 m «G 2)(l + A2 m „G 2) - A4m 2xzG2G2
y

(4.20)

These equations - for a uniaxial, anisotropic superconductor - will lead to the real
space microscopic magnetic field at some general point within the FLL. When the
read space field is found (described below), it will in general have components which
are tramsverse to z, i.e. x and y components. These transverse components axe a
result of the anisotropy of the material being introduced via the mass tensor, and do
not atfise within the isotropic London theory. These transverse components will be
the subject of much discussion in chapter 6 .
It now remains only to state the real and reciprocal lattice vectors. From vaxious
studies it has been found [42, 49] that the basis vectors of the real space, equilibrium
FLL, for directions of B with respect to the materiad axis of 0° < 0 < 70°, axe given
by:

The amgle between the vectors (r/) is given by[46] tan t] = {Zmzlmzx)1^2. These vectors
map out a FLL which consists of isosceles triamgles, aind for 9 = 0 the triamgles axe
equilateral (isotropic caise).
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The reciprocal lattice vectors corresponding to these real space vectors axe:
(4.22)
(4.23)
where
m, n = 0 , ± 1 , ± 2 , ...
These vectors map out a reciprocal FLL which consists of isosceles triamgles, much
like its real space counterpart.
The prescription for the calculation of the local magnetic field b(x,y) within the
FLL is now clear:
1. Choose an angle d, an anisotropy T, and an effective penetration depth A for a
material of interest.
2. Calculate the mass tensor m,j for these values.
3. Calculate the components in the upper of equations 4.19.
4. Sum equation 4.18 over a sufficient number of reciprocal lattice vectors for each
component of the field.
5. Repeat steps 1-4 above for many points within a FLL unit cell.
More needs to be said about the phrase “sufficient number” in the fourth item
above. First, the sum over equation 4.18 may not converge for all points in the FLL
due the G dependence in each of the terms. The question becomes one of how many
reciprocal lattice vectors axe needed to obtain reasonable results. A procedure often
used is to cut off the sum at an appropriate number of reciprocal lattice vectors,
Gmax ~ 1/f- Reciprocal lattice vectors of length greater than this fold in Fourier
components which sure the result of the logarithmic singularity at the core[33]. For
a two-dimensional reciprocal lattice there will be two different cutoffs, one for each
direction of the lattice, and in general these will be different.
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A similar method, and the one used in this work, is to perform an empirical
investigation as to the degree of convergence for various numbers of reciprocal lattice
vectors. Once a number is found which, when exceeded, causes little change in the field
values, this number is used as the cutoff. This method was used for my calculations,
and I decided on a value of ±50 for the integers n and m in equations 4.22 above. The
field values at nearly all points within the FLL showed little variation for numbers
greater than this, and for lesser numbers it was obvious that not enough were used.

4 .7

L im itation s o f th e L ondon T h eory

The London theory, like ail theories, has limitations. The origin of the limitation is
that for the London theory to be valid, the superconducting charge carrier density
must be essentially constant throughout the superconductor. As discussed above,
within the isolated vortex approximation the vortex wave function increases quickly
until it reaches a value of ~

1

at the core edge. Outside the core, the wave function,

and hence the superconducting charge carrier density, varies little[33].
The development assumes one is near the lower critical field Hei, end is strictly
only valid there. However, for intermediate field values, Ha <C H < Ha, the London
theory may also be applied with good confidence for materials which are in the high-K
limit, because here again the vortex wave function is still largely a constant, and the
cores may be taken care of via the delta functions used above.
For high-/c materials, it is only when in the high field limit, H ~ Ha, that the
London theory begins to break down. In this situation the flux cores are very close
together, and there is a significant variation in the vortex wave function. This is a
result of the charge density varying, and hence the basic assumption upon which the
London theory is based is no longer valid. In such situations one must abandon the
London theory in favor of a theory which is valid near the upper critical field, like
the famous Ginzburg-Landau theory[40, 34].
An obvious fault of the London theory is that the field at the flux core is logarith
mically divergent at the point which is assumed to be the core - see, e.g. deGennes
[34]. Therefore the effect of finite core size may have to be taken into account. It was
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mentioned above that for equilibrium FLL’s the reciprocal lattice sum can be cut off
at Gmax ~ l/£[50], which causes the field within the core to reach a maximum, finite
level[51]. This method has relatively minor effects on the overall field values within
the FLL and only significantly affects the fields very near (or within) the cores. In
addition, there are times where the core size is such that this type of cutoff is very
necessary. This can be due to actual large ( values [52], or possibly due to longitudinal
fluctuations along the vortex length enhancing the vortex core contribution[53] to the
fields within the FLL.
The isotropic and anisotropic theories developed above have additional assump
tions. The use of the Fourier ideas assumes a regular, periodic array of vortices in a
triangular lattice which has formed within a single crystal. This is the equilibrium
condition as solved by Campbell et a/.[37]. The high-Tc materials, while certainly be
ing in the high-* limit discussed above, have historically been full of pinning centers
which trap flux and cause significant distortion within the FLL. The distortion often
manifests itself in the bending of the flux tubes, causing additional fields which are
transverse to the previously defined vortex direction, and generally causing disorder
in the FLL.
Single crystals pose problems in that they are often twinned, mewing that while
there is a well-defined crystal c axis, there is no defined a or b direction due to
their being skewed at right angles to each other along various planes parallel to the
c axis direction. Early studies on YBCO crystals using Bitter pattern techniques
showed that the twin boundaries caused severe pinning of flux tubes, increasing the
flux density along them by nearly a factor of 2[54]. However, this technique only
samples the vortex behavior at the surface of the sample, and we are more interested
in the bulk behavior. The bulk is readily probed with neutron scattering, and studies
in various twinned single crystals have been performed. These have shown that the
FLL becomes slightly distorted if twin planes are present, but that the structure is
essentially a triangular geometry[55, 56]. One must be aware that these results have
been obtained with relatively high applied fields, on the order of

8

—10 kG in most

cases. This is because the FLL spacing goes like d, ~ y $ o /B , and slow neutrons have
wavelengths on the order of

10

A[57]. For the neutrons to “see” the FLL the field
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must therefore be in this range. Neutrons are therefore an excellent probe of the FLL
within the bulk at these fields, but are incapable of seeing anything at lower fields.
However, recently it has been shown[58, 59] that largely untwinned single crystals
can be grown. The FLL within these kinds of samples is expected to be nearly
distortion free[55] and has been shown to be so in[53].

4.8

E ffects o f A n isotrop y on th e FLL

The first effect of the crystalline uniaxial anisotropy on the FLL is the change with
angle 0 from an equilateral to an isosceles geometry. This effect is the most obvious
and comes directly out of the analysis given in section 4.6. The second effect is the
existence of the transverse magnetic fields, which for the isotropic case do not exist. In
addition, there are other, more subtle, effects of anisotropy which can cause changes
within the FLL. These are briefly described below.
At sufficiently weak fields (H < 100 G) the FLL may undergo a phase transforma
tion from a triangular to what has been termed a chain state. The effect was predicted
theoretically[60, 61, 62, 63, 47, 64, 65] by realizing that the vortices, which normally
repel each other, become attracted to each other for large angles 9 in these anisotropic
materials. The effect has recently been shown to exist in Bitter patttems[ 6 6 , 58], and
is caused by the interaction potential between the vortices in the high-Tc materials
becomming attractive in the x direction. That is, at low enough inductions and high
enough angles, the field component bz becomes negative over a certain range of dis
tances from the core. Since the interaction potential between vortices is proportional
to this component of the field[34, 65], the interaction becomes attractive. (For a good
theoretical discussion, see ref. [65].)
Once formed, the spacing between fluxons in the chain direction is independent of
field for a certain range of fields[65]. Therefore the FLL geometry only changes in one
direction as H is varied. In principle the London theory is still valid in this situation,
however a different Fourier analysis is needed to properly describe the situation[17].
In addition, some theoretical studies at very low inductions have recently pointed
to other equilibrium lattices which are not triangular[67]. The studies show that the
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triangular lattice at low inductions, and with the average field at an angle to the
crystal c axis, can become unstable and yield to other structures. These studies were
pursued in an attempt to explain the phenomenon of flux melting, where it is believed
that the FLL may become disordered due to thermally activated forces within the
material, as well as the recent sighting of chains mixed within a normal vortex lattice
[6 6 ]. The theoretical development of this interesting case has been done[6 8 ], and this
particular instability within the FLL is found to be a result of the high anisotropy
of the material and the geometry of the sample. Instead of the free energy density
minimization done above, one must now minimize the Gibbs free energy subject to
boundary conditions on B and H. This leads to a mixed state within the mixed state,
with some flux at am angle to c aind some lying parallel to c. This phenomenon is
very interesting, but it lies beyond the scope of this work.
Anisotropy in the high Tc materials seems to be linked to. the crystal structure.
The more anisotropic the crystal structure, the more anisotropic the magnetic and
electrical properties. In materials like BSCCO, which has a lairge ratio of c/a, the
superconducting planes cam be many angstroms apart, so that the currents and fields
associated with one plame may have little interaction with the others. It is for this
reason that the highly anisotropic materials have recently been described with a
theory originally developed to describe materials consisting of superconducting layers
separated by non-superconducting material. The Lawrence-Doniach theory[69] states
that the superconducting properties of a material may be described as existing within
the layers, which are coupled weakly to the other layers via Josephson tunneling.
(If the variation of the superconducting properties along c is slow compared to the
c-axis coherence length <fc, then an effective mass tensor may be employed in the
description. However, the effective maiss idea is not essential to the theory.) The
vortices are usually pictured as “pamcakes” within the superconducting plane and
weakly coupled to the others in neighboring planes. The description haa now gone
from the 3-dimensional idea of tubes to a 2-dimensional idea of pamcakes. This theory
has been used recently with fair success in describing some of the more anisotropic
materials[53, 70, 71, 72]. It is believed that the amisotropic London theory brealcs
down in these materials at low temperatures due to the c-axis penetration depth
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becoming shorter than the spacing between CuOi planes.

4.9

Favorable P ro p erties o f Y B C O

It would appear, with all of the possible effects of anisotropy coupled with the limi
tations of the London theory, that the theory as developed has no application. This
is not the case. The compound YBCO seems perfectly suited to a description by the
uniaxial, anisotropic London theory. The four properties which makes it suitable are
now briefly described.
The first property YBCO displays is a high-K value. It is generally believed th a t
the

k

value for YBCO is about 100[73]. This certainly places YBCO in th e high-K

lim it discussed above and therefore makes possible the application of the London
theory.

YBCO is anisotropic, so the anisotropic London theory is applicable. However, it
is believed to have a T = 25, so the amount of anisotropy is not so great that a layered
description is needed to describe the behavior[70, 72]. Hence the London theory as
described above should still be applicable.
In YBCO there exists a low-field regime where there is a well developed FLL
without too much distortion[55, 74]. There is the possibility of forming a chain
state[ 6 8 ], but for fields which are not too low and angles 6 which are not too large
the vortex state should dominate[58].
Lastly, there has lately been a plethora of good quality single crystals made of
YBCO. These have displayed low twinning and pinning[58, 75]. Crystals of this
caliber are essential if a description based on London is to be used.
These four properties of YBCO should allow a low-field study in good single
crystals where a well defined, trianglar FLL exists. The London theory should be
directly applicable to a YBCO single crystal in this state, and the development in
the remainder of this thesis assumes such a condition can be obtained.

C hapter 5
M agnetic Field Surfaces and
D istrib u tion s
The anisotropic London theory, described in the previous chapter, allows for the nu
merical calculation of the microscopic magnetic fields within the flux line lattice of the
mixed state of type II superconductors. The results of the numerical implementation
of this theory are now presented by way of three dimensional and contour plots of the
various magnetic field components. The calculations are done over a unit area of the
flux line lattice, which encompasses an effective area of two of the icosceles triangles
making up the lattice, and the plots reflect this area. Next, the distribution of fields
contained within these plots is calulated. This representation is interesting in itself in
that certain predictions of the theory can be checked. These predictions are studied
by allowing the parameters of the program to vary and watching the distributions
change. In addition, the results for some distributions can be compared to experi
mental results obtained on real samples by way of Fourier transforming /zSR data in
the asymmetry representation. A comparison of theory to data, in this way, is made
at the end of the chapter.
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M agn etic F ield Surfaces

The prescription described in the last chapter for the calculation of magnetic fields via
the anisotropic London theory has been followed and magnetic fields at points within
an equilibrium FLL have been calculated numerically. The program (see appendix
A) needs values for the following parameters: B - the average magnetic field; A - the
effective penetration depth; 6 - the angle between the average field and the crystalline
c direction; and T - the anisotropy parameter from which the effective masses mi and
m 3 axe found. Using only these four parameters the program calculates the real and
reciprocal lattice basis vectors, calculates the effective mass tensor, sums over the
appropriate number of reciprocal lattice vectors, and transforms back into real space
to give the magnetic field components at the point.
The points at which the field is calculated are determined within the program,
and lie in a region of the FLL as depicted in Fig. 5.1. This area was chosen as
the minimum in which the vector nature of the fields is not repeatable. That is,
even though the magnitudes of the fields may be reproduced within this area, the
vector nature is not. This can be more easily understood by looking at Fig. 4 of
reference [46], where the streamlines of the transverse field are shown. The reason
for this choice of area will become clear later when the ideas of the off-axis fields are
introduced. The actual points within the axea where the fields are calculated are on a
grid 51x51, for a total of 2601 points. The grid lengths are found by first calculating
the real space basis vectors of equation 4.21 and dividing ai and the y component of
a 2 by 50.
The values of the parameters corresponding to Y B o^C uzOt are: T = 25, A =
256.5 ram [44]. The value for A is found from using T1^2 = Ac/ A A = (AcA2,,)1^3, and
a value for

A 0i

= 1.5

x

10-s cm, which is in the range found in much of the literature

[17, 76, 55, 77, 78, 39]. The symbols Ac and Aaj are the penetration depths for fields
oriented parallel and perpendicular to the basal planes, respectively (or, currents
flowing parallel to the c and a-b directions, respectively). It should be noted that
for many of the calculations a slightly different A value has been used A = 120 nm.
This was used initially due to a mistake in the calculation, but proved to yeild quite
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Figure 5.1: The area within the FLL used in calculating the surfaces shown below.
interesting results. Therefore the results were kept and used as illustrative examples.
Results of calculations using a similar A parameters will be shown. The reason for
using a different A parameter is that the results for the distributions (calculated later)
show a more interesting structure than for the more “exact” YBCO parameter. The
value used here is A = 120 nm, which is about one half of the value quoted above for
YBCO. Using this value, B = 250 G, 9 = 45°, and T = 25, the following set of figures
was created. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 are the surfaces corresponding to the z component
and the magnitude of the field b within the FLL area. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 are the
surfaces corresponding to the x and y components of the fields within this area of the
FLL.
Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 are almost identical, and have obvious tail, column-like features
which axe the flux tubes. These tubes extend higher than shown in the figures,
but they have been graphically cut off in order to show the field behavior neax the
central region with more clarity. The fields fall off smoothly from the cores and
become relatively flat in the mid-region. The minimum field exists near the center
of the plot. In addition, there are three saddle points within the surfaces. Two are
equivalent and exist on the diagonals between the cores, and one exists along the x
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Figure 5.2: The surface corresponding to the z component of the fields.
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Figure 5.3: The surface corresponding to the magnitude field b at points within
unit cell of the FLL.
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Figure 5.4: The surface corresponding to the x component of the fields.
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Figure 5.5: The surface corresponding to the y component of the fields.
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direction between the cores. These saddle points will become very important later
when the field distributions are discussed.
Fig. 5.4 is the surface of the x component of the fields. Its shape is almost
opposite to the shapes just described for the bt and b surfaces. Now the surface
descends steeply at the cores, becoming negative. The central region again is mainly
flat, and the values of the field x component axe positive here.
Fig. 5.5 is the y component surface of the FLL. This surface exhibits interesting
behavior near the cores, where the fields have an inflection as one passes through the
core in the x direction. There is an obvious asymmetry with respect to a plane half
way along the x axis, where one side is exactly inverted with respect to the other.
An interesting point concerning both of these last two surfaces is that the average
of each over the FLL unit area must be zero. This is almost immediately obvious
when one looks at the by surface, but is somewhat less apparent when looking at the
bx surface. The reason is rather simple. The average field lies along the z direction,
and therefore the dominant field is the longitudinal, or z component. For the average
field to be along z, each of the x and y fields, when averaged over the FLL area, must
be zero, or else the average field would lie in some other direction. This assertion has
been used as a check on the reliability of the surfaces produced with the program.
Both the x and y surfaces have been shown to average to zero over the FLL area to
within numerical accuracy.
Shown next are the contour plots corresponding to these surfaces. Fig. 5.6 is the
contour for the bz surface. Once again the core regions axe graphically cut off so that
the region away from the cores may be viewed more clearly. The minimum is clearly
visible near the center of the plot. The saddle points axe more evident on this plot;
one can clearly see by the numbers labeling the contours that there is a saddle point
on the line midway between any two cores. Note also that this plot, as well as the
two which follow, is drawn with the proper aspect ratio so that the isosceles nature
of the vortex lattice can be seen.
The next figure is the contour plot of the bx surface - Fig. 5.7. The great variation
in the values of bx near the cores is evident in the tight packing of the contour lines
there. The flatness away from the cores is also evident, but here some subtle field
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y

x
Figure 5.6: The contour plot corresponding to the z component surface. Notice the
minimum near the center as well as the saddle points. The core regions have been
excluded because the contours became unresolvable. The numbers on this and the
following plots are field contour values in Gauss.
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x
Figure 5.7: The contour plot corresponding to the x component of the fields.
variation - islands - which was not so obvious on the surface plot, is more easily seen.
The next contour plot is Fig. 5.8, the contour plot of the by surface. The symmetry
mentioned above is apparent at first glance here, also. From the numbers one can
easily see that the two sides are simply inverted reflections of each other. It is also
very easily understood from this plot how the fields average out to zero over the area.
It is also possible to calculate the surface of the transverse field 6j_ and show its
contour. This has been done by the author, but is not particularly illuminating. More
informative is the plot of the lines of the transverse field, often called the streamlines
of the transverse field because the direction of the transverse field at points is given
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Figure 5.8: The contour plot corresponding to the y com ponent of th e fields.
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and it appears as though the lines are flowing. The calculations for these plots has
been done by various authors, and two particularly good examples showing interesting
streamline plots are references [79, 46]

5.2

M eth o d o f C alcu lating D istrib u tio n s from Sur
face G rids

This section describes the method of integration employed to allow the distribution of
magnetic fields to be calculated. (As a reminder, a distribution is simply a probability
of a particular item being found within a certain set of data.) This section is rather
tedious and is included for completeness. Unintersted readers may skip this section
with no loss of understanding or context.
Calculations of the sort discussed above often leave one with a lot of data and
therefore a real need to organize and display it in a meaningful way. Plotting is of
course the first option, both as a surface and as contours. This can shed much light
on the correctness of the calculations, assuming that the user has some idea of the
final result. It can also help in giving some insight as to what the behavior of the
particular physical system at hand is doing - the averaging to zero of the bx and bv
surfaces, for example. It is for these reasons that plotting is of particular importance.
In addition, it is often interesting to determine the distribution of values contained
within the grid; or, in mathematical terms, to calculate the probability distribution of
values of the quantity contained within the matrix. Our grids contain magnetic field
values which (theoretically) are the actual values of the fields within the FLL. It was
discussed in Chapter 2 how the muonic precession signal obtained in a /iSR experiment
cm be Fourier Transformed to yield the distribution of fields that the muons sense.
It would therefore be useful to devise a technique to obtain the theoretical field
distributions from the grids for comparison to experiment.
The technique described below does just that. It is not unique, and has been used
by others to obtain similar kinds of results for things like densities of states[80]. The
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method does a numerical integration of the following integral:
n(M) = / S (M(x, y) - M0) dA
JA

(5.1)

where A connotes the area of the region of interest (in our case the FLL area), M (x, y)
is the value of the quantity contained within the matrix at position (x,y), M0 is the
particular value of the quantity at some point of the integration,and 5 is the Dirac
delta function. For our surfaces the M values will be things like M r , etc.Physically,
what this equation does is integrate over contours, finding the fractional amount of
area the lines take up within the FLL area, and weight that with the inverse of the
steepness of the area on which this particular contour is found. This means that
longer contours will contribute more, but if they exist on very steep terrain they are
weighted back down.
This can be seen more easily if one uses the properties of delta functions to express
the integral in a more

physically meaningful form. For a one dimensional function

the following relationship is true[81]:
*(/(*)) = E

^5'2^

where the function /(x ) has simple zeroes at x,- in the sum. The extension to a two
dimensional function is obvious:
*(/(*, It))

=E

|V/(x,- y,)|^ J ~ Xi^ y ~ Vi^

^5'3^

Replacing the delta function over M in equation 5.1 with the form shown in equation
5.3 yields:

n(M )"

L ? FmL k/ I*- Ii)% ■ "i) itdy

(5-4)

where of course dA = dxdy. Evaluation of the integral now leaves a sum over the i
places in the area where x and y meet the delta condition:
n(M) = E | V M (l.)J/.)|

(5-5)

The technique works as follows, with reference to Fig. 5.9. The grid is made up
of uniformly spaced points in two dimensions. The step sizes in each direction are
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M(x,y) < M0

Mo
contour line

M(x,y) > M

M(x,y) < M 0

Figure 5.9: A sketch of how the grid is handled for the numerical integration. The
value of interest is M0, and its associated contour line is shown as the darker dotted
line. The lighter, diagonal dotted line is that which separates the grid into the two
triangles. A given contour can only intersect two of the three sides of each of the two
triangles.
in general different, but that is irrelevant for the present discussion. The only thing
necessary is an NxN grid of values which are relatively smoothly varying in both
directions. This can be checked by plotting and is certainly true in the case of our
surfaces.
One first chooses a value for M0 and scans through the grid until a specific criterion
is met - see Fig. 5.9. The criterion for this check is that the value M0 lie between the
minimum and maximum values of the three grid points making up a triangle which is
formed by slicing the grid cell along a diagonal - i.e. Mmin(x, y) < M0 < Mmax(x', y').
The reason for the triangle is that it contains the minimum amount of grid points
needed to completely determine the field within its area. If the condition is satisfied,
one next finds the two points where the M0 value actually intersects the sides of the
triangle. Beware: there is some implied knowledge here. First, it is assumed that
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the “contour” corresponding to M0 only intersects the grid sides at two points. In
general this may not be true, but the implication here is that the grid steps are small
compared to variations in the values M (x, y). If this condition is not met the method
will not work. Hand-in-hand with this is the implication that we can find the actual
intersection points along the sides of the grid given only values at the corners. At
this point we require again that the step sizes are small and assume that a linear
extrapolation between points will suffice.
Given these conditions and that the value M0 is within the present triangle, we
find the intersection points using the slopes of the assumed linear sides. At this point
we can apply equation 5.5. The gradient over a triangle is constant, so we must
now sum over the length of the contour within the triangle. Therefore, once the
intersections are found, we calculate the length of the line connecting the two points
- I. Here again is the assumption that the “contour” is slow enough in its variation
to allow a linear approximation. In addition to the length we also find the gradient
as:
V M ( s ,,) =

+ * * * (* , y)
(5.6)
dx
dy
Ax
Ay
where the —►indicates the partials going over in the linear approximation to differ

ences. The actual contribution to the total probability for a given triangle is:
n&(M) =

AM(r.y)
Ax

(5-?)

Ay

The contribution to the distribution for this value of Ma for this particular triangle
is the ratio l/V M (x ,y ). This gets added to all other contributions from all other
triangles for the given M0 value. This is then the probability of finding a given M0
within the surface. The next value of M0 is then used and the process is repeated,
building up the entire distribution.

5.3

M agn etic F ield D istrib u tion s

The method described in the previous section for the calculation of distributions has
been implemented and applied to various magnetic field surfaces. The distribution is
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the probability of finding a particular value of a quantity within the set of data under
investigation. In this case, the sets of data contain magnetic field values, and so the
distributions are magnetic field distributions. The results of this implementation to
surfaces like those shown previously in Figs. 5.2 - 5.5 are shown below in Figs. 5.10
- 5.13, respectively.
Figs. 5.10 and 5.11 represent the field distributions for the bz and b surfaces,
respectively. These distributions look very similax, as do their field surfaces in Figs.
5.2 and 5.3. These distributions are characterized by the number of distinctive steps
and discontinuities in the curves. For example, both have zero probability for fields
below a certain minimum value, which suddenly appears with a very finite probability.
This feature is due to the minimum near the center of the surface, which lies in a region
which is very flat and therefore has a considerable contribution from the l/V M (i, y)
part of the sum (equation 5.7).
Another feature which is characteristic of these surfaces is the peak just above the
minimum - which in this case is two peaks. The peaks here axe due to the saddle
points contained within the field surfaces. These were noted above when both the
surfaces and contour plots were discussed. The saddle point along the x axis of Fig.
5.6 is the cause of the left peak, while the saddle points along the diagonals connecting
the cores are equivalent and cause the right peak. This can be seen by checking the
field values which axe printed on the contours. Once again the flatness of the surface
around these regions is the cause of the peakiness.
In general there is one further feature common in these particular distributions,
and that is a step similax to the minimum at the maximum field value. This step
is greatly reduced in magnitude from the minimum, but is likewise caused by the
similax effect of there being no field values after it. The reduced magnitude is due
to the higher fields existing near the core regions on the surfaces and thereby having
shorter lengths and larger gradients contributing to equation 5.7. On the plots in Figs.
5.10 and 5.11 this upper step is not visible. This is because the vertical scale of the
plots is large compared to the amplitude of the upper cutoff. (Technically speaking,
since the London theory has no intrinsic cutoff, the high field tail will continue on
forever. Numerically, however, the reciprocal sum is cutoff and the core value is finite,
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Figure 5.10: The magnetic field distribution for the bz surface. The parameters used
to generate this and the following distributions are the same as those used to generate
the surfaces and contours: B = 250 G; A = 120 nm; 9 = 45°; T = 25.
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Figure 5.11: The magnetic field distribution of the b surface.
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Figure 5.12: The magnetic field distribution corresponding to the bs surface. Note
that the area to the left of the origin is equal to the area to the right - confirming
the areal average of zero.
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producing a step at some value 6 ™.v.)
The field distribution for the bx surface is shown in Fig. 5.12. It has a highly
asymmetric shape and also an asymmetry with respect to the origin. In contrast to the
distributions just described, this has a sharp, very finite maximum field discontinuity.
This is due to the very flat region in Fig. 5.4, where the maximum field situation is
almost exactly the same as for the minimum above. The minimum here behaves as
the maximum above, with a long tail seeming to be asymptotic to the x axis at low
fields. Here, as with the maximum above, there exists a very small discontinuity or
step corresponding to the absolute minimum in the distribution. It is not visible here
for the same reason that the maximum step is not visible above. The third feature
which catches the eye for this plot is the sharp peak just below zero frequency. This
is due to the saddle point most easily seen in Fig. 5.7 at the center of the x axis, and
also existing equivalently in both the upper left and right corners of the plot.
The by field distribution is shown in Fig. 5.13. In contrast to the other distribu
tions shown it has a very symmetric shape. The minimum and maximum points are
the result of the peaks on the surface in Fig. 5.5. The peaks on the left and right of
the origin in the field distribution are again caused by saddle points, this time easily
seen as the center of the hourglass-like contours in Fig. 5.8. The cause of the peak
at the origin is not so easy to see. It is due to a saddle point which exists at the
center of the top of the contour plot. One must imagine the other plots superimposed
about this point, with maxima and minima diagonally across from each other such
that their common meeting point is a saddle point at the center of the core with zero
y component of the field.
A final point about the bx and by distributions is that they show rather clearly
the idea of zero net transverse field throughout the FLL unit cell. The by distribution
obviously has as much area to the left of the origin as on the right, confirming that
there is no net y component. The bx distribution has no such symmetry, but after
some inspection one can see that in fact there is equal area on both sides of the origin.
This prediction of the theory is a good check on the correctness of the numerical
calculations, which in this case seem to work well.
It should be noted that the theoretical study of magnetic field distributions in
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Figure 5.13: The field distribution corresponding to the by surface. Once again the
areas to the left and right of the origin are equal.
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the mixed state of superconductors did not start here. In fact, it started some years
ago and has evolved quite rapidly since the introduction of the high speed computer.
Listed here for the interested reader are some references which show the development
of numerical calculations of magnetic field distributions as well as some which show
very detailed theoretical analyses of things like peaks and steps. The references are:
[50, 82, 83, 84, 85]. The list is not complete, but is a good launching point for anyone
wishing to know more.

5.4

F ield D istrib u tio n D ep en d en ce on P aram e
ters

The surfaces, contours, and the corresponding distributions shown axe representative
of the infinite number which can be obtained by varying the parameters of the theory.
These particular surfaces were chosen as candidates because the parameters used
show a rich variety of structures with interesting behavior. As mentioned before,
the only real difference is in the parameter A, which was used above as 120 nm and
should really be 256.5 nm for YBCO. (The real YBCO values will be used below in
the discussion of the off-axis fields.) Since it has already been hinted that varying
a parameter affects the results, we will now discuss just how the distributions and
surfaces in fact do vary with the parameters.

5.4.1

A ngle D ependence

The angular dependence of the field distributions is shown in Figs. 5.14 through
5.15. In all of the figures in this subsection, the parameter values other than 6 axe:
B = 250 G, A = 256.5 nm, T = 25. First, the dependence of the longitudinal, or
z, component of the fields is shown in Fig. 5.14. The distribution becomes more
compact as 6 increases to 90°. The minimum field value increases with theta until
the left side of the curve becomes a straight, vertical rise to the peak. This means that
the minimum and the saddle points have become indistinguishable. The peak also
moves toward higher frequencies, and the long high-frequency tail becomes shortened.
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This behavior indicates that the overall range of bz within the FLL unit cell decreases
rather markedly with angle.
In addition to this behavior is the appearance of the second peak for 0° < 9 < 90°.
At 9 = 0° the FLL is isotropic, and hence the saddle points are equivalent in field
value. As theta increases, the fields slowly distort (due to the anisotropic masses)
and the FLL changes over from equilateral to isosceles, causing differing values for
the two saddle points. The FLL remains isosceles all the way to 90°, but here the
second peak disappears. In theory the two saddle points are still distinct, but their
values have become so close at this angle that one needs to look extremely closely
to resolve them. It is worth noting that multiple peaks of any nature have yet to be
found experimentally, let alone for the difficult 90° case.
A final point on this graph is to note that the vaxiations are all about the average
field value, which for a field of 250 G is a frequency of / = 3.3875 M H z for positive
muons (recall w = 7 ^B). It is also important to note that the peaks are below the
average field value for all angles, as cam be seen in the figure where the average field
is labeled as a vertical dotted line.
Very similax behavior is shown in Fig. 5.15, where field distributions of the mag
nitude b are plotted for various angles 9. The same minimum and tail behavior is seen
as in Fig. 5.14, as well as the overall decrease in the width of the distribution. The
actual values of the minima and peaks are of course slightly different from those in the
previous figure, but the angular dependence is the same. However, the distributions
at 0° and 90° are the same as in the previous figure, once again because of the lack of
transverse components at angles where the average field is aligned with a crystal axis.
In this figure the frequency corresponding to the average field B is again labeled as
a vertical dotted line. The behavior of the various distributions with respect to this
line mirrors that in the last figure.
Somewhat similar behavior is shown in Fig. 5.16, where the bx distributions are
shown for various angles 9. The distribution shrinks dramatically in width as theta is
increased, and (due to areal conservation) becomes much more pronounced vertically.
The saddle point peak on the left is almost gone at low angles, but moves left and
increases as 9 gets large. Notice in the graph that the angles 0° and 90° are not
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Figure 5.14: Field distributions n(bz) for various angles 0 between the average field
B = 250 G and the crystal Z direction. The other parameters Me: A = 256.5 nm,
and T = 25. The vertical line at / = 3.3875 M H z indicates the position of the
average field.
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Figure 5.15: Field distributions n(b) for various 9. The other parameters are the same
as in the last figure.
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shown; this is because there axe no transverse components at angles where the field
B is along a crystal direction.
The distributions of by are shown in Fig. 5.17. The same angular behavior is
observed here as before, with the distribution becoming much more compressed as
9 increases. The gradual, symmmetric, wing-like decreases to zero at lower angles
become sheer drops at higher angles. The three peaks, which are very widely spaced
at 10°, become almost indistinguishable at an angle of 70 degrees.
In sum, the distributions are all similarly affected by variations in the direction
of the average field B. All show significant narrowing as theta increases to higher
angles, which is likely a reflection of the increasing “distortion” of the FLL away from
equilateral triangles at 9 = 0° to ever more isosceles triangles as 9 —► 90°. (The
reader should note the use of the term “distortion” in this context means the natural
moving of the FLL from equilateral to isosceles, and not distortion by any means
such as pinning or thermal fluctuations). The distributions for n(bz) and n(b) axe
very similax (even at B — 250 G), and show for these parameters separate peaks for
the two different saddle points within the field surfaces. These peaks axise once theta
is non-zero and persist until theta neaxs 90°, when they disappear again to within the
limits of numerical accuracy.

5.4.2

F ield D ependence

The dependence of the various distributions on the magnitude of the average field
B is discussed here. In all plots the parameters other than B are held fixed at the
following values: A = 256.5 nm, 9 = 70°, and T = 25. The values for B axe 100, 250,
500, 1 0 0 0 , and 5000 G.
The n(bx) plots are in Fig. 5.18 and again show the characteristic shape, but
axe seen to be displaced with respect to one mother. The displacement as shown is
not real - the horizontal axis is not the correct axis and has been left unlabeled in
an attem pt to avoid confusion. The actual positions of the lineshapes on this axis
axe quite far apart. When they are plotted in these positions they cannot be easily
compared. For this reason the distributions above 100 G have been shifted down
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Figure 5.16: Field distributions n( 6 r ) for various 6. The other parameters axe the
same as in the last two figures.
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Figure 5.17: Field distributions n(bv) for various 0. The other parameters are the
same as in the last three figures.
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toward the first curve for ease of comparison.
It is seen at first glance that the magnitude of the average field has some effects
on the shapes of the distributions. However, the widths and heights are all very
similar, especially when possible numerical effects are considered. It is therefore
almost entirely correct to state that variations of this sort, especially at intermediate
fields, to first order only shift the distribution along the frequency axis.
As mentioned above, there are some differences between the curves. All of the
curves, except for the 100 and 5000 G, have some type of double peak structure. These
two peaks are caused by the existence of two saddle points within the magnetic field
surface (see above). For angles which axe intermediate, like 9 = 70° for the figure,
one expects the two saddle points to give rise to the peaks. Therefore the lack of a
double peak for these two curves is curious, and deserves closer inspection.
For a deeper understanding we go back to the surfaces and inspect the contour
plots for three of the curves of Fig. 5.18. These Me shown in Fig. 5.19, for the
cases where B = 100, 250, and 5000 G. The other parameters for these curves are:
A = 256.5 nm, 9 = 70°, and T = 25. Note that the angle here is different than
that used earlier for the surface/contour plots; this angle was chosen for two reasons:
1.

the geometry of the FLL is different than earlier; 2 . this angle is closer to that

which yields the maximum saddle point separation - see Fig. 5.14. In Fig. 5.19, it is
immediately apparent that the field surfaces undergo changes, especially with respect
to the position of the minimum. In the center graph we see a plot like above, where
it is easy to see the minima and the saddle points. It is also easy to tell that the two
different saddle points (bottom center and along either of the diagonals connecting
the lower cores and the upper one) axe at distinct field values, separate from each
other by a few gauss. When one looks at the left plot one sees that for a lower field of
100

G the minimum has moved down to a position almost colinear with the cores. Its

movement has caused the saddle point which resides there at 250 G to be suppressed,
because there is now very little area near it which is fiat. In the right plot is the
contour for B = 5000 G. Here again the minimum has moved, but this time it has
shifted up toward the top core. If one looks closely one sees that the saddle points are
now almost equivalent in field value. In fact, the field surface now has characteristics
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Figure 5.18: Field distributions n(bt ) for various B. The other parameters are: A =
256.5 nm, 6 = 70°, and T = 25. Note that the horizontal axis is not real - the curves
have been shifted to positions closer together for easier comparison.
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which resemble quite closely that of a 6 = 0° equilateral FLL surface. There is still a
slight difference in the two saddle points, but the difference at 5000 G is already too
small to see without integrating over a range which stresses the limits of the numerics.
The behavior of the n(b) curves is almost exactly the same as just described for
the n(bz) curves - see Fig. 5.20. Once again the horizontal axis is not real, and the
curves have been shifted to the left as described above. The shape and size of the
curves remains almost the same for all B. But, one can also see differences between
the curves. Here, like above, there are some curves with multiple peaks. However,
unlike above, the multiple peak graphs exist at all fields. Shown in Fig. 5.21 are the
contour plots which correspond to those in Fig. 5.19 for 6 *. The 100 G plot clearly
shows that the minimum is not shifted down to the X axis, thereby allowing the
saddle point to exist with reasonable area. The 5000 G plot is similar to that in Fig.
5.19, with the distribution looking isotropic. In this case one can see a small peak on
the n(b) curve corresponding to this slightly different field-valued saddle point.
We next look at the behavior of the field distributions n(bx) as the average field
magnitude is varied. The curves are shown in Fig. 5.22, where it is seen that the
distributions maintain a very consistent shape over a very wide range of average fields.
The characteristic asymmetric peaks spread out as the average field is increased. The
maximum field value seems to be approaching some upper limit, and the left peak
shifts down but also seems to approach a limit. Therefore the values of the fields at the
max and left peak saddle do vary with magnitude of the average field. However there
appears to be no behavior at all similar to that of the n(bz) and n(b) distributions,
since these saddle points all remain intact throughout the field variation.
Lastly, in Fig. 5.23 are the field distributions for n(by). Here there is a very slight
variation between the 100 G curve and the others, which axe almost right on top of
each other. These distributions therefore seem to converge to a limiting form much
sooner than the previous ones, and the overall variation with average field magnitude
is almost negligible.
In sum, the variation with average magnetic field of the various component distri
butions is rather slight, especially for the bx and by distributions. The distributions
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Figure 5.19: Shown above are contour plots of bt surfaces corresponding to three
different average field values. From left to right are: B = 100, 200, 5000 G. The
other parameters are: A = 256.5 nm, 6 = 70°, T = 25. Note the movement of the
minimum, and its effect on the saddle points, as the average field value increases.
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Figure 5.20: Field distributions n(b) for various B. The other parameters are the
same as in the last figure; here, too, the horizontal axis is not real.
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Figure 5.21: Contour plots for the magnitude of b surfaces for B — 100, 250, and
5000 G. The behavior of the minimum is similar to the bz contours, but different for
the B = 100 G case. This position allows for a more concrete saddle point position
and yields a peak on the field distribution curve of the last figure.
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Figure 5.22: Shown axe the field distributions for n(bx) as the average internal field
is varied as labeled. The variations here are relatively minor and do not indicate the
type of behavior exhibited above for n(bz) and n(b).
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Figure 5.23: Shown axe the field distributions for n(bv) as the average internal field
is varied as labeled. The variations here axe very minor, and the distributions appear
to have reached a limit of change by 1000 G, after which no further variation occurs
with increasing field.
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for bz and b generally retain their shape, but closer inspection reveals interesting be
havior of the field surfaces. Specifically, this behavior involves the movement of the
minimum on both plots, and on the bz surface it moves enough to cancel out the effect
of one saddle point at 6 = 0° and 9 = 90°.

5.4.3

Effective P enetration D epth D ependence

We next look at the dependence of the field distributions on the value of the effective
penetration depth, A. Following the order established above, we will first inspect the
distributions of n(bz). It is interesting first to establish the theoretical dependence
of n(bz) on A, and then to check that the theory is self consistent. The quantity of
interest is < (bz — B) 2 >1^2, which can be derived using equations 4.19 and 4.20. If
we assume intermediate field values, we can use the aproximation A2G2

l[46],

and the result is:

The important relation of course is that the width of the n(bz) distribution varies as
1 /A2,

which we will check below.

The plot of the A dependences for n(bz) is in Fig. 5.24, where one can immediately
see a very strong variation. These curves have A values of 100, 256.5, 500, and
1000 nm. The other parameters, in this as well as the other graphs in this section,
axe: B = 250 G, 6 = 70°, and T = 25. The values appear at least qualitatively to
have the behavior predicted by the theory.
As a check on the theory, the full width at half max (FWHM) is plotted as a
function of A in Fig. 5.25. Shown as points are the widths, and the curve is a fit of
y = ao * A“a to the points. The value of the fit parameter a 2 is —1.9996, indicating
that the calculation of the lineshapes is correct (at least as far as the theory holds).
The phrase full width at half max needs a little explanation. Theoretically, the
peaks on the curves arise from a singularity and are therefore infinite. Numerically
they are finite. The method used in this and the following section for determining the
FWHM was as follows. First, the peak was found. Second, an average of many points
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Figure 5.24: Shown are the field distributions for n( 6 z) as the effective penetration
depth is varied as labeled. The values of the other parameters are: B = 250 G,
6 — 70°, and T = 25. The variation in width of the distributions theoretically varies
as 1/A2.
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on either side of the peak (the higher of the two, if two) was found, being careful not
to include points too fax from the peak. Third, this average value was then halved,
and the width at this level was found. This method worked well for the n(bx) and
n(b) curves, as will be shown below.
The theoretical dependence of the distributions n(b) on the effective penetration
depth is the same as for n{bx). Using the same approximations as above, it can be
shown that the FWHM of these distributions also vary as 1/A2. The plot of the field
distributions for various A is in Fig. 5.26, and the plot of FWHM for these curves
versus A is in Fig. 5.27. The solid curve in the latter figure is another fit to the data,
with the exponent this time having a value of —1.995.
The A dependence of the distributions n( 6 x) and n(by) are shown in Figs. 5.28
and 5.29. Once again a very strong dependence on A is evident. Here, we look for the
width of the distribution as a variation with respect to zero Gauss - < (bx —0) 2

> * /2

and < {by —0) 2 > 1^2. Using similar methods to those used above, we can show that
these relationships are given by:

<«>
< (6, - o>» >■/». E

(5-1.)

Hence both should also display a 1 /A2 behavior. A plot of the widths of the n(bx)
lineshapes versus A is shown in Fig. 5.30. The points show the correct qualitative
behavior, but the fit produced am exponent of —1.56 when fit to only the right four
points. When fit with all points the exponent was —1.35, which is worse. The widths
were determined by the spread between the left peak and the farthest right non-zero
point of the distribution. The calculation of the widths was somewhat complicated
by the fact that the lineshape form changed at A = 50 nm. The steep fall on the right
side became a more gradual decline, and the two peaks moved closer together. This
made defining a consistent width difficult, and hence a fit was done over the final four
points to help avoid this problem. The value for the four points is still not great, and
this is due to the fact that the 50 nm point is crucial for a more complete mapping
of the behavior.
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Figure 5.25: A plot of the FWHM of the n(bx) distributions as a function of the
parameter A. The points Me the FWHM of the calculated distributions, and the
curve is a fit to these points. Anisotropic London theory predicts a 1/A2 dependence,
the fit produced an exponent of —1.9996.
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Figure 5.26: Shown are the field distributions for n( 6 ) as the effective penetration
depth is varied as labeled. The values of the other parameters are: B = 250 G,
9 = 70°, and T = 25. The variation in width of the distributions theoretically varies
as 1/A2.
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Figure 5.27: A plot of the FWHM of the n(b) distributions as a function of the
parameter A. The points are the FWHM of the calculated distributions, and the
curve is a fit to these points. Anisotropic London theory predicts a 1/A2 dependence,
the fit produced an exponent of —1.995.
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Figure 5.28: A plot of the n(bx) distributions as a function of the parameter A.
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Figure 5.29: A plot of the n(bv) distributions as a function of the parameter A.
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Figure 5.30: A plot of the width of the n(bx) distributions as a function of the
parameter A. The points are the width of the calculated distributions, and the curve
is a fit to these points. The fit produced an exponent of —1.56.
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The widths of the n(bv) distributions were more well-behaved, as shown in Fig.
5.31. The exponent was fit to a value of —1.904, which is fairly close to the expected
—2. The widths here were measured between the parts of the curves in Fig. 5.29
where the distribution drops vertically to zero probability. The lineshapes for n( 6 y),
unlike those of n(bx), maintain a consistent form for all A and therefore allow for a
more consistent width measurement. This is evidenced by the much better behavior
of the points and the better fit parameter for the exponent.
To summaxize, the anisotropic London theory predicts a 1/A2 dependence for the
width of the various distributions discussed. Examination of the calculated distri
butions yields almost exactly this behavior for both the n(b) and n(bz) curves, very
close correspondence by the n( 6 y) curves, and a somewhat less than perfect match for
the n(bx) curves. This last is mostly due to difficulties in analysis, and with a more
consistent method would probably yield better results.

5.5

O riented and P o ly cry sta llin e D istrib u tio n s

The distributions presented so fax correspond to those of single-crystal samples there is a known crystalline direction c at an angle 9 to the average field B direction.
Therefore the entire discussion up to now is applicable to single-crystals. However,
the techniques can be extended to cover samples which are not single crystals, such
as oriented and polycrystalline superconducting YBCO materials.
Oriented samples axe generally fabricated:
1.

in a suspension which is placed in high magnetic fields (~

8

T)[8 6 , 87]. The

crystallites of superconducting material in the suspension experience a torque
which tends to align their c axis with the field, which leaves the resulting bulk
sample with a high degree of orientational order [8 8 ].
2. by melt texturing a thick film[89].
The materials produced in this way generally have ~ 90% orientation, meaning that
the crystallites making up the material have their c axes aligned to within ±5° of
that of the applied field during fabrication.
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Figure 5.31: A plot of the width of the n(by) distributions as a function of the
parameter A. The points are the width of the calculated distributions, and the curve
is a fit to these points. The fit produced an exponent of —1.904.
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Polycrystalline samples are generally produced from precursor powders which are
mixed in the proper proportions and pressed into pellets. These pellets are then
reacted in a furnace with oxygen, bringing the oxygen level up to that required for
superconductivity[90, 91, 92]. In these samples there is no unique crystalline direction
- the crystallites axe isotropically oriented in space.
The extension of the field distribution calculations to these types of materials is
simple. One calculates many single crystal distributions n,c(b, 9) for various angles
and then sums and averages appropriately. This is expressed mathematically as:
(5.11)
where n(bz) is the oriented or polycrystalline distribution corresponding to the choice
of angles 9min and 9max.
For example, one can find the oriented sample field distribution of a 90% oriented
sample by setting 0min — 0° and 0max = 5°. A plot of this calculation is shown in
Fig. 5.32. The parameters for the calculation are: B = 1000 G, X = 256.5 nm, and
T = 25. This distribution looks similar to the typical single crystal distributions,
with the sharp discontinuity at the minimum field, the sharp peak, and then the
long, high field tail. The peak is not quite as sharp as before, and the width is
slightly enhanced also. These effects axe similar to what is seen experimentally in
single crystal lineshapes and attributed to disorder in the FLL[17, 29, 76]. It would
therefore be difficult to distinguish these subtle differences from experimental reality.
An example of a polycrystalline distribution is in Fig. 5.33. The parameters here
axe the same as those in Fig. 5.32. This distribution is much different than the single
crystal lineshapes, although it retains the sharp peak and long high field tail. The big
difference in this plot is the gradual increase on the left-hand side of the distribution
leading up to the peak. This is a consequence of the sin 6 averaging over lower 9
single-crystal distributions. The single crystal peaks, which start out as tall as the
remaining peak in the figure, are reduced by sin 9 and hence give the smooth rise.
Experimental polycrystalline distributions on YBCO have a shape similax to the
theoretical one. The differences lie in the smoothing of the overall line shape (pre
sumably due to disorder in the FLL) and also in the notable lack of the long high
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Figure 5.32: A theoretical oriented sample field distribution for a material like YBCO:
B = 1000 G, A = 256.5 nm, T = 25. The degree of orientation is roughly 90%,
meaning that the crystallite c axes fall to within ±5° of the intended orientation
direction.
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Figure 5.33: A theoretical polycrystalline field distribution for a material like YBCO:
B = 1000 G, A = 256.5 nm, V = 25. Characteristic features are the gradual rise on
the left and the long high frequency tail.
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frequency tail[83, 82]. An example of an experimental polycrystalline lineshape is in
Fig. 5.34, which is of a bulk sample of YBCO at T = 2QK. The data were taken in
1990 at TRIUMF by Dr. Carey Stronach and Christof Niedermayer on a polycrys
talline YBCO sample fabricated by the author. It can be seen here that the curve is
not as sharp as the theory, and that the high-held tail is almost non-existant. In order
to make the theory appear more like the data, various schemes have been developed
to alter the shape of the theoretical curves. The most popular is convolution with
another curve, usually a gaussian, which causes the theoretical curve to broaden and
smooth out, like the data [17, 76]. The convolution curve is also shown in Fig. 5.34,
but is shown on a reduced scale for clarity.
Other techniques have been developed to alter the appearance of the theoretical
polycrystalline lineshapes. All attempt to decrease the theory’s high frequency tail
and increase the lower frequency side. A few references are included here for the
interested reader[93, 94]. These references suggest that the London theory is correct
and applicable, and that the discrepancies between the theoretical and experimental
results axe laxgely due to things like disorder, bad samples, and pinning.
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Figure 5.34: Shown are two representations of the same field distribution which are
Fourier Transformed from pSR data taken at TRIUMF on a bulk YBCO sample. The
temperature of the sample is 20 K. The dotted line is the raw transform, with no
tweaking. The solid curve is the result of apodization (multiplication in time space)
with a gaussian envelope which has a decay constant of 5 ps - this is essentially
convolution.

C hapter 6
O ff-Axis F ields in A nisotropic
Superconductors
In this chapter the microscopic magnetic field components perpendicular to the av
erage field B direction are investigated. A numerical simulation of muon behavior
within the field distributions of the last chapter is presented. The resulting muon
time histograms are theoretical predictions of the experimental /iSR data. Coupling
existing /iSR techniques and Fourier transform analysis, the data are treated to reveal
what we call moments of the microscopic field distributions. These moments tell us
interesting things about the nature of the fields within the materials, including an
estimate of how fax the average field is off in direction from the applied field.

6.1

S im u lating M u on B ehavior w ith in th e FLL

In chapter 4 the anisotropic London theory was developed. It describes a method for
calculating the magnetic fields within the FLL of an anisotropic superconductor. In
chapter 5 this method was implemented on a computer, allowing the magnetic fields
of the FLL to be numerically determined. Using these fields, and our knowledge of
how muons precess in magnetic fields (chapter 3), allowed a simulation program to be
implemented where muons stop uniformly within a triangular FLL. The simulation
results in data which should correspond to high statistics /j SR data. The manipulation
102
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P(0)

<V;
iV~

Figure 6.1: The definition of geometry and trigonometry for the discussion in the text.
There are detectors along the x, y and z directions indicated by the clear squares.
of this data will be described below.
One first must understand the geometry used for the simulation. The geometry
and trigonometric symbols used are shown in Fig. 6.1. Particular values of the angles
will be referenced later when simulation results are discussed.
First, the directions x, y, and z are those which line up with three mutually
perpendicular detectors - the LAB axes. All further directions are defined with
respect to these three. The average field B direction is determined by the angles
13 and <pp. The c axis direction is determined by the angles a and <j>a. Once B
and c are specified, the angle 9 between them is determined by the dot product:
cos 0 = B • c /5 . Knowing 9, the magnitude of B, and the material (i.e. A and
T) allows the calculation of the fields within the FLL by the methods developed in
chapter 4. Recall that the crystal (field) axes directions X , Y , and Z are defined by
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the relations given in chapter 4 as B x (B x c) /B 2, B x c /5 , and B, respectively,
and are not shown in the figure for the sake of clarity.
With the fields known, the simulation can commence. An outline of the program
which carries out the simulation follows:
1. Pick a direction for the initial polarization P(0) of the muon by choosing the
angles

7

and <j>7.

2. Pick a field value 6 ,- to search for in the FLL.
3. If bi is found at a point within the FLL, calculate the projection of the muon’s
polarization along each of the three directions x, y, and z for a length of time
T as it precesses about the vector local b.
4. Using the integration method of chapter 4, weight each muon’s contribution
according to the amount of area that the field occupied within the cell.
5. Keep a running field/areal average for each of the three mutually perpendicular
directions where one has imagined the detectors to be.
The program is contained in appendix B for the interested reader to peruse.
The details of point 3 above deserve some discussion. Recall from chapter 4 that
the FLL unit cell is divided into rectangular sub-cells. The field values of the FLL are
calculated at the corners of the sub-cells. Once a field b; is found to lie within a sub
cell, its direction must be determined. We only know the field values at the comers
of a sub-cell, so to find the direction of the field b,- at its intersection point of the
sub-cell, we average the components at the two closest known points. These averaged
components are then used for the direction of the local field. The muon polarization
is then broken into components along this average field direction and perpendicular
to it. The perpendicular component is further broken into two components, where
the x' direction is defined to lie in the plane defined by P(0) and bou. The x' and
y' components then rotate about the b ou direction in discrete time steps for some
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amount of time T via the equation:
/ x'(t) \

f cos uit
=

m
\ *'(*) )

sinwt

0

—sin u>t cos u t

0

'

f x'( 0 ) N
y'(0 )

(6 .1)

o ij I *'(0 ) )

I o

The components x', y’, and z' are then transformed into the LAB axes by rotations
about the apropriate axes. The rotation matrix for this is:
' cos 8 cos fa —sin <&, sin 8 cos <f>b ^
R=

cos 8 sin 4>b cos <f>b
—sin 8

0

sin 8 sin <f>b

(6 .2 )

cos 8

where 8 and 4>b are the polar and azimuthal angles determining the direction of b„
with respect to the LAB axes.

6.2

A ssu m p tio n s o f th e Sim ulation P rogram

This model assumes certain things. For instance, it assumes that all muons arrive
with their polarization in the same direction. This is largely true, but it should be
remembered that real muon beams may be only 90% polarized. This program, like
the previous one, assumes that the FLL consists of a well defined, equilibrium set of
straight cores which are not distorted in any way. The possible problems with this
assumption were discussed above in section 4.7. Further, this program assumes a
uniform stopping distribution of muons throughout the FLL. That is, that the muons
axe as likely to stop in one spot in the FLL as in any other, and that there will be
no feature within the FLL or material which will cause any denser stopping of muons
than any other. In order to satisfy this assumption it will be necessary to have very
good quality samples which Me relatively pin-free and uniform. This assumption is
generally quite good with respect to the FLL, because the length scale of the FLL is
of the order of A, while the muon is believed to stop near the oxygen in the plane or
chain of the unit cell (Fig. 4.4). The length scale of the FLL is therefore something
like 150 nm, while the muons are stopping within the unit cells (with a bond length
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of approximately 0 .1 nm[95, 96]) which are at most of order 1 nm. Therefore many
muons should stop within the the FLL and sample it uniformly.
The model also assumes no type of interaction of the muon with anything other
than the magnetic field, and that the muons do not diffuse throughout the material.
Since, as mentioned above, the muons are believed to stop near an oxygen, then there
should be no dipole-dipole interaction since oxygen nuclei axe spin zero in their most
abundant form. Due to the 1 /r 3 nature of the dipole-dipole interaction, no other
nuclei will have an influence even close to that of the FLL fields. In addition, it has
been shown [90] that the muons do not diffuse in the high-Tc materials, so motion
effects should not play a role in the results.
A further assumption is that the detectors are of infinitesimal size and all of equal
efficiency. In reality the detectors cover some solid angle in space and therefore the
projection is over this area some distance away from the muon. The efficiency of
each detector will in general be different, and there may even be differences within
a single detector depending on where the positrons are incident. The actual signal
in a finite sized detector will therefore be an average of the type of signal calculated
here over the solid angle of the detector and also over the efficiency as a function
of position on the detector. This type of averaging will cause the signed to become
smeared somewhat, but for higher statistics the problem should be less noticable.
Lastly, it must be understood that the simulation calculates the projection of the
muon polarization simultaneously along all three directions. Thereore each muon
contributes to each detector’s signal for the entire time T that the simulation runs.
This is certainly much different than a real monte carlo simulation, where actual
decays with the decay asymmetry folded in would take place at times weighted by
the muon lifetime. However, real data will approach our simulation for high statistics.
In order to see the kind of experimental statistics needed to approach our sim
ulations, we did a numerical test using a theoretical lineshape calculated via the
methods of the last chapter. We first calculated the lineshape from the z surface,
and then Fourier transformed into time space to simulate the asymmetry histogram
- see Fig. 6.2; top panel is the theoretical distribution, bottom is the FT of the
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Figure 6.2: Top is a theoretical field distribution for the following parameter values:
B — 1000 G, A = 120 nm, 9 = 0°, and T = 25. The bottom is the real Fourier
transform of this distribution, which corresponds to the time-space or asymmetry
representation.
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Figure 6.3: This is a plot of the lower data of the last figure after being scaled for 10®
total events, run through the Poisson distribution random noise generator, and then
having the exponential decay of the muon lifetime removed. A real muon histogram’s
statistics follow a Poisson distribution, where the error in a particular histogram bin
goes as iV1/2, where N is the counts in the bin.
distribution. These data were then transformed into raw histogram-like data by in
cluding the muonic decay and a user-specified total count parameter. This total count
parameter could be varied to simulate the statistics of the histogram - higher total
counts meaning better statistics. The now raw histogram was then made noisy by
running it through a random number generator [97] which produced a spectrum with
a Poisson distribution of noise in it. This noisy spectrum was then changed back to
an asymmetry type of spectrum - see Fig. 6.3 - and then Fourier transformed into
frequency space to see the effects on the lineshape.
The results of three such trials are shown in Fig. 6.4. The amount of statistics is
varied by an order of magnitude as one goes from top to bottom from 10® to 10®. The
effect of better statistics is obvious, as the original lineshape of Fig. 6.2 is virtually
recovered in the bottom plot. We therefore conclude that at least 107 total events are
necessary for an experiment to reasonably reproduce these results.
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Figure 6.4: Top is the resultant distribution for the total events equalling 106. Here
the noise is such that the details of the underlying distribution are difficult to deter
mine. The middle panel is for 107 total events, where the details of the line shape
are becomming more clear. The bottom is for 10® events, where most features of the
original distribution are reproduced.
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6.3
6.3.1

R e su lts o f th e Sim u lation
R esu lts for a G eneral Case

An example of the results of a simulation axe shown in Fig. 6.5. This case has the
average field at a position given by 0 = 0°, <j>p = 0°, the c axis at a = 45®, <f>a — 0°,
and the initial polarization at 7 = 80°,
= 0°. One can see the three separate
signals in the figure as different line types. Each shows a relatively large initial
amplitude and oscillations which decay at a certain rate. The oscillation frequency
closely corresponds to that given by uj — 7 B, but the signal is actually not simply
composed of one frequency, as one might have guessed. The decay of the signal with
time is interesting because it is evidence of the existence of the off-axis fields. That
is, the muons are all arriving in phase due to their polarization, but because each sees
a slightly different local field (in both magnitude and direction) each precesses at its
own rate in its own direction. Therefore the muons all slowly become out of phase
with each other and the net signal seen at the detector decreases. The proof of the
existence of the off-axis fields is this dephasing in the signal. If there were no off-axis
fields, then all muons would see the same local field and they would stay together as
they processed. Therefore this dephasing, if all other sources of field inhomogeniety
can be ruled out, is definite proof of the existence of off-axis fields.

6.3.2

C oupling to /fro m Local Fields

An interesting detail of these simulations is found by observing the behavior of the
various signals as the direction of the initial polarization of the muons is varied. For
example, given a field value of B — 100 G in the direction 0 = 0°, 4>g = 0 °, a c
axis direction of a = 45°, <f>a — 0°, and a YBCO-like material, Fig.

6 .6

shows what

appears to be a phase shift in the signals for two directions of initial polarization.
The top panel shows the x signals, the center shows the y, and the bottom shows the
z signals. There appears to be a phase shift in both the x and y signals between the
P(0) II 2 ( 7 = 0°)
7 = 20°. The increase in the initial x amplitude is explainable
in that as 7 is increased, the projection onto x must therefore increase. But this does
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Figure 6.5: Results of a numerical simulation of muons within the FLL of a material
like YBCO. The average magnetic field B = 100 G and is in a direction given by
(3 = 0°, 4>p = 0°. The crystal c axis is at a = 45°, <f>a = 0°. The initial polarization is
at 7 = 80°, <j>y = 0°. The lines correspond to each detector as labeled in the graph.
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not explain the phase change in the y signal.
To investigate further, we calculate the signals as the initial polarization is varied
from 7 = 0° to 4°. These are shown in Fig. 6.7. We again see what appears to be phase
shifts in the x and y signals as the angle 7 is varied. When P(0) is farther from B, the
oscillations begin in the proper direction for this geometry via dP /dt = P x B. One
can see this by noting that the initial amplitude along the y direction goes negative,
corresponding to precession about the z axis in a clockwise sense as viewed along
+z back toward the origin. For lower angles of P(0) there is a definite change in
the muon behavior, for now the initial amplitude along y is no longer negative, but
positive. It seems that the muon’s behavior shifts from one where the precession is
governed by the direction of the average field B at larger angles ( 7 > 3°) to one which
is controlled by the local fields b near 7 = 0 ° - the muons will decouple from the local
fields at large 7 . It would therefore be interesting to look experimentally for this type
of behavior, as it would be yet another indication of the existence of off-axis fields.

6.4

M om en ts o f th e F ield D istrib u tio n s

6.4.1

Starting Point

It was mentioned above that a technique was developed which enables the determi
nation of various moments of magnetic field distributions. This technique will now
be discussed in some detail.
The starting point for this discussion is the examination of three special cases
of experimental geometries. In the first case, the average field is along the LAB
z direction and the initial polarization is along the x direction. For this case, the
polarization projections along each of the three LAB axes (corresponding to equation
3.2) are:
Pxy(t)

— 0*

“ cos w*) ~ b~rsiQ

P x z{t)

- - ^ ( 1 “ cosurt) + y sin u

(6*3)
t

(6.4)
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Figure 6 .6 : Plots of the three /uSR signals for two different orientations of P(0):
= 0° and 7 = 20°. In the top figure there appears to be a phase shift between the
two signals. This phase shift also appears in the center plot for the y signals.
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Figure 6.7: The variation in the initial part of the curves as the direction of the
muonic polarization is varied through the angles labeled in the figure. Note the phase
change in the x and y curves as the angle 7 increases from 0° —►4°.
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Pxx{t) =

+ by-j r * - cos wt

(6.5)

where the first of the double subscripts indicates the direction of the initial polariza
tion, and the second is the LAB direction upon which the polarization is projected.
The next case is the same, except that now the initial polarization is along the
LAB y direction:
PVz ( t ) —

— c o s u t) - ^ - a in u t

(6 .6)

P]/x{t) = “7 ^ ( 1 —cosut) + ^-sinwf

(6.7)

£r

0

0*

0

P»(t) =

bx cosu t

( 6 .8 )

The.final case has the initial polarization along z:
Fzx(t) = “7 7 “ (1 —coswf) —^-sin u t
o*
b

(6.9)

Pzy{t) — “77“ (1 ~ cos ut) + ^ s in w t

(6 . 1 0 )

b2 b2 + b2
= jf + ^ - ^ c o s ^

(6 . 1 1 )

b*

b

The simulations for each of these three situations are in Fig.

6 .8 ,

presented from

top to bottom as P(0) along x, y, and z, respectively. The situation in the bottom
case is analogous to a LF /xSR experiment, and the simulation correspondingly shows
a set of signals consistent with this geometry. The other two cases correspond to
transverse field (TF) /zSR geometries, as indicated by the large precession amplitudes
at small times.
It is interesting to note the long-time (asymptotic) values of each of the three
signals from the bottom plot. The z signal starts at 1.0 and oscillates with a decaying
amplitude. The asymptotic value of this signal is about 0.92, which is areflection
of the long-time value of the term b2z/b2 in equation 6.11,averaged

over the FLL

unit cell area. The x signal of this plot has a long time value which is non-zero,
and in fact has a value which is near 0.066. This value is the long-time value of the
correlation function < bxbz/b2 > from equation 6.9, where the < . . . > now indicate
the average over the FLL area. The y signal also oscillates and decays with time, but
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its long-time value is zero. This means that in equation 6.10 the correlation function
< bybx/b2 > = 0 as t —►oo.
The average of the functions over the area of the FLL can be expressed mathe
matically as, e.g.:
bxbx

bxbx

t

bxbx ,

(6 .12)

where bx, bx, and b are functions of the position within the FLL, dA = dx dy, and
the arrow in the equation indicates that the term from equation 6.9 is taken over to
an average over the FLL area. The lines on the graphs in Fig.

6 .8

therefore really

represent these averaged functions as functions of time, and should be thought of as
such.
Another interesting interpretation of this long-time behavior is to visualize a net,
ensemble average polarization vector and its projection onto the three directions.
This vector begins, e.g., aligned along z, and precesses on a cone which causes small
oscillations in the x and y directions. As time progresses this cone becomes tilted off
of the z axis and up toward the x axis by a small angle. The net polarization can
then also be thought to have shifted its orientation from along z to along this newly
defined direction. This effect has been seen independently (and published earlier) by
Riseman [17].

6.4.2

Finding M om ents

The asymptotic behavior of the simulations noted above gives some information about
particular moments of the field distributions at long times. However, this has arisen
in an almost accidental fashion. It would therefore be useful to develop a method to
actively extract further information (i.e. moments) from the simulations.
Our method of arriving at these moments involves manipulating the simulation
data of the various plots in Fig. 6 .8 using elementary mathematics, algebra, and
Fourier transform techniques. For example, if we wish to find the moment < bx/b >,
we can do it by subtracting the z simulation curve of the center plot of Fig.

6 .8

from

the y simulation curve of the bottom plot. We then divide each element by 2, and
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Figure 6 .8 : Shown from top to bottom are three simulations of ^SR data from three
different directions of the initial muon polarization. The top has P(0) along x, the
middle along y, and the bottom along z. The other values of the parameters axe:
B = 100 G, X = 256.5 nm, 9 = 45°, and T = 25.
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take the Fourier sine transform over time. This results in a function of frequency,
< 6 r (u> ) /6 >, which when integrated over frequencies yields a number for < bs jb >.
How do we know this will give < bx/b >? The answer requires inspection of
equations 6.3 through 6.11. The equation corresponding to the y curve in the bottom
plot is 6.10, while that corresponding to the z curve in the center plot is 6 .6 . Both
of these equations contain the term bx/b, and the curves for both axe averaged over
the same FLL axea. It is therefore possible to do the subtraction of equation

6 .6

from

equation 6 . 1 0 :
< " 1 ^ ( 1 —coswt) > +
0

< ^ sin u t > —
0
bgby..

.

bx .

.

< —r ^ f l — co sw t) > — < -r-Sinw t >
Or

b

= 2 < ^ s in ut >

(6.13)

b

Dividing by 2 and taking the sine Fourier transform gives:

f

Jo

< ^ - s i n u t > sinu/f dt —►f
b

f

Jo JA

n(b) ~ sin u t sin u ' t d t d A
b

(6.14)

Now switch the order of integrations:

f

Ja

n(b)dA

f

•'O

sin u t sin u ' t dt

(6.15)

The integral over time is approximately a delta function in frequency:
[T .
i
sin(w —u>')t
/ smartsmw t =----Jo
2 (a> —u')

sin(<j + u/)t
—------- — ~ 8(ui — u )
2 (a; + w')
v

(6.16)
;

Substituting this in equation 6.14 gives:
(6.17)

/ n(b) ^ 6{u - J ) d A = < % > n(b)

Ja

b

b

which is the moment bs /b n (b ) of the field distribution. For the data shown in Fig.
6 .8 ,

the result using this procedure is in Fig. 6.9.
This plot represents the distribution n( 6 ) of the magnitude of the local fields

weighted by the term bx/ b for each b within the distribution n( 6 ).

It

isnot the

distribution ofbx/ b itself, which would most likely look muchdifferent. This idea of
a weighted n(b) distribution is central to understanding the concept of the moments,
and is necessary for an understanding of what follows.

(bx/b)n(b)
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Figure 6.9: This is the plot resulting from the analysis deriving fyn(b) using the
simulation data with parameters B = 100 G, A = 256.5 nm, 9 = 45°, and T = 25.
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6.5

In terestin g M om en ts

6.5.1

n(b)

Back in chapter 4 a theoretical procedure was discussed in which the distribution of
the magnitude of the local field b could be obtained. This is of interest because it
sheds light on the microscopic properties of the equilibrium FLL. It would therefore
be useful if, in addition to this purely theoretical calculation, there were an experi
mental means to see this distribution. Using the techniques described above, such an
experimental procedure is now described.
One first needs to acquire high statistics data according to the geometries of Fig.
6 .8 . This means that the data will correspond to the averaged versions of equations
6.3 through 6 .1 1 . Using these equations as a guide, we recognize that the averaged
forms have terms which look like < n(b)
6.5,

6 .8 ,

cos wt >, which appear in equations

and 6.11. We first subtract off the long-time non-zero values, since these

will be due to the non-sinusoidal terms in the equations. Next, we add these terms
together:
< n (&) g

b*

V coswt > + < n(b) ' “'i t 1—coswf > + < n(b)
bl

cr

cos u t > (6.18)

All terms are averaged over the same FLL, so the < .. . > are all the same. Also,
n(b) is exactly the same in each term. Recognizing this, we may write:
< „ (6 , ( W

^

± ^
b2

±

i ) C0S„ t >

( 6 .19)

The term within the parentheses becomes 262/62, leaving:
< n(b) 2 cos u>t >

(6 .2 0 )

Dividing by 2 and Fourier cosine transforming leaves n( 6 ), which is what we were
after.
This analysis has been carried out using the simulation data of Fig.

6 .8 ,

and

the result is shown in Fig. 6.10. Also shown is the result of the purely theoretical
calculation of chapter 4 for comparison sake. The simulation result is not as clean and
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smooth as the integrated curve, but that is to be expected due to the lesser overall
resolution afforded by the Fourier transform, as well as the “ringing" oscillations which
occur as a result of the finite time range of the integration (recall the approximation
to a gaussian above in equation 6.16).
The important thing to keep in mind here is that this is a method which allows
experimental extraction of the microscopic distribution of the magnitude of the local
field b. What is most commonly done in /zSR experiments is a Fourier transform of
TF-/iSR data at high applied fields. To look at what this actually means, we take,
e.g., equations 6.3 and 6.5, which detect the transverse signals in the simulation.
For large applied fields, the components bc and 6 y are quite small compared to the
longitudinal component bx, which is nearly equal to b. Neglecting the off-axis field
components, these equations become:
Py(t) ~ —— sinut
Px{t) 2 *

b2

cos u t

(6.21)
(6.22)

Taking the sine and cosine transforms, respectively, of the averaged forms of these
equations (and using the same delta function approximation as above) yields:
< n(b) ^ S(u> — u') >
b

(6.23)

< n(b)

(6.24)

bl

<f(u> —u') >

Now, in the limit that bz —►b, each of these becomes the field distribution n( 6 ).
This limiting case is closely approximated when there is a high applied field, but,
as mentioned earlier in chapter 4, this approximation does not hold for low applied
fields. Our method, while also using the delta function approximation, is independent
of the high-field approximation, and in principle will work for any value of applied
field.
The example above for n( 6 ) is descriptive, but the line shape is rather smooth. To
show that the method of moment finding is in fact a good method, capable of repro
ducing more complicated forms, simulation data have been prepared corresponding to
a field B = 250 G, an effective penetration depth A = 120 nm, anisotropy parameter
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Figure 6.10: The top plot is the moment n(b) resulting from this analysis of the
simulation data. The bottom plot is the result for the same moment but with the
integration method of last chapter - shown as a check of the method.
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T = 25, and angle 9 = 45®. Although these values do not correspond to any real
material, the line shapes have more structure and therefore are a better test of the
method. The results of the simulation and the integration are shown in Fig. 6.11,
top and bottom, respectively.
This distribution has more structure, as indicated in the bottom plot of Fig. 6.11.
There is a sharp rise at the minimum frequency, followed by a peak, and then a dip,
then another peak, and then a long high-frequency tail which is asymptotic to zero.
The simulation does a good job of reproducing this structure, getting not only both
peaks correctly but also showing the long high-frequency tail. We will show more of
this type of simulation later for different moments.

6.5.2

b\n{b)

Another moment of interest is < b\ n(b) >, which is the distribution of the magnitude
of the field b weighted by the square of the transverse field at each b value within
the FLL. This distribution can be obtained in the following way. The transverse
field components axe of course designated bc and 6V, and therefore the square of the
transverse component is simply:
b l = b l + b2
y

(6.25)

Upon inspection of equations 6.3 - 6.11, one sees this form contained in equation
6.11 as the right hand term. Subtracting off the time independent term from this
equation leaves:
< r ^ • v cos u>t >
(6.26)
o2
If we now take the Fourier cosine transform, and while doing so multiply each term
by the field (frequency) squared, we have the following:

f

Jo
?2

i

b2 < x -~t—v- cos u t > cos u'tdt =
br

(6.27)

l2

f

n(b)b2 < x , v > f cos wt cos u'tdt = < 6* + 6* > n(b)
(6.28)
Ja
o
Jo
The result of doing this calculation on the data of Fig. 6.8 is shown in Fig. 6.12 at
the top. As a check on its validity, the integration method was again employed, but
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Figure 6.11: This figure is the same as the last, except now the parameters are:
B = 250 G, X = 120 nm, 9 = 45°, and T = 25. The integration result on the bottom
shows more structure, which is well reproduced in the simulation distribution above.
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now modified to calculate the quantity (b\ + b2) n(b) at each sub-cell of the FLL area,
and weight appropriately as described above. The result from this method is shown
in Fig. 6.12 in the bottom panel.
Once again, the integration method yields a much smoother result with finer
detail. There is the rise at the minimum, a sharp peak, and then a high frequency
tail which is rather pronounced. The plot in the upper half is the simulation data,
which reasonably well matches the integration result in that it has all of the same
features of the shape. It does have some rather pronounced ringing, which is a result of
the Fourier transformation approximation to a delta function. If one were to smooth
this ringing out then the shape would be an almost exact match to the integration
data.
It is worth emphasizing again that this is not the distribution of b\ itself, but is
the distribution n(b) weighted at each b of its calculation by the corresponding value
of b2x . The theoretical analysis given above for the simulations lends itself to this type
of analysis and does not permit any measure of b]_ directly. This is also true of the
other moments discussed here.
As before, another run at the alternate parameters has been done to show the
reproducibility of shapes with more structure. The simulation and integration distri
butions are shown in Fig. 6.13, with the simulation on top. This shape has a sharp
rise at the minimum, followed by a rise to a peak, and then a gentle slope toward
zero. The simulation reproduces these features well, but has a little difficulty with
ringing on the slope. This is most likely an artifact of the Fourier transform approxi
mation mentioned above, in which the function is not a true delta but is of the form
sin(a —b)/(a — b). Overall, however, the simulation reproduces the line shape well.

6.5.3

bx n(b)

To find the moment bx n(b), one subtracts equation 6.6 from equation 6.10, which
leaves:
<2^rsinwt>
o

(6.29)

These data are then divided by two and Fourier sine transformed with each b as a
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Figure 6.12: The top figure is the result for the moment b\ n{b) using the simulation
data from this chapter. The bottom plot is the same moment, but arrived at via the
integration method developed in last chapter, and is shown to illuminate the validity
of the method.
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Figure 6.13: The top is the sim ulation result for b\n(b) for the following parameters:
B = 250 G, A = 120 nm , 9 = 45°, and T = 25. The bottom is th e corresponding
integration result.
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coefficient in the transform. This leaves the moment 6* n(6), which is the distribution
of the x component of the microscopic fields within the FLL.
The calculation for this moment is shown in Fig. 6.14, with the simulation result
on top and the integration result on the bottom. For this case the parameters are:
B = 100 G, X = 256.5 nm, 9 = 45°, and T = 25. The simulation does a very good
job in this case of reproducing the structure of the distribution. It is interesting to
note for the theoretical moment that the area under the curve is zero, because the
average over the FLL must be zero as stated in the theory. The simulation also does
a good job in showing this feature.
The same distribution is again calculated for the alternate parameters of B =
250 G, A = 120 nm, 6 = 45°, and T = 25. The plots are shown in Fig. 6.15,
with the simulation again on top. There is a little more structure here, which is well
represented in the simulation. The theoretical area is also zero, as it was above.

6.5.4

by n(b )

Another moment of interest is by n(b), which is the distribution n(b) weighted by the
appropriate factor by at each b. This moment is found by subtracting equation 6.9
from 6.4, dividing this by 2, and then sine Fourier transforming while multiplying by
the appropriate by. The result for this is shown in Fig. 6.16, again accompanied by
the integration result.
These two curves are quite similar. The integration result is largely zero, being
broken up only by a very narrow up-down spike near 1 M H z . This makes sense if one
recalls the surface of byt where there was almost perfect asymmetry within the FLL
unit cell. At every point within the FLL cell there existed a by value whose opposite
in sign could be found symmetrically across the FLL. It is therefore understandable
to get a zero at all (most) points because the by factor which multiplies in the integral
should sum to zero. This moment should integrate to zero via this line of reasoning,
and it does.
The simulation result has the same general shape. It starts out looking like the
integration result and for most of the curve it is also zero. The up-down spike is
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Figure 6.14: Shown on top is the simulation result for bx n(b) for the following pa
rameters: B = 100 G, X = 256.5 nm , 9 = 45°, and T — 25. T he bottom plot is the
corresponding integration m ethod result via the m ethods of chapter 4.
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Figure 6.15: Shown on top is the simulation result for bx n(b) for the following pa
rameters: B = 250 G, A = 120 nm, 9 = 45°, and T = 25. The bottom plot is the
corresponding integration method result via the m ethods of chapter 4.
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Figure 6.16: Shown on top is the simulation result for by n(b) for th e following pa
rameters: B = 100 G, A = 256.5 nm, 0 = 45°, and T = 25. T he b ottom plot is the
corresponding integration method result via the m ethods of chapter 4.
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not as pronounced as in the integration result, but it is still there somewhat. As for
the integration result, this also should integrate to zero. It is obvious that it does to
within the limits of numerical accuracy.

6.5.5

bg n{b )

As a final example, the moment bx n(b) is calculated. This moment is found by sub
tracting equation 6.3 from equation 6.3, dividing by 2, and doing the sine transform
while multiplying by each field within the transform - exactly as described above.
This then results in the distribution n(b) weighted by the microscopic z component
of the fields bz. The simulation and integration results for the B = 100 G case are
shown in Fig. 6.17. These line shapes are similar to those for n(b), where there is a
large peak followed by a long, high-frequency tail.
The comparison data are shown in Fig. 6.18 for the alternate Held and parameter
values. These look similar to the above n(b) data for the alternate simulation data
- Fig. 6.11. Here, as there, is more structure than in the main simulation case,
with two peaks followed by a long tail. This time, as in most cases we have seen,
the simulation does a very good job of producing the same result as the integration
method.

6.5.6

O ther M om ents

It is possible to find other moments, such as bx bz, bz by, by + b\, etc. These can be
obtained via the methods discussed above, but will not be discussed because of their
limited usefulness.

6.6

T h e D irectio n o f B

Using the techiques of above it is possible to determine the direction of the average
internal field B = < b > to reasonable accuracy. One first finds the moments bx n(b),
by n(b), and bz n(b) as described above. These moments are now distributions in
frequency of the field distribution n(b) weighted by the components bx, by, and bz,
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Figure 6.17: Shown on top is the simulation result for bt n(b) for th e following pa
rameters: B = 100 G, A = 256.5 nm , 6 = 45°, and T = 25. The bottom plot is the
corresponding integration method result via the methods of chapter 4.
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Figure 6.18: Shown on top is the sim ulation result for bz n(b) for th e following pa
rameters: B = 250 G, X = 120 nm, 9 = 45°, and T — 25. T he bottom plot is the
corresponding integration method result via the methods of chapter 4.
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as discussed above. If one now takes each of these moments and integrates over
frequencies (fields), one has (e.g.):
/

bx n(b) db =< bx >

(6.30)

which is the average value of the x component of the fields. What this amounts to
is integrating out the curve on the top of Fig. 6.14. The same calculation can be
done for both by and bz, integrating over their weighted distributions in Figs. 6.16
and 6.17, respectively. One is then left with < bx >, < by >, and < bz >, which are
the components of B.
Why is this interesting? It is interesting because in general one knows only the
direction of the external applied field H a. This field is related to B by the following
equation:
H a = B —4jtM

(6.31)

where M is the magnetization of the material, and the equation is expressed in
gaussian units [81]. It is therefore quite possible that if M is appreciable the applied
field H„ will not be parallel to the average internal field B.
The theory developed in chapters 3 and 4 assumes one has a knowledge of the
average field B in both magnitude and direction. The development in this chapter
is built upon this theory and, therefore, this assumption. It is generally assumed
in most theories and experiments that the applied and interned average fields are
parallel. This method should now allow for am experimented check on the validity of
this assumption.
Prior to discussing the results of this analysis, a brief discussion of some important
points of the analysis will be presented. First, one must be sure to create a good set of
simulation curves for the three, mutually perpendicular directions. The experimental
analog is to malce sure that all detectors are aligned amd calibrated, that the muon
initial polarization direction is reasonably well known, and that high statistics data
are taken. Second, one must Fourier trainsform these data over the proper range
of frequencies, keeping in mind that the lowest and highest frequencies possible to
see are: / m,„ = 1/T , and f max = 1/2At (the Nyquist limit). Here T is the overall
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Initial Data (G)

Simulation Results (G)

0
170.434
0

295.2
170.434
295.2

r*

6 ,

0
170.434
0

<bx >
1
o
»H
X
CO

6*

by

171.317
.8xl0“ li

< by >

<bx>

.3xl0-11
171.317
.8xl0-11

296.73
171.317
296.7

Table 6.1: These are the results of applying the moment method to simple field
distributions directed along z, 45° to each axis, and again along z, for B — 295.2 G.
The left side shows the components within the FLL, and the right shows the averaged
values resulting from the analysis.
time that the time data are sampled, and At is the sampling time interval such that
T = N A t,

where N is the total number of points in time space. Third, and last, is

to make sure that a good integration algorithm is used to integrate over the moment
distribution. The one used here is a Simpson’s Rule algorithm adapted from ref. [97].
Before using the simulation data directly, the validity of the method was checked
by using “dumb” data. This “dumb” data was generated from simple field distribu
tions where the field was uniform throughout the FLL. The first case was for a field
of 295.2 G directed along z. The second had this same field now oriented at 45° from
each of the three axes, so that the component along each direction was 170.434 G.
Finally, the signal from a single muon which stopped within the uniform field of the
first case was used. The results of the moment analysis to these special cases are
presented in Table 6.1.
It is apparent from this table that the method works rather well for these simple
cases.
Next we apply the method to the reed simulation data, like that of Fig. 6.8. We
also apply it to the alternate data set, with B = 250 G, X = 256.5 nm, 9 — 45°, and
T = 25. Also, for one extra comparison, we apply the method to a situation where
B = 1000 G, A = 256.5 nm, 9 = 45°, and T = 25. The results axe shown in Table 6.2.
These results are not as good as the simple cases, but that is to be expected due
to the much more complicated magnetic field structure within the FLL. Most of the
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B\\z
100
250
1000

Simulation Results (G)
<b t >
<by >
-0.247
-0.0236
-0.026
0.074
0.983x10-' -.256 xlO-1

<b x >
93.88
243.77
999.73

Table 6.2: These are the results of applying the moment method to the different
simulation data. The top results are for the B = 100 G, A = 256.5 nm, 9 = 45°, and
T = 25 case. The middle results are for the alternate simulation data: B = 250 G,
A = 120 nm, 9 = 45°, and T = 25. The last data axe for B = 1000 G, A = 256.5 nm,
9 = 45°, and T = 25.
results axe close to the proper values, and fall within about ±5%. Therefore if the
actual B is off from the applied field H a by more than this amount, we should be
able to see it (assuming that we can get good /zSR data with high statistics). Based
on these results, it does not seem possible to detect any smaller deviation of B from
H a than this amount.
A proposal to the National Science Foundation, based largely on the work in this
thesis, has (at the time of this writing) just been funded. It will now be possible for the
experimental equivalent of the simulations to be obtained. The same computational
machinery used here will then be applied to this data in hopes of obtaining valuable
results.

C hapter 7
C onclusions
This thesis set out to study the internal magnetic fields of the high temperature,
anisotropic superconductors, particularly the compound YBaiCuzOj. Most of these
new materials have Tc values (critical temperature - the onset of superconductivity)
which are above the boiling point of liquid nitrogen. This fact has made their poten
tial use very attractive due to the relative cheapness of liquid nitrogen compared to
other coolants and refrigeration techniques. These newer superconductors, discovered
in the late 1980’s, have been some of the most intensly studied materials of all time.
However, there is still much to be learned about them, especially at lower applied
fields where many theoretical and experimental assumptions break down. This work
has therefore been am attempt to better understand these materials from a theoret
ical point of view, and to provide a framework and the tools for an experiment to
complement these studies.
To this end, the thesis first described the pSR techniques amd how muons behave
in the presence of a magnetic field. The data obtaiined with these techniques, and how
it can be used to show the microscopic internal magnetic fields seen by the muons,
was discussed in some detail.
Next, the isotropic and anisotropic London theories, which allow theoretical cal
culation of the microscopic magnetic fields within the mixed state of these super
conductors, were discussed at length. Then, using the amisotropic London theory, a
computer program wais developed which calculates the microscopic magnetic fields at
138
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any point within the equilibrium (triangular) flux line lattice. The program accepted
user-specified parameters for values of the average field B magnitude, the effective
penetration depth A, the angle 9 defining angle between the crystal c axis and the
average field B direction, and the anisotropy parameter T. The field components,
including those which are transverse (or off-axis) to the average field B direction,
were then calculated on a grid which subdivided the unit flux line lattice (FLL) unit
cell.
Using these field values, the theoretical distributions of the magnetic fields were
calculated. Distributions were calculated for all components of the fields, as well
as for the magnitude of the field b. A study was then undertaken to determine
the dependence of the fields and the distributions on the various parameters of the
program, such as the average field B , the effective penetration depth A, the anisotropy
parameter T, and the angle 9 between the crystal c axis and the average field B. The
1/A2 dependence of the width of the field distributions was shown to hold, as well as
the interesting dependence of the shape of the distribution on the magnitude of the
average field. These results, and others, are discussed in chapter 5.
The last part of the thesis combined the knowledge gained from the study of
muons as well as the results of the theoretical field data. That is, knowing the
microscopic magnetic field within the FLL allowed a simulation of the muon behavior
within the unit cell. A program was written which simulates the behavior of muons
stopping uniformly within the FLL, calculating their polarization projection onto
three mutually perpendicular “detectors.” This simulation was done in an attempt
to probe the microscopic magnetic field components which are transverse (or, off-axis)
to the direction of the average magnetic field B. These transverse fields arise naturally
from the theory when the anisotropy is taken into account, and are not due to pinning
or other mechanisms. The simulation results show a depolarization of the muon spins
for all three directions - meaning that there is field inhomogeniety within the FLL and proving (at least at some level) that these “off axis” fields exist. (Incidentally,
to the best of this author’s knowledge, the simple experimental analog has yet to be
done.)
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The final endeavor of this work was to use the results of the simulations to ex
tract further information about the magnetic fields within the FLL. A technique was
then developed to take the simulation data, manipulate it using both simple math
and Fourier analysis, and extract information which we call moments of the field
distributions. One useful moment, n(6), is the distribution of the magnitude of the
microscopic magnetic field b within the FLL. The only approximation in this method
is that of the upper limit of a Fourier integral being finite and not infinite, which
introduces an approximate delta function as opposed to a real one. This approxima
tion, however, is common to all numerical Fourier transform techniques, and should
still yield good, quantitative results. Another useful result of the analysis is that
the direction of the average internal magnetic field B may be determined to good
accuracy. This is useful in that its direction may in general be different than that of
the applied field H a.
The types of superconductors to which this theory naturally applies - single crys
tals of high quality YBctiCU3 O7 - are now being produced with little twinning and
defects. It is in these materials where one hopes to best apply the results of the Lon
don theory, since they most closely approximate the theoretical assumptions. Some
day the experimental analog of this theoretical study will be pursued in hopes of
shedding more light onto the still confusing data and theories which surround these
materials. This may be stated with confidence because, at the time of this writing, a
grant based largely on the work of this thesis has been funded for these experiments.

A p p en d ix A
Field C alculation Program
This appendix contains the program hsumdndb.f. It is a FORTRAN program which
is an implementation of the ideas developed in chapter 3 concerning the anisotropic
London theory. The program uses the prescription developed there and calculates the
X , Y , and Z components of the microscopic magnetic field on a grid which is 51 x 51
units on a side. The user is queried for the strength of the average magnetic field B ,
the angle 9 between B and the crystal c axis, the value of the effective penetration
depth A, and the anisotropy parameter I\ Once these values are input, the program
calculates the field components on the grid. Once the field values are known on the
grid, a subroutine called in te g is called which does the integration of the following
delta function:
6{b0 - b ( x , y ))

(A.l)

over the area of the FLL. This produces the kinds of field distributions shown in
chapter 4.
The subroutine in te g can be modified to calculate the moments described in
chapter 5. One simply does the integration of above, but weights each contribution
from each sub-cell of the grid by the corresponding coefficient of n(b) for the particular
calculation at hand. This type of modification is shown below within the in te g
subroutine in comment lines as, e.g., the variable otherc.
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program hsum
c ...The main program —

sets up loops and calculates (x,y) points at

c...which the fields hsumx, hsumy, and hsumz sill be calculated.

The

c...points (x,y) lie in a region near the lover left flux quantum of
c...an isosceles flux triangle.

Rejuvinated 1/14/93 to calculate the

c.. .distribution dn/db for the magnitude of b.
c.. ,bperp2/b*2*dndb lineshape.

Again 2/3/93 to calculate

Again E/26/93 for bx dn/db ft by dn/db.

parameter (IERD=60,PI=3.141S92664.LEI=>1000,GAHMA=13.S5e-3)
character resp*1,gfil*20,rf il*20,respl*1
dimension hsumx(0:IEID,0:1EID).hsumy(0:IEHD,0:IEHD),
1 hsumz(0:IEHD,0:IEHD),hsumag(0:IEHD,0:IEHD),field(LEH).
2 fldnov(LEN)
data B/l.8e3/,phiO/2.07e-7/,am3/8.56/,ami/.342/,alamda/.256Se-4/,
1 theta/0./
124

areal=0.
do i=0,IEID
do j=0,IEID
hsumx(i,j)=0.
hsumy(i,j)=0.
hsumz(i,j)=0.
enddo
enddo
factor=l.

c...Get the parameters and the basic g's.
call gcalc(gx,gy,B,zzm,amxz,amxx,alamda,ami,am3,blx,
1 b2y,IEHD,phi0,theta)
c...Calculate angle between basis vectors.
argy»sqrt (3.*am3/zzm)
alpha3atan (axgy)
c...See if grid exists; if so read in.
print*,'Should the grid be calculated? (y/n) ’
read(5,'(al)’)resp
dxablx/real(IEBO)
dy*b2y/real(IEID)
if(reap .eq. ’n')then
2

p r i n t * I n p u t file name containing the grid info. ’
read(5,’(a20)',err=2)gfil

APPEND IX A. FIELD CALCULATION PROGRAM

open(9,file=glil,status^'old',err=999)
do 6 inc=0,IEHD
do 5 jnc=0,IEHD
read(9,*)hsumx(inc,jnc).hsumy(inc, jnc) ,hsumz(inc, jnc)
5

continue
close(9)
goto 99
endii
do 10 i-0,IEHD
do 20 j=0,IEHD
x=dx*i
y=dy*j

c...Sum G on this x,y point.
call gsum(x,y,i,j,gx,gy,B,zzm,amxz,amxx,alamda,ami,aa3,IEHD,
1 hsumx,hsumy,hsumz)
20

continue

10

continue

99

continue

c...Hov calculate the magnitude ot b at all points,
do isO,IEHD
do j=0,IEHD
hsumag(i,j)=sqrt(hsumx(i,j)**2 + hsumyCi,j)**2 +
hsumz(i,j)**2)

1

enddo
enddo
75

print*,'Save hsums? (y/n)’
read(5,’(al)')resp
ii(resp .eq. 'y')then
print*,'Input name lor output file: ’
read(5, ’(a20) ’ ,err=>75) giil
open(9,t ile=glil,arr=998)
print*,’Output in file ',glil
do i=0,IEHD
do j=0,IEHD
vrite(9,*)hsumx(i,j) .hsumy(i, j) ,hsumz(i, j)
enddo
enddo

A P PEN D IX A. FIELD CALCULATION PROGRAM

Cl08«(9)

andif
print*,’Integ or quit? (i/q)’
read(5,’(al)’)resp
if Creep .eq. ’q')goto 1000
call int eg (hsumag,hsumz,IEHD ,dr,dy, fldnow,f ield,LEI,that a ,nfIds )
c...Ieed to normalize the lineshape; convert B into freq.
do 236 k=l,nflds
field(k)=field(k)*GAMMA
236

areal=areal+fldnos(k)
print*,’Areal= 1,areal
if(areal .eq. 0.) areal=l.
do 236 k=l,nflds

236

fldnos(k)=fldnov(k)/areal

c...Beep so user knovs is finished.
print*,char(7)
c...Save line shape stuff in a file.
72

print*,'Input file name for field data: ’
read(6,'(a20)’,err=72)rfil
open(9,file=rfil,err=997)
do 66 i=l,nflds

c

if((i .gt. 12).and.(fldnou(i) .eq. O.))goto67
urite(9,*)field(i).fldnow(i)

66

continue

67

close(9)

999

print*,'Error opening file ’.gfil,’ check spelling.’

998

print*,’Error opening file ’,gfil,’ check spelling.'

997

print*,’Error opening file '.rfil

goto 1000

goto 2

goto 76

1000 end

C *****************************************************************************i

subroutine gcalcCgz,gy,B,zzm,amxz,amxx,alamda,ami,am3,blx,
1 b2y,IEHD,phiO,theta)
c...This subroutine calculates the components of the vector G and returns them
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c...to the caller in gx and gy.
c************************************************************************
parameter(PI*3.1415926)
parameter(GAMMA=25.)
character*1 resp
c...Use the accepted values for the parameters. B is in Gauss; PhiO is in
c...G*cm*cm; lamda is in cm; theta in radians (duh).
print*,'B ,lambda,theta,gamma= '.B ,alamda,theta,GAMMA
print*,'Input B (G) ’
read*,B
print*,*Input lambda (cm) 1
read*,alamda
print*,’input theta (deg)’
read*,theta
theta=theta*PI/180.
print*,'The values are: 1,B,alamda,theta*180./PI
aml=GAMHA**(-l./3.)
am3=GAMMA**(2./3.)
7

amxx=aml*cos(theta) **2+am3*s in(theta)**2
zzm*aml*sin(theta) **2+am3*cos(theta)**2
amxz=(aml-am3)*sin(theta)*cos(theta)
bstuf=sqrt(2.*B/phiO)
shit=3.*am3/zzm
amstuf=shit**.25

c...These are the basis real-space x and y lengths in cm.
blx=sqrt(2.*PHI0/B)*(l./shit)**.2S
b2y=» (blx/2.)*sqrt (3. *am3/zzm)
gx=PI*bstuf*amstuf
gy=PI*bstuf/amstuf
return
end

C ************************************************************************'

subroutine gsum(x,y,i,j,gx,gy,B,zzm,amxz,amxx,alamda,
1 ami,am3,IEHD,hsumx,hsumy,hsumz)
c...This subroutins does the sum over the recip. latt. vectors { G >.
c...The fundamental values of these vectors are found in gcalc.
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c********************************************************************
parameter(IGST0P=50)
dimension hsumx(0:IEHD,0:IEID),hsumy(0:IEHD,0:IEHD),
1 hsumz(0:IEHD,0:IEHD)
c

character*1 ans

c

logical debug

c

debugs.false,

c...Check if is for debugging,
c

print*,’Debug? '

c

read(5,’(al)’)ans

c

if(ans .eq. ’y ’) debugs.true,

c

if(debug)then

c
c52

print 62, x,y,i,j,gx,gy,B,zzm,amxz,amxx,alamda,ami,am3,IEHD
format(’ In gsum: x,y,i,j= ’,2el2.S,2i2,/,’ Gx,Gy,B= ’,2el2.5,

c

1 fl2.6,/,’ Mzz,Mxz,Mxx= ’,3el2.6,/,’ Lamda,Ml,M3= ',3el2.6,/,

c

2 ’ IEHD* ’,i2,/)

c

endif

c...Set up loops for sum.
front=B*alamda**2
c

if(debug) print*,’front*

’.front

alamdas=alamda**2
fl=aml*alamdas
f2=amxx*alamdas
13=zzm*alamdas
f4=amxz**2*alamdas**2
do 10 n=-IGST0P,IGST0P
do 20 m=-IGST0P,IGST0P
gxx=gx*n
gyy=gy*(2.*m-n)
gyys=gyy**2
gxxs*gxx**2
c...Define quant.'s to optimize code.
aglob*fl*gxxs
bglob*f2*gyys
dglob=f4*gyys
c

if(debug) then

c

urite(6,50)aglob,bglob,f3,dglob
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c50

IormatC aglob= ’,812.5,’ bglob= ’,el2.S,/,’ cglob= ‘,el2.5,

c

1 ’ dglob= ’,612.5,/)

c

endil
g2=gxxs + gyys
d=(l+ aglob + bglob)*(l+13*g2) - dglob*g2
hgx=iront*amxz*gyys/d
hgy=-lront*amxz*gxx*gyy/d
hgz=B/d+lront*zzm*g2 /d

c

il(debug) then

c

write(6,51)g2,d,hgx,hgy,hgz

cSl

IormatC' g2,d= ’,2612.6,/,’hgx.hgy,ligz=

c

endil

’,3el2.5,/)

gdotr=gxx*x + gyy*y
deltax=hgx*cos(gdotr)
deltay=hgy*cos(gdotr)
deltazshgz*cos(gdotr)
c

il(debug)print*,’ deltax,y,z-’,deltax,deltay.deltaz
hsumx(i,j)=hsumx(i ,j)+deltax
hsumy(i,j)=hsumy(i,j)+deltay
hsumz(i,j)=hsumz(i ,j)+deltaz

20

continue

10

continue
return
end

subrout ine int eg(hsum,hsumz,IIDEX,dx,dy,lldnow,1ield,LEH,theta,
1

nllds)

c...This routine Bill run through lield values and sum lor the line-shape
c...at each one.

Field values are assumed to vary linearly between successive

c...points on the grid, and also across diagonals.
c

Each contribution to the

sum is calculated by dividing the length ol the lield line through hall

c...ol the rectangle by the gradient.
c..,dn/db*<bperp*2/b“2> —
c...bperp.

Updated 2/93 lor the calculation ol

hence the inclusion ol the hsumz grid to calc

Again 5/27/93 lor bx dn/db ft by dn/db.

dimension hsum(0:IHDEX,0:IIDEX),lldnov(LEI),lield(LEH),
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1

hsumz(0:IHDEX,0:IHDEX)

character ans*l
dstot=sqrt(dx**2+dy**2)
c

print*,’dx,dy= ’,dx,dy

c...Find m u and min field values,
do 4 i=0,IHDEX
do 4 j-0,IHDEX
if((i.eq.O).and.(j.eq.0))then
fmax=hsum(0,0)
fmin=hsum(0,0)
endif
if(abs(h8um(i,j)) .It. fmin) fmin=hsum(i,j)
if(abs(hsum(i,j)) .gt. fmaz) fmax=hsum(i,j)
4

continue

c...Heed to automatically choose the limits for the lineshape calculation.
c...Fstart is easy, one belov its value is sufficient to give a first zero.
c...To find the end value, typical distributions were analyzed and it was
c...found that values from fmin up to a certain '/, of the range of fields held
c...all of the necesaxy information.

The percentage increases as the angle

c...increases.
print*,’In integ, fmin k fmar= ’,fmin,fmaz
itheta=nint(theta/1.671*19.)
fstart=fmin-l.
c

deltaf=fmax-fmin

c

percnt=(2.*itheta)/100. + .15

c

fend=fmin * deltaf*percnt

c

df=(fend-fstart)/real(LEH)

6

print*,'Input the starting and ending values for the integ: ’

print*,’Min and mar field values are ',fmin,fmax

read(S,*,err=8)fstart,fend
8

print*,'Input the number of divisions(< ’,LEH,’): ’
read(5,*,err*8)nfIds
if(nflds .gt. LEH)nflds=LEH
df=(fend-fstart)/real(nfIds)
print*,'start,end,df3 ’,fstart,fend,df

c...Loop over field values,
do 10 ifield=l,nfIds
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field(ifield)*fstart * (ifield-l)*df
c...Loop over the grid,
do 20 j=0,IHDEX-1
do 30 i=0,IHDEX-i
xd=-l.
yd=-l.
xe=-l.
ye=-i.
c...Check if the field is in the loser right triangle.
if((field(ifield) .It. amaxl(hsum(i,j),hsum(i+l,j),
1 hsum(i+l,j+1))).and.(field(ifield) .ge. aminl(hsum(i,j),
2 hsum(i+1, j) ,hsum(i+l, j+l))))then
c ... Calculate the gradient for the loser right triangle.
dbdx=(hsum(i+1,j)-hsum(i,j))/dx
dbdy=(hsum(i+1,j+1)-hsum(i+1,j))/dy
gradb=sqrt(dbdx**2+dbdy**2)
c

print*,'dbdx,dbdy,gradb= ’,dbdx,dbdy,gradb

c...Calc these for other contrib.
dbdxz*(hsumz(i+1,j)-hsumz(i,j))/dx
dbdyz=(hsumz(i+1,j+1)-hsumz(i+1,j))/dy
dbdxyz=(hsumz(i+1,j+1)-hsumz(i,j))/dstot
c.. .Find the intersection points on the loser right triangle,
c...x-axis bottom.
if((field(ifield) .It. amaxl(hsum(i,j),hsum(i+l,j))).and.
1 (field(ifield) .ge. aminl(hsum(i,j),hsum(i+l,j)))) then
xe=(field(ifield)-hsum(i,j))/dbdx
endif
c...y-axis right.
if((field(ifield) .It. amaxl(hsum(i+1,j),hsum(i+l,j+1))).and.
1 (field(ifield) .ge. aminl(hsum(i+l,j),hsum(i+l,j+l))))then
ye*(f ield(if ield)-hsum(i+1,j 3)/dbdy
endif
c.. .diagonal up-right to los-left.
if((field(ifield) .It. amaxl(hsum(i,j),hsum(i+l,j+1))).and.
1 (field(ifield) .ge. aminl(hsum(i,j),hsum(i+l,j+l))))then
dbdds*(hsum( i+1,j+1)-hsum(i,j))/dstot
deltas*(field(ifield)-hsum(i,j))/dbdds
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fract=deltas/dstot
xd=fract*dx
yd=fract*dy
endif
c...Only two of the above three should be satisfied.
if((xe .gt. 0.).and.(ye .gt. 0.).and.(xd .gt. 0.)) then
print*,’Problem at i,j= *,i,j,’ lower right triangle.’
goto 40
endif
if(xe .It. 0.)then
dlen*sqrt((dx-xd)**2 + (yd-ye)**2)
c

bperp2=((hsum(i+l,j)+dbdy*ye)**2-(hsumz(i+l,j)+dbdyz*ye)**2 +

c

1 (hsum(i,j)+dbdds*deltas)**2-(hsumz(i,j)+dbdxyz*deltas)**2)/2.
otherc=(hsumz(i+1,j)+dbdyz*ye+hsumz(i,j)+dbdxyz*deltas)/2.

c

print*,’bp2xe= ’,bperp2
elseif(ye .It. 0.)then
dlen=sqrt((xd-xe)**2 + yd**2)

c

print*,’dlen* ’,dlen
bperp2=((hsum(i,j)+dbdx*xe)**2-(hsumz(i,j)+dbdxz*xe)**2 +
1 (hsum (i,j)+dbdds*deltas)**2-(hsumz(i ,j)+dbdxyz*deltas)**2)/2.

c
c
c
c

otherc*(hsumz(i ,j)+dbdxz*xe+hsumz(i,j)+dbdxyz*deltas)/2.
print*,’hsum(i.j),dbdx,xe,hsumz (i,j),dbdxz,dbdds,deltas,dbdxyz*
1 hsum (i,j).dbdx.xe,hsumz(i,j),dbdxz,dbdds,deltas, dbdxyz
print*,’bp2ye= ’,bperp2
else
dlen=sqrt((dx-xe)**2 + ye**2)
bperp2=((hsum(i+1,j)+dbdy*ye)**2-(hsumz(i+1,j)+dbdyz*ye)**2 +
1 (hsum (i,j)+dbdx*xe)**2-(hsumz(i,j)+dbdxz*xe)**2)/2.

c
c

otherc=(hsumz(i+1,j)+dbdyz*ye+hsumz(i ,j)+dbdxz*xe)/2.
print*,*bp2diag= ’,bperp2
endif

c...Calc the contrib. to the sum.
c

cont*dlen/gradb
cont=dlen/gradb*bperp2

c

cont=dlen/gradb*otherc
fldnow(if ield)=fldnow(ifield)+cont

c

print*,’fldnow, cont= '.fldnow(ifield),cont
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40

xe=-l.
ye*-l.

c...Keep xd and yd in case are needed below,
endif
c...Iow for the upper left triangle.
if ((field(ifield) .It. amaxl(hsum(i, j) ,hsum(i, j+1),
1 hsum(i+1,j+1))).and.(field(ifield) .ge. aminl(hsum(i,j),
2 haum(i,j+1),hsua(i+l,j+1)))) then
c...Calc gradient up here.
dbdx=(hsum(i+l,j+l)-hsum(i,j+l))/dx
dbdy=(hsum(i,j+l)-hsum(i,j))/dy
gradb*sqrt(dbdx**2 + dbdy**2)
c

print*,’dbdx2,dbdy2,gradb2= ',dbdx,dbdy,gradb

c...Calc these for othercont.
dbdxz*(hsumz(i+1,j+1)-hsumz(i,j+1)) /dx
dbdyz*(hsumz(i ,j+1)-hsumz(i ,j))/dy
dbdxyz*(hsumz(i+1,j+1)-hsumz(i,j))/dstot
c ...Top.
if((field(ifield) .It. amaxl(hsum(i,j+l),hsum(i+l,j+i))).and.
1 (field(ifield) .ge. aminl(hsum(i,j+1),hsum(i+l,j+l))))then
xe*(field(ifield)-hsum(i,j+l))/dbdx
endif
c...Left side.
if((field(ifield) .It. amaxl(hsum(i,j),hsum(i,j+1))).and.
1 (field(ifield) .ge. aminl(hsum(i,j),hsum(i,j+l))))then
ye*(field(ifield)-hsum(i,j))/dbdy
endif
c...Diag. done above: if there is a crossing, xd and yd are calculated.
if((xe .gt. 0.).and.(ye .gt. 0.).and.(xd .gt. 0.))then
print*,'Problem at i,j* ',i,j,' upper left triangle.'
goto 30
endif
if(xe .It. 0.)then
dlen*sqrt(xd**2 + (yd-ye)**2)
bperp2*((hsum(i ,j)+dbdy*ye)**2-(hsumz(i ,j)+dbdyz*ye)**2 +
1 (hsum(i,j)+dbdda*deltas)**2-(haumz(i,j)+dbdxyz*deltas)**2)/2.
c

otherc*(hsumz(i,j)+dbdyz*ye+hsumz(i,j)+dbdxyz*deltas)/2.
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c

print*,'bp2xe2= ',bperp2
•lseifCye .It. 0.)than
dlen=eqrt((xd-xe)**2 + (dy-yd)**2)
bperp2=((hsum(i,j+l)+dbdx*xe)**2-(hsuaz(i,j+l)+dbdxz*xe)**2 +
1 (hsum (i ,j )+dbdda*deltaa )**2- (hsumz (i,j )+dbdxyz*delt aa )**2) /2.

c
c

otherc=(haumz(i,j+l)+dbdxz*xa + hsumz(i,j)+dbdxyz*daltaa)/2.
print*,*bp2ye2= ',bperp2
•la a
dlansaqrt(xa**2 + (dy-ya)**2)
bperp2=((hsum(i,j+l)+dbdx*xe)**2-(hsumz(i,j+l)+dbdxz*xe)**2 +
1 (hsum (i ,j)+dbdy*ya)**2-(hsumz(i,j)+dbdyz*ya)**2)/2.

c
c

otherc=(hsumz(i,j+l)+dbdxz*xa * hsuaz(i,j)+dbdyz*ya)/2.
print*,’bp2diag2= ’,bperp2
andil

c...Calc contrib. for this,
c

cont=dlan/gradb
cont=dlan/gradb*bparp2

c
c

cont=dlen/gradb*otharc
print*,’2, fldnow,cont= ’,fldnow(ifield),cont
fldnow(ifiald)=fldnow(ifiald)+cont
endif

30

continue

20

continue

10

continue
return
end
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A p p en d ix B
Sim ulation C alculation Program
The following FORTRAN program calculates the simulation of the muons stopping
uniformly within the FLL. It has the capability to calculate the fields, if necessary,
by borrowing the subroutines g c a lc .f and gsum.f from the last appendix. It will
also read in a previously calculated grid, if the user desires. The program accepts as
input the polar and azimuthal angles of B, c, and the initial polarization P(0) of the
muons. From these it proceeds to calculate the projection of the polarization onto
the three LAB directions x, y, and z. The contribution of the present field value at
the muon is weighted as in the integration routine in te g of the last appendix and
discussed in chapter 4. That is, the fractional amount of area that the muon’s field
occupies is calculated and multiplies (scales) the polarization data for that muon.
In this way the entire grid of field values can be properly taken into account and a
uniform muon stopping distribution throughout the FLL is insured.
program goft
c...This program calculates the grid and then calculates the relaxation
c...function G(t) from it along x, y, and z directions averaging via
c...Kossler's suggettion.

Also, rotations are included to alios for

c...a lab frame set of axes that are not coincident sith a crystal frame.
c...In this version the detector axes are defined as x, y, and z.

One inputs

c...the angles (polar and x-y planar) to define the directions of Spin, B, and
c...the crystal c-axis.

The angle theta (Bfcc) is then calculated and told to

c...the user and the user is allowed to reset c for another theta before the
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c...actual calculation begins.

parameter (IEHD=50,PI=3.141EB26E4,LEI=4000,GAHMA=13.SS342e-3)
parameter(TRAHGE=10.)
character resp*l,fil*20,fil2*20
dimension hsumx(0:IEHD,0:IEBD),hsumy(0:IEHD,0:IEMD),
1 hsumz(0:IEHD,0:IEID).time(0:LEH).sigxm(0:LEI),
2 sigym(0:LEI),sigzm(0:LEI),tmat(3,3),rtoh(3,3) ,htor(3,3)
dimension sigxl(0:LEK) ,sigyl(0:LEH) ,sigzl(0:LEI) ,sigxp(0:LEH) ,
1 sigyp(0:LEH),sigzp(0:LEH),sigxa(0:LEH),sigya(0:LEI),sigza(0:LEB),
2 bsum(0:IEKD,0:IEHD)
dimension polxt(0:LEH),polyt(0:LEN),polzt(0:LE5)

alamda=1.2e-S
theta=4S.
B=250.
contot=0.
314

print SOO,B,alamda
print*,'Input your values: ’
read*,B ,alamda
print SOO.B,alamda

S00

format(/,' Field and lambda are: ’,18.2,el0.3,/)

print*,’Input the angles alpha and phi-s for the alignment'
print*,'of spin in degrees:’
read*,silpha,phis
print*,'The angles are ’.alpha,phis
alpha=alpha*PI/180.
phis=phis*PI/180.

print*,'Input the angles beta and phi-b for the alignment'
print*,’of B in degrees:'
read*,beta,phib
print*,'The angles sere: ’.beta,phib
beta=beta*PI/180.
phib*phib*PI/180.
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print*,'Input the angles nu and phi-c for the alignment'
print*,’of c in degrees:’
read*,enu.phic
print*,'The angles were: ',enu.phic
enu=enu*PI/180.
phic=phic*PI/180.

c.. .Calculate the angle theta —

BOTE B comps are unit-wise; not need full val.

Bx=sin(beta)*cos(phib)
By~sin(beta)*sin(phib)
Bz=cos(beta)
cx=s in(enu)*cos(phic)
cy=sin(enu)*sin(phic)
cz-cos(enu)
px=s in(alpha)*cos(phis)
py=s in (alpha)*s in (phis)
pz=cos(alpha)
pzszchk(pz)
px=zchk(px)
py=zchk(py)

print*,’Bx,y,z= ',Bx,By,Bz
print*,'ex,y,z= ’,cx,cy.cz
print*,'px,py,pz= ',px,py,pz

Bdotc=Bx*cx+By*cy+Bz*cz
theta=acos(Bdotc)
thetap=theta*180./PI
print*,'Theta is ’,thetap
print*,'Re-align c? (y/n)’
read(5,'(al)')resp
if(resp .eq. ’y')goto 777

c.. .Calculate the crystal x, y, and z axis components wrt the lab axes.
c...is needed below for the transformation matrix.
c...frame y's z-component in the lab frame, etc.
c...if theta=0 —

see sinthe.

Y first —

This

yBz is the B

Careful with the sin(theta)
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sinthe=sin(theta)
if(abs(sinthe) .It. l.e-3)sinthe=l.
yBx=zchk((By*cz - cy*Bz)/einthe)
yBy*zchk((Bz*cx - cz*Bx)/einthe)
yBz=zchk((Bx*cy - cx*By)/sinthe)
print*,'yBx,yBy,yBz= *,yBx,yBy,yBz

c...X next.
xBx*zchk(Bz*yBy - yBz*By)
xByszchk(Bx*yBz - yBx*Bz)
xBz=zchk(By*yBx - yBy*Bx)
print*,'xBx,yBy,xBz= ’,xBx,xBy,xBz

c...Z next.
zBxszchk(Bx)
zBy*zchk(By)
zBz=zchk(Bz)
print*,’zBx,zBy,zBz= *,zBx,zBy,zBz

axea=0.
gx=>0.
gy=o.
zzm=0.
amxz=0.
aaxx*0.
blx*0.
b2y=0.

print*,'Read in grid? (y/n)'
read(5,’(al)’)resp
if Creep .eq. 'y’)then
print*,’Input grid file name: ’
read(S,’ (a20)')fil
open(9,file=fil)
do m*0,IEHD
do n*0,IEID
read(9,*)hsumx(m,n),hsumy(m,n),hsumz(m,n)
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enddo
•nddo
elose(B)
endif

c...Get the parameters and tha basic g ’s.
call gcalc(gx,gy.B.zzm.amxz.amxx,alamda, ami, am3,blx,
1 b2y,IEHD,theta)

print*,’Input output file name: '
read(S,’(a20)’)fil2

dx=blx/real(IEHD)
dy=b2y/real(IEHD)
area=dx*dy
print*,’dx,dy= ’.dx.dy

if(reap .eq. ’y')goto 444

c...Calculate grid,
do 10 i=0,IEHD
do 20 js0,IEHD

c...Heed to reinitialize each element to zero before calculating.
hsumx(i,j)=0.
haumy(i,j)=0.
hsumzCi,j)=0.

x=dx*i
y=dy*j

c...Sum S on this x,y point.
call gsum(x,y,i, j ,gx,gy,B,zzm,amxz,amxx,alamda,ami,am3,IEID,
1 hsumx.hsumy.hsumz)
celly=celly+dble(dx*dy)

20

co n tin u e
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10

continue

open(9,lile= ’gridxyz')
do m=0,IEHD
do n=0,IEHD
write(9,*)haumx(m,n) ,hsumy(m,n) ,hsumz(m,n)
enddo
anddo
close(9)

c...Hob have all components of the field.

Heed to calculate the transformation

c...matrix from the B frame to the lab frame using the components of B and c
c...obtained above.
444

tmat(l,l)=xBx
tmat(l,2)=yBx
tmat(l,3)=zBx
tmat(2,l)=xBy
tmat(2,2)=yBy
tmat(2,3)=zBy
tmat(3,l)=xBz
tmat(3,2)=yBz
tmat(3,3)=zBz

c...Calculate the b grid,
do i=0,IEHD
do j=0,IEHD
bsum(i,j)=sqrt(hsumx(i,j)**2+hsumy(i ,j)**2+hsumz(i ,j)**2)
enddo
enddo

c...Calculate sigma in the time loop,
c

pfreq-GAHHA*B

c

period=l./pfreq

c

tdel=period/12.

c

ntstps=nint(TRAHGE/tdel)

c

print*,’ntstps* ’.ntstps

c

if(ntstps .gt. LEH)then
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c

ntstps=LEN

c

print*,'Too many time steps, had to truncate.*

c

endif

c...Make this like uSR data deltat=.2S uaac.
deltat=.2Se-2
do i=0,LEN
time(i)=real(i)*daltat
anddo

c...The componenta ol the apin in the LAB frame.
sxl=px
ayl=py
azl=pz

c...Now implement the koaaler weighting idea for the Pol funa.
c...Thia is borrowed from the integration routine,
c

aubroutine integ(hsum,INDEX,dx,dy,fldnow,field,LEN,itheta)

c...Thia routine will run through field valuea and sum for the line8hape at
c...each one.

Field valuea are aaaumed to vary linearly between succeaaive

c...pointa on the grid, and alao acrosa diagonala.

Each contribution to the

c... sum is calculated by dividing the length of the field line through half
c...of the rectangle by the gradient.

e

dimension hsum(0:INDEX,0:INDEX).fldnow(LEH).field(LEN)

dstot=sqrt(dx**2+dy**2)

c...Find max and min field values.
fmax*baum(0,0)
fmin*baum(0,0)

do 4 i=0,IENO
do 4 j=0,IEND
if(bsum(i,j) .It. fmin)fmin=bsum(i,j)
if(bsum(i,j) .gt. fmax)fmax=baum(i,j)
4

continue
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c...Haed to automatically chooaa the limits lor tha linashapa calculation.
c...Fstart is easy, ons below its valua is sufficient to give a l i n t zero.
c...To find tha and valua, typical distributions wars analyzed and it was
c...lound that values from Imin up to a certain X ol tha range of fields held
e...all of tha naceaary information.

Tha percentage increases as tha angle

c...increases.
print*,'In intag, fmin ft lmax= *,fmin,fmax
c

fstart=fmin-l.

c

deltaf=fmax-lmin

c

percnt=(2.*ithata)/100. + .IS

c

fand=fmin + deltaf*percnt

c

df=(fend-fstart)/real(LEH)

c

print*,’fstart,land,df= ’,fstart,fand,df

c

pause ’Waiting ... ’
print*,’Input fstart,fand: ’
read*,f start,f and
dl=(land-fstart)/real(LEN)
print*,'fstart,land,df= ’.fstart,fand.df

c...Loop over field values.
do 100 ifield=l,LEH
c

do 100 ifield=l,numf

field=fstart * (ifiald-l)*df
c

print*,’field is ’.field

c...Loop over the grid,
do 200 j=0,IEHD-1
do 300 i=0,IEHD-1

xd=-l.
yd*-l.
xa=-l.
ye=-l.

c...Check if the field is in the lower right triangle.
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c...Heed to also find the proper components of the field being sought for the
c...wiggles later on.
if((field .It. amaxl(bsuB(i,j),bsum(i+l,j),
1 bsum(i+l,j+l))).and.(field .ge. aminl(bsua(i,j),
2 bsum(i+l,j),bsum(i+l,j+l))))then

c...Calculate the gradient for the lower right triangle.
dbdx=(bsum(i+1,j)-bsum(i,j))/dr
dbdy=(bsum(i+1,j+1)-bsum(i+1,j))/dy
gradb=sqrt(dbdx**2+dbdy**2)

dbxdx=(hsumx(i+1,j)-hsumz(i ,j))/dx
dbxdy=(hsumx(i+1,j+1)-hsumx(i+1,j))/dy

dbydx=(hsumy(i+1,j)-hsumy(i ,j))/dx
dbydy=(hsumy(i+1,j+1)-hsumy(i+1,j ))/dy

dbzdx=(hsumz(i+1,j)-hsumz(i ,j))/dx
dbzdy=(hsumz(i+1,j+1)-hsumz(i+1,j))/dy

c...Find the intersection points on the lower right triangle,
c...x-axis bottom.
if ((field .It. amaxl(bsum(i, j) ,bsum(i+l,j))).and.
1 (field .ge. aminl(bsum(i,j),bsum(i+l,j)))) then
xe=(f ield-bsum(i,j))/dbdx
bxx=hsumx(i,j)+xe*dbxdx
byx=hsumy(i,j)+xe*dbydx
bzx=hsumz(i,j)+xe*dbzbx
c

print*,'BR’
endif

c ...y-axis right.
if ((field .It. amaxl(bsum(i+1, j),bsum(i+l,j+1))).and.
1 (field .ge. aminl(bsum(i+l,j),bsum(i+l,j+l))))then
ye=(1ield-bsum(i+1,j))/dbdy
bxy*hsumx(i+1,j)+ye*dbxdy
byy*hsumy(i+1,j)+ye*dbydy
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bzy=hsumz(i+1,j)+ye*dbzdy
c

print*,*SR’
endif

c...diagonal up-right to low-left.
if ((field .It. amaxl(bsum(i,j),beum(i+l,j+1))).and.
1 (field .g*. aminl(bsum(i,j),baun(i+l,j+l))))then
dbdds=(bsum(i+l,j+l)-bsum(i,j))/dstot
daltaa=(fiald-baum(i ,j))/dbdds
fract=deltaa/dstot
xd=fract*dx
yd=fract*dy

dbxda=(hsumx(i+1,j+1)-hsumx(i,j))/datot
dbyda=(hsumy(i+1,j+1)-hsumy(i,j))/dstot
dbzds =(hsumz (i+1,j+1)-haumz(i,j))/dstot
bxd=haumx(i ,j)+deltas*dbxds
byd=hsumy(i,j)+deltas*dbyds
bzd=haumz(i,j)+deltas*dbzda
c

print+.'DG’
endif

c—

Only two of tha above three should be satisfied.
if((xe .gt. 0.).and.(ye .gt. 0.).and.(xd .gt. 0.)) then
print*,’Problem at i,j= ’,i,j,’ lower right triangle.’
goto 40
endif

if(xe .It. 0.)then
dlan=aqrt((dx-xd)**2 + (yd-ye)**2)
elseifCye .It. 0.)then
dlan=sqrt((xd-xe)**2 + yd**2)
else
dlen=sqrt((dx-xe)**2 + ye**2)
endif

c...Calc the contrib. to the sum.
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cont=dlen/gradb
eontot=contot+cont

c...Here do tha rotation stuff for a found fisld.
c...First gat tha average field comps for this field —

need for rotations -

c...only 2 of the 3 should be non-zero,
c

print*,’bxx,bxy,bxd= ’,bxx,bxy,bxd

c

print*,’byx,byy,byd* 1,byx,byy,byd

c

print*,’bzx,bzy,bzd= ',bzx,bzy,bzd
bxavg=(bxx+bxy+bxd)/2.
byavg=(byx+byy+byd)/2.
bzavg=(bzx+bzy+bzd)/2.

bxx=0.
bxy=0.
byx=0.
byy=0.
bzx=0.
bzy=0.

c...Transform these comps into the LAB frame from tha B frame —
hsx=bxavg*tmat(1,1)+byavg*tmat(1,2)+bzavg*tmat(1,3)
hsy=bxavg*tmat(2,1)+byavg*tmat(2,2) +bzavg*tmat(2,3)
hsz=bxavg*tmat(3,1)+byavg*tmat(3,2)+bzavg*tmat (3,3)
hsx=zchk(hsx)
hsy=zchh(hsy)
hsz=zchk(hsz)
c

print*,’hsx,hsy,hsz= ',hsx,hsy,hsz

hperp2=hsx**2 + hsy**2
h2=hperp2 +hsz**2
h=sqrt(h2)
hperp=sqrt(hparp2)

csdel=zchk(hsz/h)
sndel=zchk(sqrt(1.-csdel**2))

for later.
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c...Check if hperp=0.
if(hperp.eq.0.)then
csphib=l.
enphib=0.
else
csphib*zchk(hsx/hperp)
snphib=zchk(hsy/hperp)
endif

c...Calculate rot matrices going into and out of the b frame.
rtoh(1,1)=csdel*csphib
rtoh(1,2)=csdel*snphib
rtoh(1,3)=-sndel
rtoh(2,1)=-snphib
rtoh(2,2)=csphib
rtoh(2,3)=0.
rtoh(3,l)=sndel*csphib
rtoh(3,2)=sndel*snphib
rtoh(3,3)=csdel

htor(l,l)=rtoh(l,l)
htor(l,2)=rtoh(2,l)
htor(l,3)=rtoh(3,l)
htor(2,l)=rtoh(l,2)
htor(2,2)=rtoh(2,2)
htor(2,3)=rtoh(3,2)
htor(3,l)=rtoh(l,3)
htor(3,2)=rtoh(2,3)
htor(3,3)=rtoh(3,3)

C...HOW

rotate spin comps into the b (h) frame.

sxhasxl*rtoh(l,l)+syl*rtoh(l,2)+szl*rtoh(l,3)
syh=sxl*rtoh(2,1)+syl*rtoh(2,2)+szl*rtoh(2,3)
szh=sxl*rtoh(31l)+syl*rtoh(3,2)+szl*rtoh(3,3)

c

print*,'sxh,syh,szh= ’,sxh,syh,szh
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c...Let the spin rotate lor all tine steps in its Irane at proper Ireq.

Is a

c...rotation about z (b-lrane).
do 80 it=0,LEB
onegat=GAHHA*h*2.«PI*tine(it)

sgxt=sxh*cos(omegat )+syh*sin(omegat)
sgyt=-sxh*s in(omegat)+syh*cos(omegat)
sgzt=szh

c...Rotate back into the LAB Irame.
sigxp(it)=sgxt*htor(l,l)+sgyt*htor(l,2)+sgzt*htor(l,3)
sigyp(it)=sgxt*htor(2,l)+sgyt*htor(2,2)+sgzt*htor(2,3)
sigzp(it)=sgxt*htor(3,l)+sgyt*htor(3,2)+sgzt*htor(3,3)

c
80

write(6,*)time(it).sigxp(it),sigyp(it).sigzp(it)
continue

c...This is the contrib. to the average Iron this 1/2 triangle.
c...add this to the total with the lactor cont. above,
do it=0,LEH
sigxl(it)=sigxl(it)+cont*sigxp(it)
sigyl (it)=sigyl (it)+cont*sigjrp (it)
sigzl(it)=s igzl(it)+cont*sigzp(it)
enddo

40

xe=-l.
ye=-l.

c...Keep xd and yd in case eure needed belov.

endil

c...Ho« lor the upper lelt triangle.
iKClield .It. anaxl(bsun(i,j) ,bsun(i,j+1),
1 bsum(i+l,j+1))).and.(lield .ge. aninl(bsum(i,j),
2 bsun(i,j+1),bsun(i+l,j+1)))) then

c...Calc gradient up here.

Veed to nov
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dbdx=(bsum(i+1,j+1)-bsum(i,j+1))/dx
dbdy=(bsum(i,j+1)-bsum(i,j))/dy
gradb=sqrt(dbdx**2 + dbdy**2)

dbxdx=(hsumx(i+1,j+1)-hsumx(i ,j+1))/dx
dbxdy=(hsumx(i ,j+1)-hsumx(i,j))/dy

dbydx=(haumy(i+l,j+1)-hsumy(i,j+1))/dx
dbydy»(hsumy (i ,j+1)-hsumy(i,j))/dy

dbzdx=(hsumz(i+1,j+1)-hsumz(i ,j+1))/dx
dbzdy=(hsumz(i ,j+1)—hsumz(i,j)) /dy

c ...Top.
if((field .It. amaxl(bsum(i,j+1),bsum(i+l,j+1))).and.
1 (field .ge. aminl(bsum(i,j+1),bsum(i+l,j+l))))then
xe=(f ield-bsum(i,j+1))/dbdx

bxx=hsumx (i,j+1)+xe*dbxdx
byx=hsumy(i,j+1)+xe*dbydx
bzx=hsumz (i ,j+1)+xe*dbzdx
endif

c...Left side.
if((field .It. amaxl(bsum(i,j),bsum(i,j+1))).and.
1 (field .ge. aminl(bsum(i,j),bsum(i,j+l))))then
ye=(field-bsum(i,j))/dbdy

bxy=hsurax (i,j)+ye*dbxby
byy=hsumy (i,j)+ye*dbydy
bzy=hsumz(i,j)+ye*dbzdy
endif

c...Oiag. done above: if there is a crossing, xd and yd w e calculated.
il((xe .gt. 0.).and.(ye .gt. 0.).and.(xd .gt. 0.))then
print*,'Problem at i,j= ’,i,j,’ upper left triangle.'
goto 300
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endif

if(xe .It. 0.)then
dlen=sqrt(xd**2 + (yd-ye)**2)
elseif(ye .It. 0.)then
dlen=sqrt((xd-xe)**2 + (dy-yd)**2)
else
dlen=aqrt(xe**2 + (dy-ye)**2)
endif

c...Calc contrib. for this,
cont=dlen/gradb
contot=contot+cont

c...How do same as above for these new components of thefield,
c—

Here do the rotation stuff for a found field.

c...First get the average field comps for this field

— need for rotations

c.. .only 2 of the 3 should be non-zero.
bxavg=(bxx+bxy+bxd)/2.
byavg=(byx+byy+byd)/2.
bzavg=(bzx+bzy+bzd)/2.

bxx=0.
bxy=0.
byx=0.
byy=0.
bzx=0.
bzy=0.

c...Transform these comps into the LAB frame from the B frame —
hsx=bxavg*tmat(1,1)+byavg*tmat(1,2)+bzavg*tmat(1,3)
hsy=bxavg*tmat(2,1)+byavg*tmat(2,2)+bzavg*tmat (2,3)
haz=bxavg*tmat(3,1)+byavg*tmat(3,2)+bzavg*tmat(3,3)
hsx=zchk(hsx)
hsy=zchk(hsy)
hsz=zchk(hsz)
c

print*,'2,hsx,hsy,hszs ’,hsx,hsy,hsz

for later.
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hperp2=hsx**2 + hsy**2
h2=hperp2 +haz**2
h=aqrt(h2)
hperp=aqrt(hp*rp2)

csdel=zchk(haz/h)
andel=sqrt(1.-csdel**2)

c ...Check if hperp=0.
if(hperp.eq.0.) then
csphib=l.
snphib-0.
else
csphib=zchk(hsx/hperp)
snphib-zchk(hsy/hperp)
endif

c...Calculate rot matrices going into and out of the b frame,
r t o h d ,l)=csdel*csphib
rtoh(1,2)=cadel*snphib
rtoh(l,3)=-sndel
rtoh(2,l)=-snphib
rtoh(2,2)=csphib
rtoh(2,3)=0.
rtoh(3,l)=sndel*csphib
rtoh(3,2)=sndel*snphib
rtoh(3,3)=csdel

htor(l,l)=rtoh(l,1)
htor(l,2)=rtoh(2,l)
htord,3)=rtoh(3,l)
htor(2,l)=rtohd,2)
htor(2,2)=rtoh(2,2)
htor(2,3)artoh(3,2)
htor(3,1)*rtoh(l,3)
htor(3.2)=rtoh(2,3)
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htor(3,3)=rtoh(3,3)

c...How rotate spin comps into tha b (h) frame.
sxh=sxl*rtoh(1,l)+syl*rtoh(l,2)+szl*rtoh(1,3)
syh=sxl*rtoh(2,l)+syl*rtoh(2,2)+szl*rtoh(2,3)
szh=sxl*rtoh(3,l)+syl*rtoh(3,2)+szl*rtoh(3,3)

c

print*,’2, sxh,syh,szh= ',sxh,syh,szh

c...Rotate the spin for all time steps in its frame at the proper freq.
do 90 it=0,LEH
omegat=GAMMA*h*2.*PI*time(it)

sgxt=sxh*cos(omegat)+syh*sin(omegat)
sgyt=-axh*s in(omegat)+syh*cos(omegat)
sgzt=szh

c...Rotate back into the LAB frame.
sigxp(it)=sgxt*htor(l,l)+sgyt*htor(l,2)-i-sgzt*htor(l,3)
sigyp(it)=agxt*htor(2,l)+8gyt*htor(2,2)+sgzt*htor(2,3)
sigzp(it)=sgxt*htor(3,l)+sgyt*htor(3,2)+sgzt*htor(3(3)

c
90

write(6,*)time(it),sigxp(it),sigyp(it),sigzp(it)
continue

c...This is the contrib. to the average from this 1/2 triangle.
c...add this to tha total with the factor cont. above,
do it=0,LEH
sigxl(it)=sigxl(it)+cont*sigxp(it)
sigyl(it)=sigyl(it)+cont*sigyp(it)
sigzl(it)=sigzl(it)+cont*sigzp(it)
enddo

endif

bxd=0.
byd=0.

lead to now
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bzd=0.

300

continue

200

continue

100

continue

c...Scale according to the total areal contribution,
do i=0,LEH
sigzl(i)=s igxl(i)/contot
sigyl(i)=sigyl(i)/contot
sigzl(i)=sigzl(i)/contot
enddo

c...Write results.
open(9,file=fil2)
print*,'Writing to file ',H12
do 60 it-0,LEH
srite(9,*)time(it).sigxl(it),sigyl(it),sigzl(it)
60

continue
doee(9)

end

function zchk(val)
c...This function checks for values which are essentially zero and
c...makes them so.

tol=l.e-4
ii((val .It. tol).and.(val .gt. -tol))then
zchk=0.
else
zchk=*val
endil

return
end
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A p p en d ix C
Sim ulation A nalysis Program
The following program (called wow) accepts as input the output data from three
separate runs of the simulation program - for a total of 9 wiggle lines. These data are
assumed to come from the three initial conditions described in chapter 5 - B along z,
and the initial polarization of the muons along each of x, y, and z, respectively. The
data axe then treated as outlined in chapter 5 as far as the subtractions, divisions, and
Fourier transformations, to yield the moment one wishes. The Fourier transformations
are done in a subroutine called slosum, which will perform both cosine and sine
discrete Fourier transforms on the data. The data are returned to the main program
in two arrays, one containing the cosine transform, and one containing the sine data.
One chooses the proper data set depending on the application.
Points of note and care:
1. one should note the factor of 1/2 included in the cosine transformation. This
only happens for the first data point of the data which axe being transformed,
but was found to be of critical importance. If this is not done, then there arises
a false, non-zero level in much of the baseline of the resulting transform. This
can cause many problems when one attempts to calculate areas of moments,
etc.
2. It is of extreme importance to make sure that the simulation data have been
properly generated. This means that all fields within the grid should have their
171
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contribution to the wiggles. If this is not done the transform will have much
more ringing than otherwise.
program b o b
c...This program will accept 3 data seta corresponding to three separate ezpts
c

studying off-axis fields.

c—

x data, y data, z data.

The data are assumed to be in 4 cols as: time,
These data once read in are then Fourier

c...Transformed into their corresponding cos and sin parts.

These transforms

c...are then manipulated to extract the relevant information such as dn/db.
parameter(LEK-2000,GAMMA=13.SSe-3)
dimension dataxx(LEH).dataxy(LEH).dataxz(LEN),datayx(LEN),
1

datayy(LEH).datayz(LEH),datazx(LEH),datazy(LEff).datazz(LEH),

2

dataxt(LEH),datayt(LEH),datazt(LEH).dndb(LEH),aumdat(LEN),

3

difdat(LEH).ftsumc(LEH),ftsums(LEK).ftdifc(LEH),ftdifs(LEN),

4

sumbzy(LEV).difbx(LEH).ftbzc(LEH).ftbzs(LEH).difbz(LEH).

5

ftdbzc(LEI).ftdbzs(LES).ftxxc(LEI).ftxxs(LEE).ftyyc(LEN),

6

ftyys(LEH).ftzzc(LEH).ftzzs(LEI).fdndbc(LEH).fdndbs(LEN),

7

temp(LEI).sumbxy(LEH).ftbxc(LEH),ftbxs(LEH)
charact er f il1*20,f il2*20,fil3*20,outf il*20

print*,’Input the three data file names, one per line:'
read(5,‘ (a20)')fill,fil2,fil3
open(9,file=fill)
open(10,file=fil2)
open(11,f ile=fil3)
do i*l,LEH
read(9,*,end=10)dataxt(i),dataxx(i).dataxy(i),dataxz(i)
read(10,*)datayt(i),datayx(i).datayy(i),datayz(i)
read(ll,*)datazt(i),datazx(i),datazy(i).datazz(i)
enddo
10

close(9)
close(lO)
dose(ll)
ilast=i-l

c...Subtract off any DC levels from the data,
do i=l,ilast
susucx*sumxx+dat axx (i)
sumxy=sumxy+dataxy(i)
sumxz* sumxz+dat axz(i)
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aumyx=aumyx+datayx(i)
aumyys aumyy+datayy(i)
aumyz=aumyz+datayz(i)
aumzx=aumzx+datazx(i)
aumzy=aumzy+datazy(i)
aumzz=aumzz+datazz(i)
anddo
avgxx=aumxx/r sal (ilaat)
avgxy=aumxy/real(ilaat)
avgxz=aumxz/real(ilaat)
avgyx=aunyx/real(ilaat)
avgyy=sumyy/real(ilaat)
avgyz=8umyz/real(ila8t)
avgzx=aumzx/real(ilaat)
avgzy=aumzy/real(ilaat)
avgzz=aumzz/real(ilaat)
do i=l,ilaat
dataxx(i)=dataxx(i)-avgxx
dataxy(i)=dataxy(i)-avgxy
dataxz(i)=dataxz(i)-avgxz
dat ayx (i) =datayx (i) -avgyx
datayy(i)=datayy(i)-avgyy
datayz(i)=datayz(i)-avgyz
datazx(i)=datazx(i)-avgzx
datazy(i)=datazy(i)-avgzy
datazz (i)=dat azz (i)-avgzz
enddo
C...HOV implement the Petzinger idea.

Add aiga from x along z to nigs from

c...z along x and coa xl; then aubtract and do a ain xi.
c

open(30,iile=*xxandyy1)

c

open(31,iile='dndb.out’)

c

open(32,lile='dilbx’)

c

open(33,lile=’yxandxy')
do i=l,ilaat
aumdat(i)=(datazx(i)+dataxz(i))/2.
difdat(i)=(dataxz(i)-datazx(i))/2.
aumbzy(i)=(datazy(i)+datayz(i))/2.
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dilbx(i)= (datazy(i)-datayz(i))/2.
dilbz(i)=(datayx(i)-dataxy(i))/2.
sumbxy(i)=(dataxy(i)+datayx(i))/2.
c

vrite(30,*)datazt(i),dataxx(i),datayy(i)

c

write(31,*)dataxt(i),dndb(i)

c

urite(32,*)datazt(i),dilbx(i)
vrite(33,*)datazt(i) ,datayx(i) ,dataxy(i) ,dilbz(i)

c

enddo
c

dose(30)

c

cloae(31)

c

close(32)

c

dose(33)

c...Setup lor the FT’s.
print*Input starting and ending Ireqs lor the FT (MHz):'
read*,1start,1end
pr i nt*Input the number ol divisions (<’,LEI,’):’
read*,numdiv
deltal=(lend-1start)/real(numdiv)
print*,’Istart,lend,deltal* ’,lstart,lend,deltal
c...dn/db —

add the data and divide by 2, then FT.

do i=l,ilast
dndb(i)*(dataxx(i)+datayy(i)+datazz(i))/2.
write(66,*)dataxt(i),dndb(i)
enddo
cIose(66)
c...This is the FT lor n(b) —

sin xl vith Ireq mult in slosum.

call slosum(dataxt,dndb,Idndbc,Idndbs,ilast,1start,
1
c
c
c
c
c
c

deltal,numdiv,LEV,arxxc.arxxa)
call slosum(dataxt,dilbz,ltyyc,ltyys,ilast,lstart,

1

deltal,numdiv,LEI,aryyc.aryys)

call alosum(dataxt,datazz,ltzzc,ltzzs,ilast,lstart,
1

deltal,numdiv,LEI,arzzc.arzzs)

call slosum(dataxt,dilbx,Itbxc.ltbxs,ilast,Istart,
1

deltal,numdiv,LEI,arxyc.arxys)

c...Iov lind area ol dndb and use lor all normalizations herealter.
area*arxxc
ater=simpsn(ldndbc,numdiv,deltal*!.e6)
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print*,’area, ater= ’,area,ater
do

1,numdiv
write(67,*)lstart+deltal*(i-l),ldndbc(i)/ater

anddo
closa(67)
c...How sand tha appropriata data to tha FT routina.
c

call slosum(datazt,sumdat,ltsumc,ltsums,ilast,Istart,

c

1

deltal,numdiv,LEI,areaqc,areaqs)

c...These are all sin xl’d with a Iraq mult lor byn(b), bzn(b), and bzn(b).
call slosum(datazt,dildat,ltdilc,ltdils,ilast,1start,
1

deltal.numdiv,LEH.araayc.areays)

print*,’Area ol by curve is ’,areays
call slosum(datazt,dilbx,Itbxc,ltbxs,ilast,1start,
1

deltal.numdiv,LEI,areaxc.areaxs)

print*,’Area ol bx curve is ’.araaxs
call slosum(dataxt,dilbz,Itbzc,Itbzs,ilast,Istart,
1

deltal,numdiv,LEI,areazc.areazs)

print*,'Area ol bz curve is ’.areazs
c...Iow print these out 1or curiosity sake...
c

open(20,lile=’sinxls’)

c

open(21,lile=’dndb.out’)

c

open(22,lile=’ltbz’)

c

do isl,numdiv

c

write(20,*)lstart+(i-l)*deltal,ltbxs(i),ltdils(i),Itbzs(i)

c

write(21,*)lstart+(i-l)*deltal

c

srite(22,*)lstart*(i-1)*deltal,Ityys(i)/area

c

enddo

c

close(20)

c

close(21)
close(22)

c...Iow integrate over the appropriate It lor the average.
neven*mod(numdiv,2)
il(neven.eq.0)then
ndivsnumdiv-1
else
ndivsnumdiv
endil
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do i=l,ndiv
freq=fstart+(i-l)*deltal
ieven=mod(i,2)
if((i.eq.1).or.(i.eq.ndiv))then
iac=l.
elseif(ieven .eq. 0)then
iac=4.
also
lac=2.
endil
c

avbxz=avbxz+fac*ftsumc(i)/3.
avby=avby+fac*ltdifs(i)/3.
avbx=avbx+iac*itbxs(i)/3.
avbz=avbz+fac*ftbzs(i)/3.
anddo
print*,’avbx,avby,avbz= ’,avbx,avby,avbz
print*,’<bx>,<by>,<bz> = ',avbx*daltal/GAMMA/area,
1

c

avby*deltaf/GAMMA/area,avbz*deltal/GAMMA/area
print*,’<bx>,<by>,<bz> = ',avbx*daltai/GAMMA,

c

1

avby*deltaf/GAMMA,avbz*deltaf/GAMMA

c********************************************************************
subroutine slosum(tdata,data,itdatc.ftdats,ildat,
1

istart,deltal,numdiv,ILEI,araac,areas)

c...This routine sets up lor integrated iourier cos k sin transforms:
c...
c...

amp(t) * cos(2*PI*freq*t)

[and sin(2*PI*freq*t)]

c...
c...The integration is simply a summation only ol the above products,
e********************************************************************

parameter(PI=3.1415926,LEI*2000)
dimension ireq(LEI).cosans(LEI).sinans(LEI)
dimension tdata(ildat).data(ildat),ltdatc(ILEI),ftdats(ILEI)

s=0.
areac^i.
areas»l.
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deltat=tdata(10)-tdata(9)
print*,’deltat = ’.deltat
c...Calculate the frequencies.
do 4S i=l,numdiv+l
45

freq(i)sfstart+deltaf*(i-l)
print*, ’Thinking....... ’

c...How transform data, looping on frequencies.
do 55 index=l,numdiv
c.. .Initialize sum for each neu freq.
cosans(index)=0.
sinans(index)=0.
w=2.*PI*freq(index)
c...Calculate integral for the freq at index, using a simple sum.
do 53 j=l,ildat
c...Hote the use of cos as mentioned above.

Also note the division by 2 for

c...the first element of the cosine transform - a la RLV.
if(j .eq.l) then
cosfac=.5
else
cosfac=l.
endif
cosans(index)scosans(index) +
1

cosfac*data(j)*cos(»*tdata(j))*deltat

c

1

freq(index)**2*cosfac*data(j)*cos(w*tdata(j))*deltat
sinans(index)=sinans(index) +

c

1
1

53
55

data(j)*sin(w*tdata(j))*deltat
freq(index)*data(j)*sin(u*tdata(j))*deltat
continue

continue
areac=aimpan(cosans,numdiv,delta!)
ar eas=simpsn(ainans,numdiv,delta! )
print*,’This time, areac ft areas* ’,areac,areas

c

if(abs(areac) .It. l.)areac*l.

c

if(abs(areas) .It. l.)areasel.

c ...Check for the root of the xfrms.
call fzero(cosans,numdiv,icdxx)
call fzero(sinans,numdiv,isdxx)
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if(icdxx .no. 0)then
areac3areas
print*,'areac=araaa, icdxx=*,icdxx
elseif(isdxx .ne. 0)then
areas=areac
print*,’araa8=areac, iadxx=',iadxx
endif
do 91 i»ow=l,numdiv
ltdatc(iwow)=coaana(ivow)
91

ltdata(iwow)=ainans(iwow)
icdxx=0
isdxx=0

9999

and

c*************************************************************************
function aimpsn(data,ndat,dx)
c...This routina will do a numerical integration of the data contained in
c...array data based on Simpson's rule a la Vumerical Recipes discussions.
c...nda« must be odd for the integration to work.
c*************************************************************************
dimension data(ndat)
temp=0.
neven=mod(ndat,2)
ifCneven .aq. 0)then
nd=ndat-l
else
nd=ndat
endif
do 10 i=l,nd
ieven=mod(i,2)
if((i .aq. l).or.(i .aq. nd))then
fac=l.
elseif(ieven .aq. 0)then
fac=4.
else
fac*2.
endif
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temp=temp+fac*data(i)*dx/3.
10

continue
simpsn=temp
end

subroutine fzero(ydata,numdiv,indexx)
c...This routine takes data in the array ydata and looks for the
c...prominent zero crossing in it, returning the index in the variable
e...indexx.

The prominent zero is defined arbitrarily as that where there

c...exists VUMVIV consecutive values on each side with same sign (pos/neg).
c...Local zeroes should fail this criterion (hopefully),
paramet er(IUMVIH=30)
dimension ydata(numdiv)
indexx=0
isinl=l
if(ydata(NUMWIH).lt.O.) isinl=-l
do 10 i=SUMWIH+l.numdiv-KUMWIH
if(ydata(i).lt.O.)then
isin2=-l
else
isin2=l
endif
if(isinl.ne.isin2)then
c...zero cross.
c

print*,'Have a zero crossing at i= ’,i,’ 181,182=’,

c

1

isinl,isin2

do j=i-HUMWII,i-l
isnlft=sign(real(isinl),ydata(j))
if(isnlft.ne.isinl) then !signs have switched
isinl=sign(real(isinl),ydata(i))
goto 10
endif
enddo
do j=i+l,i+HUMWII
isnrt=sign(real(isin2),ydata(j))
if(isnrt.ne.isin2) then Isigns switch
isinl=sign(real(isinl),ydata(i))
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goto 10
endif
enddo
c ...If get to here then ie a valid zero croes.
indexx=i
return
endif
10 continue
return
end
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A p p en d ix D
T R U IM F D ata A nalysis
In 1990 Tanya Riseman was taking data at TRIUMF for her PhD thesis. In doing
so she built a detector rig much like that imagined in this thesis: three mutually
perpendicular (pairs of) detectors which are calibrated and can be considered “the
same” in some sense. Much data were taken with this rig, and a lot of the data were
recorded at low fields on single crystals of YBCO. The single crystals were of high
quality, for the time, and were manufactured at the University of British Columbia,
in Vancouver, Canada.
For the gory details of the thesis, one can consult Ref. [17]. I will outline here
what was done that is similar to what this thesis suggests, as well as describe what
is different from what this thesis suggests. Finally, the ideas behind the analysis
program (presented in appendix E) which the author wrote will be discussed, as well
as how the TRIUMF data were used as a test run for possible experimental/analysis
problems.

D .l

T h e T R IU M F E xp erim en tal A rran gem ent

The TRIUMF experimental rig consisted mainly of a target surrounded by a box
shaped set of 6 detectors. The muon polarization could be changed from antiparallel
to the incident beam direction to vertically perpendicular to it. This was accomplished
by a separator/rotator which was just upstream from the target area. Therefore the
181
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angle 7 of Fig. 6 .1 can be anywhere in the range 180° > 7 > 0°, assuming that
the beam comes in from the left in the figure. The angle </>y is zero, confining the
polarization to the vertical plane. The applied magnetic field H tt also lies in this
plane, and can be varied in both magnitude and direction by two sets of Helmholtz
coils at right angles to each other. Hence the angle f3 of Fig. 6.1 is in the range
0° < 0 < 90°, and the angle 4>p = 0°.
The target was a single crystal of the superconductor Y B a 2Cu3Os.gs, but was
not one single piece. Actually, the target consisted of a mosaic of smaller crystals
arranged on a piece of mylar such that they were aligned together. This presented a
cross section to the muon beam of about 3 cm2.

D .2

T h e T R IU M F D ata

The data taken using the above mentioned apparatus were contained in data files
on the TRIUMF VAX cluster. Each file contained up to six separate histograms,
one for each side of the box detector. The information contained in the file header,
coupled with copies from the data log books at the time of the experiment, allowed
the geometry of each run to be deduced. It was hoped that some data consistent with
the geometry of equations 6.5 to 6.11 would be available. That is, three sets of data
where the initial polarization is along each of three mutually perpendicular directions,
respectively, for the same applied field direction. After figuring out the geometries
used in the TRIUMF data, it was determined that no such combination of data runs
was obtained. This was mainly due to the inability of the experimental apparatus
to allow for the third direction of the muon initial polarization, as the rotator only
rotates the polarization in a plane.
Most of the data taken by Riseman (and others) was in a Transverse Field geom
etry, where the initial polarization and applied field were kept at right angles to each
other. In addition, most runs were of insufficient statistics, based on our calculations
in chapter 5, to adequately produce the moment distributions described there. This
is most likely due to the considerable time constraints imposed at a major facility
like TRIUMF, where beam time is quite valuable. Also, the goal of the work done by
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Riseman was not the same as this work - she was extracting penetration depths, co
herence lengths, and looking for the low-field phenomenon of the chain state, among
other things - so the statistics were not as critical as they will be if this work is ever
tackled.
In view of the situation with the TRIUMF data, it was decided to nevertheless
attempt to analyze many runs anyway. It was hoped that many mistakes, oversights,
and problems could be ironed out early by having some real data which are at least
from the type of detectors we wish to use. To this end the author wrote a program,
contained in appendix E, which reads in the TRIUMF binary data files, prepares the
histograms, and does analysis.

D .3

A n alysis

Particular attention was paid to certain aspects of data analysis in the program. First,
the background is determined in one of three ways: one, a semi-log plot of the data is
presented to the user - if the long time data do not fall on the straight line, then the
background is incorrect and the user is allowed to adjust it for straightening; second,
one can include a background term in the fitting function and fit to the background;
third, one could simply set the background to some level (not generally a good idea).
The reason for concern over the background was that if the value is not set prop
erly then the asymmetry representation will not be correct. The general effect is
to cause the asymmetry data to rise or fall at later times, instead of being nice
and straight. This is a bothersome problem which can only be rectified if proper
background subtraction in the asymmetry equation 3.14 is done. Some examples of
improper background subtraction are shown in Ref. [17], including some extreme
cases.
Another area of concern and effort was in the fitting itself. Generally fitting is
done to either the individual histograms (with the muon lifetime still there) or to
the asymmetry representation of paired histogram data (wiggles only). The fits may
contain a simple function or a complicated one, depending on what one expects to
find. However, one usually fits over the entire time range, or only out to a few
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TRIUMF ran 6730
YBCO at T=I0 K
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Figure D.l: Shown here are the data from TRIUMF run 6730 in the asymmetry
representation. The arrow indicates where the “hiccup” occurs between the two
apparent frequencies in the data.
microseconds for very rapidly behaving materials. In this program, based on what
the data seemed to present, we allow for fits to the end of the time range, and also to
the whole time range. The user sets the starting time for the “later time” fits, and
the least squares routines work out the best fit.
This fitting scheme was devised due to the apparent apearance of two separate
signcils (frequencies) within the data from TRIUMF. These are presumed to be from
two different sources: the actual target under investigation, and the sample holder
to which the sample is attached. An example of this behavior is shown in Fig. D.l.
One can see a “hiccup” in the wiggles as indicated in the figure.
It was assumed, especially after seeing the results of our simulations, that the
early time signal was from the sample, and the long time signal was from the holder.
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Therefore the longer time fits were done on the sample holder signed. This fit wets
then extrapolated back to t = 0 , and the long time fit was subtracted off of the
entire histogram. This was done in the hope of leaving only the signal from the
sample, which should correspond to the theory. An example of a later time fit and
its subtraction from the data is shown in Fig. D.2.
The third concern was the proper determination of the parameter a, seen in
equation 3.14. This parameter is supposed to help make up for inequalities in different
detectors which are paired about the sample. For example, one detector may be more
efficient at detecting the positrons than the other. Or, maybe the discriminators in
the coincidence rack are off by some amount, letting in some events to one detector
and not into another. Whatever the case, the alpha parameter is a first order attempt
to even out any experimental problems. Alpha is generally determined from fits to
low TF runs on a sample like Cu or other well known material. The quantity N0 of
equation 3.6 for each fit is then used to determine alpha via a = N£/N„, where the
superscripted / and b can be any paired detector parameters.
If alpha is determined properly, then the long time offsets which are seen in the
simulation data (see Fig. 6 .8 ) should be visible. If alpha is not properly determined,
then an offset may be as likely due to an incorrect alpha parameter as a real offset.
It is therefore imperative to properly determine the alpha parameter if one wishes to
see the long time offsets.
These three issues - proper background subtraction, two frequency fitting and
subtraction, and proper alpha determination - have come out of the TRIUMF data
analysis as key to doing good experiments corresponding to the theory presented in
this work.

D .4

F urther O bstacles

Even if all of the procedures above are followed and correct data results, the data may
not look like the simulation data. The biggest difference will be that, e.g., the P«(t)
data will not be as far offset from zero as in the theory. Even though a determines
the offset, the data may be such that a scaling is needed to bring it up to the proper
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raw
fit

raw
sub dat

10

Time (usee)
Figure D.2: In the top plot is shown the raw data (dots) and the fit to the later
time data. In the bottom plot are the raw data (again as dots) and the resulting
subtracted data (dotted line). It is hoped that the subtracted spectrum is the signal
from the sample only.
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level. More correctly stated, a scaling is needed to map the actual level to where it
theoretically should be. The scale factor can be determined by running the experiment
on something like Cu, which is well known and has a very slow depolarization rate.
The data for the three initial polarization directions should be much closer to theory
for a uniform field distribution, and the offset for the longitudinal field case should be
closer to 1. The copper level is then used as the “1” level, and the subsequent runs
on the YBCO can be scaled to this level.
Another problem which can occur is that the initial amplitudes of the wiggles
may not be of the proper size. This is closely tied in with the offset being too small,
and occurs for much the same reason. If all of the muons were exactly aligned at
t = 0 and all of the detectors were exactly the same and the solid angle effects of the
detectors could be ignored, then the amplitude would approach the proper value for
high enough statistics. However, this is certainly not the case, so the amplitude of
the wiggles suffers. The fix for this is to also run on a material like Cu and use the
wiggles from this as the standard by which the YBCO wiggles will be scaled.

A p p en d ix E
T R IU M F D a ta A nalysis Program
The following program, t r i d a t , was written to analyze n SR data which are stored in
the TRIUMF data format. This format is different than that used by the BNL /iSR
group, for which an analysis program already existed.
This program borrows much of the analysis code from the BNL code, written in
the late 1980’s by W.J. Kossler. Part of the contribution of the author is in the correct
reading in of the TRIUMF binary data files, as well as the correct un-flipping of the
bytes necessitated by the IBM RISC machine’s dyslexia. The subroutine d a trd reads
in the data, while the function ibmf lp does the byte flipping. The non-linear least
squares fitting routines have been omitted, but they are the standard ones from Ref.
[97].
The routine d isp la y displays the data and the fit rather quickly in a separate
pop-up window. The routines for this are from the PLPLOT package [98], which
works under the X I1 windows system. Implementing this was also a contribution of
the author.
The program has within it (as a callable option) the routine badbin, also written
in the late 1980’s by the BNL /iSR group. This routine searches through the data and
looks for spurious peaks caused by electronic glitches and the like. It then replaces
the glitch by a suitably averaged value at the proper bin.
Further contributions of the author are in the areas of background investigation
and in fitting style, as described above in appendix D. The background code is in the
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subroutine bkg, and the new fitting style is coded in char and t f req, below,
program tridat

c...This program written 8/93 by A. Greer.

It calls the routine datrd which

c...calls ibmflp to correct lor IBM’s goofy byte switching problem.

It also

c...creates the data and time arrays, corrected for packing, and coerces them
c...into the (l-a2)/(l+a2) asymmetry form.

A routine called tfunc holds the

c ... asymmetry fit function, and the normal HUMR routines are called for the
c...fitting, just as in the BHL part of the program.

paramet er(HUMDAT=10240,HPAR=10)
integer*2 ihis1(HUMDAT),ihis2(HUMDAT),ihis3(HUMDAT),
1

ihis4(HUMDAT),ihis6(HUMDAT),ihis6(HUMDAT)

dimension datai(HUMDAT),data2(HUMDAT),data3(HUMDAT),
1

data4(HUMDAT),dataS(HUMDAT),data6(HUMDAT),daigl(HUMDAT),

2

dsig2(HUMDAT),dsig3(HUMDAT),dsig4(HUMDAT),dsig5(HUMDAT),

3

dsig6(HUMDAT)
dimension asyml(HUMDAT),asym2(HUMDAT),asym3(HUMDAT),at1(HUMDAT),

1

at2(HUMDAT),at3(HUMDAT),fnc(HUMDAT),sigl(HUMDAT),sig2(HUMDAT),

2

sig3(HUMDAT),tl(HUMDAT),t2(HUMDAT),t3(HUMDAT),t4(HUMDAT),

3

tE(HUMDAT),t6(HUMDAT)
dimension parms(HPAR),covar(HPAR,HPAR),alpha(HPAR,HPAR),

1

dyda(HPAR).lista(HPAR).epar(HPAR)

real*8 y(HUMDAT),t(HUMDAT),f(HUMDAT)
character lbl(HPAR)*7,resp*2,ftype*l,dfil*20,type*l
integer*4 nend
logical newdat
external tfunc
external ffunc
data lbl(l),lbl(2),lbl(3),lbl(4),lbl(S),lbl(6)/
1 ’a(l)’,’a(2)’,*a(3)’,’a(4)’,’a(5)’,’a(6)’/
data lbl(7),lbl(8),lbl(9),lbl(10)/’a(7)’,’a(8)’,
1 ’a(9)’,’a(10)’/
data lista /l,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10/
newdat=.true.
c...These parameters are set depending on the fitting function.
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ml=6
nca=10
na=10
c...Ask the user what to do.
7

print*,’Pick your lavorita opition: ’
print*,’he = Print options.’
print*,’rd = Read data.’
print*,’ip = Input parameters and choose spectrum.’
print*,’as = Calculate asymmetry function.’
print*,'fu = Calculate function.’
print*,’ft = Fit data.’
print*,’di = Display function and data.’
print*,'ba = Badbin data.’
print*,’of = Off-Axis stuff.’
print*,'pr = Print data to file.’
print*,’bk - Check background.'
print*,'f2 = Fit 2 frequency data.’
print*,'ex = Exit program.’

10

print*,’Option?’
read(5,'(a2)’)resp
if(resp ,eq. ’rd’)then
goto 1
elseif(resp .eq. ’ip’)then
goto 2
elseif(resp .eq. ’fu')then
goto 3
elseif(resp .eq. ’ft’)then
goto 4
elseif(resp .eq. ’di’)then
goto 5
elseif(resp .eq. ’ex’)then
goto 6
elseif(resp .eq. ’he’)then
goto 7
elseif(resp .eq. ’ba’)then
goto 8
elseif(resp .eq. ’of’)then
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goto 9
elseif(resp .eq. 'as')then
goto 11
elseif(resp .aq. *pr*)then
goto 12
els ail (rasp .eq. *bk')then
goto 13
elseif(resp .eq. ’f2*)then
goto 14
else
goto 10
endif
c...Read in the data and the appropriate timing parameters —

assumes up to

c...4 histograms only.
1

call datrd(ihisl,it01,itll,it21,ihis2,it02,itl2,it22,
1

ihis3,it03,it13,it23,ihis4,it04,it14,it24,ihisS,itOS,

2

itIS,it25,ihis6,it06,it16,it26,dt,mhist)

c...Create the actual time and histogram data taking into account any
c...packing.
call datcre(ihisi,ihis2,ihis3,ihis4,ihisS,ihis6,datal,data2,
1

data3,data4,dataS,data6,11,t2,t3,t4,tS,t6,dsigl,dsig2,dsig3,

2

ds ig4,ds igS,dsig6,itO1,it11,it21,it02,it12,it22,it03,it13,

3

it23,it04,it14,it24,itOS,it15,it25,it06,it16,it26,dt .nendl,

4

nend2,nend3,nend4 ,nendS,nend6,bkgl,bkg2,bkg3,bkg4,bkgS,bkg6,

5

npk)

newdat=.true.
goto 10
c...Get parameters for the function.
2

print*,'Is this for single histo or asym? (s/a)'
read(5,'(al)’)ftype
if(ftype .eq. ’s')then

27

print*,’Spectrum now is',ians,' Which spectrum?(1-*,mhist,’)’
read*,ians
if(ians .gt.mhist)goto 27
elseif(ftype .eq. ’a')then

28

print**,’Spectrum now is'.kans,’ Which spectrum?(1-’,mhist/2,')'
read*,kans
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if(kans .gt. mhist/2)goto 28
else
goto 2
endif
print*,'ma is ’,ma,’Input the number of parameters in function:’
read(5,*,err=2)ma
if(ma .gt. 6)then
ma=10
print*,’ma set to 6, try again'
goto 2
endif
call parin(lbl,parms,ma)
goto 10
c...Calculate the function.
3

if(ftype .eq. ’a ’)then
if(kans .eq.l)then
do i=l,kendl
call tfunc(atl(i),parms,fnc(i),dyda,na)
enddo
elseif(kans .eq.2)then
do i=l,kend2
call tfunc(at2(i),parms,fnc(i),dyda,na)
enddo
elseif(kans .eq.3)then
do i=l,kend3
call tfunc(at3(i),parms,fnc(i),dyda,na)
enddo
else
print*,’kans is wrong, = ’,kans
endif
elseif(ftype .eq. ’s')then
if(ians ,eq.l)then
do i=l,nendl
call ffunc(tl(i),parms,fnc(i),dyda,na)
enddo
elseif(ians .eq.2)then
do i=l,nend2
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call ffunc(t2(i),paras,fnc(i),dyda.na)
anddo
elseif(ians .eq.3)then
do i=l,nend3
call ffunc(t3(i),paras,Inc(i),dyda.na)
enddo
elseif(ians .eq.4)then
do i=l,nend4
call ffunc(t4(i),paras,fnc(i),dyda.na)
anddo
elseif(iams .eq.S)then
do i=l,nandS
call ffunc(t5(i),paras,lnc(i),dyda.na)
enddo
elseif(ians .eq.6)then
do i=l,nend6
call ffunc(t6(i),paras,fnc(i),dyda.na)
enddo
endif
endif
goto 10
c...Fit the function to the data.

The 1 after adamda is called nfp in bnldat,

c...it appears to be the starting point for the cade of the function,

itll

c...appears where nfirst is in bnldat, not surs about it yet (1 also???).
4

if(ftype .eq. ’a ’)then
if(kans .eq. l)then
call curfit(lista,atl,asyml,sigl.kendl,paras,ma,mf,covar,
1

alpha,nca,chisq, tfunc,alanda ,1,1, epax,fnc,kendl,dyda)
elseif(kans .eq. 2)then
cadi curf it (lista,at2,asyn2,sig2,kend2,paras,m a ,m f ,covar,

1

adpha,nca,chisq,tfunc,alanda,1,1,spar,fnc,kend2,dyda)
elseif(kans .eq. 3)then
cadi curf it (lista,at3,asyn3,sig3,kend3,paras,ma,m f ,covar,

1

adpha,nca,chisq,tfunc,alanda,1,1, epaur,fnc,kend3,dyda)
endif
elseif(ftype .eq. ’s')then
if(ians .eq. l)then
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call curlit(liata,11,datal,dsigl,nendl,paras,m a ,m l ,covar,
1

alpha,nca,chisq, U u n c ,alaada ,1,1, spar,fnc,nendl,dyda)
alseifCians .eq. 2)then
call curf it (lista,t2,data2,dsig2,nend2,paras,m a ,a f ,covar,

1

adpha,nca,chisq,ffunc,alaada,1,1, epar,fn c ,nend2,dyda)
elseif(ians .eq. 3)then
call curf it (lista,t3,data3,dsig3,nend3,paras ,aa,a f ,covaur,

1

adpha,nca,chisq, ffunc,adamda ,1,1, epar,fnc,nend3,dyda)
elseif(ians .eq.4)then
cadi curf it (lista,t4,data4,dsig4,nend4 ,paurns,aa,a f ,covar,

1

adpha,nca,chisq, ffunc,alaada ,1,1, epar,fnc,nend4,dyda)
elseif(ians .eq.5)then
call curf it (lista,tS,data5,dsigS,nendS,parms ,ma,mf,covar,

1

alpha,nca,chisq,ffunc,alaada ,1,1, epar,fnc,nendS,dyda)
elseif(ians ,eq.6)then
cadi curf it (1ista ,16, dat a6,ds ig6,nendS,paras,m a ,m f ,covar,

1

alpha,nca,chisq,ffunc,alaada ,1,1, epar,fnc,nendS,dyda)
endif
endif

goto 10
c...Display the data and function.
c...Coerce values to their proper precision.
5

if(ftype .eq. 'a')then
if(kans .eq. l)then
nend=kendl
do i=l,kendl
y(i)»asyml(i)
t(i)=atl(i)
f(i)=fnc(i)
enddo
elseif(kams .eq. 2)then
nend=kend2
do i=l,kend2
y(i)=asym2(i)
t(i)=at2(i)
f(i)=fnc(i)
enddo
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elseif(kans .aq. 3)then
nend=kend3
do i^l,kand3
y(i)=asyn3(i)
t(i)=at3(i)
f(i)=fnc(i)
anddo
endif
elaeif(ftype .aq. ’s')then
if(iane .eq. l)then
nend=nendl
do i=l,nendl
y(i)=datal(i)
t(i)=tl(i)
f(i)=fnc(i)
enddo
elseif(ians .eq. 2)then
nend=nend2
do i=l,nend2
y(i)=data2(i)
t(i)=t2(i)
f(i)=fnc(i)
enddo
elseif(ians .eq. 3)then
nend=nend3
do i^l,nend3
y(i)=data3(i)
t(i)=t3(i)
f(i)=fnc(i)
enddo
elseif(ians .eq. 4)then
nend=nand4
do i=l,nend4
y(i)=data4(i)
t(i)=t4(i)
f(i)=fnc(i)
enddo
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elseifCians .eq. S)then
nend=nandS
do i=l,nendS
y(i)=dataSCi)
t(i)=tS(i)
i(i)=lnc(i)
anddo
elseifCians .aq. 6)than
nend=nend6
do i=l,nendS
y(i)=data6(i)
t(i)=t6(i)
l(i)=lnc(i)
enddo
endif
andif
call display(t,y,f,nand)
goto 10

c...Clean up dirty data with badbin.
8

print*,'I have the single histo number as ’,ians
print*,’Input the proper number if not correct:’
read*,ians
if(ians .eq.l)then
call badbin(datal,l,nendl)
elseifCians .eq.2)then
call badbinCdata2,l,nend2)
elseifCians .eq.3)then
call badbin(data3,l,nend3)
elseifCians .eq.4)then
call badbin(data4,l,nend4)
elseifCians .eq.5)then
call badbin(dataS,l,nend5)
elseifCians .eq.6)then
call badbinCdata6,l,nend6)
endif
goto 10
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c...This is for the call to the off axis stuff????
9

bkgf=parms(6)
zuOf=parms(l)
ifCians .eq. l)then
call char(ihis1,itOl,it11,it21,datal,xnOf,bkgl,t1,nendl)
elseifCians .eq. 2)then
call charCihis2,it02,itl2,it22,data2,xnOf,bkg2,t2,nend2)
elseifCians .eq. 3)then
call charCihis3,it03,it13,it23,data3,xnOf,bkg3,t3,nend3)
elseifCians .eq. 4)then
call charCihis4,it04,it14,it24,data4,xnOf,bkg4,t4,nend4)
elseifCians .eq. 5)then
call charCihisS,itOE,it15,it2E,dataS,xnOf,bkgS,t5,nendS)
elseifCians .eq. 6)then
call char Cihis6,it06,it16,it28,datafl,xnOf,bkg6,16,nendfi)
endif
goto 10

c...Calculate asymmetry function.
11

ifCkans .eq. 0)then
print*,'You need to input parameters for the asym function.’
print*,'type "ip".’
goto 10
elseifCkans .eq. l)then
call asymmCdatal,data2,asyml,sigl,atl,it01,itll,it02,itl2,
1

nendl,nend2,bkgl,bkg2,dt,npk,kendl)

elseifCkans ,eq.2)then
call asymmCdata3,data4,asym2,sig2,at2,it03,it13,it04,it14,
1

nend3,nend4,bkg3,bkg4,dt,npk,kend2)
elseifCkans .eq.3)then
call asymmCdataS,dataS,asym3,sig3,at3,itOS,it15,it06,it16,

1

nendS,nend6,bkgS,bkg6,dt,npk,kend3)
endif

goto 10
c...Print function to data file.
12

print*,'Input data file name: '
readC5,'(a20)')dfil
open(9,file=dfil)
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print*,’Single or asym (e/a)?’
read(5,’(al)')type
if(type .eq. ’s ’)then
print*,’Input the spectrum number (1-’,mhist,’):’
read*,ispec
if(ispec .eq. l)then
do i=l,nendl
write(9,*)tl(i),datal(i)
enddo
elseif(ispec .eq. 2)then
do i=l,nend2
srite(9,*)t2(i),data2(i)
enddo
elseif(ispec .eq. 3)then
do i=l,nend2
write(9,*)t3(i),data3(i)
enddo
elseif(ispec .eq. 4)then
do i=l,nend4
srite(9,*)t4(i),data4(i)
enddo
elseif(ispec .eq. 5)then
do i=l,nendS
write(9,*)t5(i),dataS(i)
enddo
elseif(ispec .eq. 6)then
do i=l,nendS
«rite(9,*)t6(i),data6(i)
enddo
endif
elseif(type .eq. ’a ’)then
print*,’Input spect number (1— ',mhist/2,’):'
read*,kspee
if(kspec .eq. l)then
do i*l,kendl
erite(9,«)atl(i),asyml(i)
enddo
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elseif(kspec .eq. 2)then
do i=l,kend2
srite(9,*)at2(i),asyn2(i)
enddo
elseif(kspec .eq. 3)then
do i=l,kend3
srite(9,*)at3(i) ,asym3(i)
enddo
endif
endif
do8e(9)
goto 10
c...Check backgrounds.
13

print*,'Present spectrum is ',Ispec
pr i nt*Input the spectrum number (1-*,mhist, ’): ’
read*,Ispec
if(Ispec .gt. mhist)goto 13
if(Ispec .eq. l)then
call bkgck(bkgl,ihisl,itOl,Ispec,nesdat,datal,tl,nendl,npk)
elseif(Ispec .eq.2)theh
call bkgck(bkg2,ihis2,it02,Ispec,nesdat,data2,t2 ,nend2,npk)
elseif(Ispec .eq.3)then
call bkgck(bkg3,ihis3,it03,Ispec,nesdat,data3,t3,nend3,npk)
elseif(Ispec ,eq.4)then
call bkgck(bkg4,ihis4,it04,Ispec,nesdat,data4,t4,nend4,npk)
elseif(lspec .eq.5)then
call bkgck(bkgS,ihisS,itOS,Ispec,nesdat,dataS,tS,nendS,npk)
elseif(Ispec .eq.6)then
call bkgck(bkg6,ihisS,it06,Ispec.nesdat,datafl,t6,nendS,npk)
endif

goto 10
c...Set up for the 2 freq fits,
14

ftype sas used above in ip for single or asym.

if(ftype .eq. 's'Jthen
if(ians .eq. l)then
call tfreq(ffunc,datal.tl,lista,dsigl,nendl,parms.ma.mf,
1

covar,alpha,nca,chisq,alamda,epar,fnc,dyda,ftype)
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e l s e i f ( i a n a .e q . 2 )th en
c a l l t f r e q ( f f u n c , d a ta 2 . t 2 , l i s t a , d s ig 2 ,aend2,p a r a s ,ma,mf,
1

c o v a r, a lp h a ,n c a , c h is q , a la n d a , e p a r,f n c , dyda, fty p e )
e ls e ifC ia n s .e q . 3 )th en
c a l l t f r e q ( f f u n c , d a ta 3 , t 3 , l i s t a , d s ig 3 , nend3,p a ra s,m a,mf,
c o v a r, a lp h a ,n c a , ch isq ,alam d a, e p a r,f n c , dyda, fty p e )

1

e ls e ifC ia n s .e q . 4 )th en
c a l l tfre q C ffu n c , d a ta 4 , t 4 . l i s t a ,d sig 4 ,n en d 4 ,p a r a s ,n a ,mf,
1

c o v a r, a lp h a ,n c a , c h is q , a la n d a . e p a r,f n c , dyda, fty p e )
e ls e if C ia n s .e q . S)then
c a l l tfre q C ffu n c ,d a ta S , t 5 , l i s t a , d sig S , nendS,p a r a s ,n a ,m f,

1

c o v a r, a lp h a ,n c a ,c h is q ,a la n d a , e p a r .f n c , dyda, fty p e )
e ls e ifC ia n s .e q . 6 )th en
c a l l t f r e q ( f f u n c , d a ta 6 , t 6 , l i s t a , d sig S ,n e n d S .p a ra s,n a ,mf,

1

c o v a r, a lp h a , n c a , c h is q ,a la n d a , e p a r,f n c , dyda, fty p e )
en d if
e ls e if C f ty p e .e q . ’a ') th e n
i f Chans .e q . l) th e n
c a l l tf re q C tfu n c , a s y n l, a t l , l i s t a , s i g l ,k e n d l,p a r a s ,n a ,n f ,

1

c o v a r, a lp h a , n c a , c h isq , a la n d a , e p a r,f n c , dyda, f ty p e )
e l s e i f Chams .e q . 2 )th en
c a l l tfre q C tf u n c , a sy n 2 ,a t2 , l i s ta ,s ig 2 ,h e n d 2 ,p a r a s ,n a .n f ,

1

c o v a r, a lp h a , n c a , c h isq , a la n d a , epaur, f n c , dyda, f ty p e )
e lse ifC h a n s .e q . 3 )th en
c a l l t f re q C tf u n c , asym3, a t3 , l i s t a , s ig 3 , hend3 .p a rn s , ma ,m f,

1

c o v a r, a lp h a , n c a , c h isq , a la n d a , epaur, f n c , dyda, fty p e )
en d if

e n d if
goto 10
c...Return to main program.
6

end

subroutine datrdCihisl,it01,itll,it21,ihis2,it02,itl2,it22,

c

1

ihis3,it03,it13, it23,ihis4,it04,it14,it24,ihisS,itOB,itIS,

2

it25,ihisS,itOS,itlfi,it26,dt,mhist)
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c...This routine reads the binary data files iron TRIUMF and sorts data and
c...headers.

This program worked on the IBM PC without the calls to ibmflp,

c...but on the RISC it was necessary to implement a version with the bit
c

in order to get the proper readings of the TRIUMF data.

What one needs to

c...do is read in all data as integer* 1 and flip the bits before printing them
c...out or using them for fitting.
c... COMPILIHG/LIHKIMG HOTE —

There was a problem in reading the first histo.

c.. .header in that the time per bin variable was getting switched correctly
c.. .in ibmflp but the parameter passage was such that ths parameter on this
c.. .end was thought to be int*4 even though it was declared as int*2.
c.. .Compiling with the following options worked:
c...
c...

xlf -0 -qnoi4 -o <exec> <other routines> readtri.f

c...
C *****************************************************************************'

parameter(IBT0T=20480)
character fil*20,fil2*20
character cttl*40,esclbl*72,coment*144,ctitle*12,cihttl*12,
1

ctitl2*12
integer*4 jtsc(18),jdsc(18),title,ictask,ievtot,nevtot,nevto2,

1

ihloc
integer*2 mdatel(S),mdate2(6),mlston(4),mlocsc(12),

1

mlogf (5),mspare(12),maskev(2),ms(2),junk(18).mbuff(256),

2

ms2(2) ,mrun,mhist,msclr,msupd,mmin,msec,mcmcsc.mrsta.muic,

3

ihist,length,ntO,ntl,nt2,itbp,icheck(SO),ihisl(l),ihis2(l),

4

ihis3(l),ihis4(l),ihis6(l),ihis6(l),itpbl,itpb2,itpb3,itpb4,

5

khist

C...RISC fortran supports int*l, otherwise need character.
integer*l ihll(IBTOT) ,aasksl(4),mldate(12),m2date(12),mlstol(8),
1

mlocsl(24),mlogf1(10),msparl(24),maskel(4),msll(2),junkl(32),

2

mbuff 1(512) ,mlaske(4),junk21(32) ,ms21(2) ,mrunl(2) .mhist 1(2) ,

3

msclrl(2) ,msupdl(2) ,mminl(2) ,msecl(2) ,mcmcsl(2) ,mrstai(2),

4

muicl(2),ihisti(2),lengtl(2),duhduh(2),nt01(2),ntll(2),

5

nt21(2),msl2(2)
equivalence (nevtot,ms(l))
equivalence (nevto2,ms2(l))

1

print*,’Input TRIUMF binary file name:

’
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read(E,’(a20)',err=l) fil
c...Open the binary file.

History seems to show that they ase 512 bytes as

c...the record length, although it may actually be 256 or less,
open(9,f ile=fil,err=9999,acces s='direct’,
1

form=’unformatted' ,recl=512,status*’old’)

c...Read in the first record’s worth of stuff.

The file header is 512 byt

c...in length, divided as indicated in the read below.
irec=l
write(6,5)
5

format(’ Reading file header.',/)
read(9,rec=irec)mrunl,mhistl,msclrl,msupdl,jtsc,jdsc,mminl,msecl,
1 mldate,m2date.mlstol,memos1.mlocsl.mrstal,ictask,mlogf1,
2 muicl,msparl,cttl,csclbl,coment
call ibmflp(mrunl,l,l,mrun)
call ibmflp(mhistl,1,1,mhist)
call ibmflp(msclrl,l,l,msclr)
call ibmflpCmsupdl.l.l.msupd)
call ibmflp(mminl,l,l,mmin)
call ibmflpCmsecl,1,1,msec)
call ibmflp(mldate,l,6,mdatel)
call ibmflp(m2date, 1,6,mdate2)
call ibmflp(mlstol,l,4,mlston)
call ibmflp(mcmcsl,l,l,mcmcsc)
call ibmflp(mlocsl,l,12,mlocsc)
call ibmflp(mrstal,l.l.mrsta)
call ibmflp(ictasl,1,1,ictask)
call ibmflp(mlogf1,1,5,mlogf)
call ibmflp(muicl,1,1,muic)
call ibmflp(msparl,l,12,mspare)
write(6,10)mrun,mhist,mdatel(2),mdatel(3).mdatel(l) ,mdatel(4),
1 mdatel(S),mdatel(6),mdate2(2),mdate2(3),mdate2(l),mdate2(4),
2 mdate2(5),mdate2(6),cttl,csclbl,coment

10

format(/,’ Run ’,i5,’ ; # of histograms ’,i3,/,’ date',/,
1 2(lx,i2,’/ ’,i2,’/',i2,2x,i2.':',i2,’:',i2,/),lx.a40,/.lx,a72,/.
2 al44,/)

c...Loop over the number of histograms in the file defined by mhist.
do 666 khist=l,mhist
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irecsirec+l
c

print*,'In khist loop, khist,mhist,irecs ',khist,mhist,irac

c...Raad in tlie first histogram header —

64 bytas in length seems to

c...standard.
write(6,15)khist
16

fornatC' Reading histogram ’,i3,’ header.',/)
read(9,rec=irec)ihistl,lengtl,msll,mal2,duhduh,mlaska,nt01,ntll
1 nt21,ctitle,junkl

c...How do the switches.
call ibnflp(ihistl,l,l,ihist)
call ibmflpdengtl,1,1,length)
call ibmflp(msll,l,l,ms(l))
call ibmflp(nsl2,l,l,ms(2))
call ibnflp(duhduh,1,1,itpb)
call ibmflp(mlaske,l,2,maskev)
call ibmflp(nt01,1,l.ntO)
call ibmflp(ntll,l,l,ntl)
call ibnflp(nt21,1,1,nt2)
c

call ibmflp(junkl,1,16,junk)
write (6,20 )ihist,length .nevtot,itpb ,naskev ,nt0,nt 1,nt2,
1 ctitle
20

format(' Histogram:',i3,' length:’,i8,' total events:’,i8,/,
1 ’ time/bin:’,i4,’ masks: ’,z4, 'H',2x,z4,'H',/,' t0:',i4,’ tl:'
2 i4,’ t2:',i6,/,lx,al2,/)

c...Assign the proper histo variables to their parameter values,
if(ihist .eq.l)then
it0i=nt0
itll=ntl
it21=nt2
itpbl=itpb
elseif(ihist .eq.2)then
it02=nt0
itl2=ntl
it22*nt2
itpb2=itpb
elseif(ihist .eq.3)then
it03=nt0
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itl3=ntl
it23=nt2
itpb3=itpb
elseif(ihist ,eq.4)then
it04=nt0
itl4=ntl
it24=nt2
itpb4=itpb
elseif(ihist .eq.5)then
it05=nt0
itlS=ntl
it25=nt2
itpb5=itpb
elseif(ihist .eq.6)then
it06=nt0
itl6=ntl
it26=nt2
itpb6=itpb
else
print*, 'Histogram number ',ihist,'exceeds program',
1

' bounds -- oops!'
endif

c...Due to some FORTRAH or IBM problem the rest of the record could
c...not be read in— only 1st 128 bytes.

Why? Good question,

c...Re-read as ell integer and take what want.
read(9,rec=irec)mbuffl
do 25 i=1,224*2
25

ihl1(i)=rabuff1(i+32*2)

c!!!! check if the ihl values are ok.
c

call ibmflp(ihll,l,50,icheck)

c

print 777,icheck

c 777

format(’the ihll values are: ’,S0i8)

c...How need to figure out how many more blocks need be read.
c...i8 the file header (512 bytes).

The first block

The second block (512) is composed of both

c...the histogram header (64 bytes) and the beginning of the data (512-64=448).
c...It seems that the histo headers/data always occupy a certain number of
c...blocks, whose number is given by length/256 (recall that the first has
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c...been read in already).
nblk=length/256
if(nblk .gt. IBTQT/512)then
print*,'Too much data for present arrays, fix program.'
return
endif
do 40 i=l,nblk
c...How and for all subsequent reads into ihll mult all indices by 2.
c...stuff should be the same.

Record

Recall ihloc is now the byte count, not byte

c...pairs.
irec=irec+l
read(9,rec=irec)mbuffl
do 50 j=l,256*2
ihloc=224*2+(i-1)*266*2+j
ihll(ihloc)=mbuffl(j)
c...Check if at end of the histogram.
if(ihloc .eq. length*2)then
goto 55
endif
50
40

continue
continue

c...Transfer the histogram (defined now by length) to the proper (int*2).
55

if(ihist .eq.l)then
call ibmflp(ihl1,1,length,ihisl)
elseif(ihist .eq.2)then
call ibmflp(ihl1,1,length,ihis2)
elseif(ihist .eq.3)then
call ibmflp(ihll,l,length,ihis3)
elseif(ihist .eq.4)then
call ibmflp(ihl1,1,length,ihis4)
elseif(ihist ,eq.5)then
call ibmflp(ihll,l,length,ihis6)
elseif(ihist .eq.6)then
call ibmflp(ihl1,1,length,ihis6)
else
print*,'The histogram data is also out of bounds . . .'
endif
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666

continua

c... Check that all data lias the same time seals (anal?).
if((itpbl.ne.itpb2).or.(itpb3.ne.itpb4))then
print*,’The data time scales are different —
c.. .HOTE —

THESE ARE THE TRIUMF TIME MAPPIHGS —

this sucks!'

THEY MAKE HU SEISE,

els eif(itpb1.eq.3)then
dt=.062Se-2
els eif(itpb1.eq.4)then
dt=.125e-2
elseif(itpbl.eq.5)then
dt=.2Se-2
else
print*,’Something probably wrong with the read, itpb= ',itpbl
endif
goto 1000
9909 print*,' Error opening file ',fil
goto 1
1000 return
end

subroutine ibmflp(iarrl,nstart.nflips,iarr2)
c*****************************************************************************
c...This routine was written 8/18/93 by A. Greer to compensate for the IBM
c...internal representation of reversing the bits for integers.

It takes an

c...integer*l array and flips them while equivalencing them to an integer*2
c...variable.

Mote that if int*l is not supported then character may be used,

c*****************************************************************************
integer*l iarrl(l),itemp,itarrl(40960)
integer*2 iarr2(l),itarr2(20480)
equivalence(itarrl,itarr2)
c

print*,’In ibmflp, nstart,nflips* ',nstart,nflips

c

print*,’iarrl as passed in is 1,iarrl
do i*nstart,(nstart-l)+2*nflips
itarrl(i)*iarrl(i)
enddo

c

print*,'Before, itarrl(l),itarrl(2)= ’,itarrl(l),itarrl(2)

c...This loop actually does the switching of the bytes using itemp.
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do isnstart,(nstart-l)+2*nllips,2
itemp=itarrl(i)
itarrl(i)=itarri(i+l)
itarrl(i+l)=itemp
enddo
c

print*,'Alter, itarrl(l),itarrl(2)= '.itarrl(1).itarrl(2)

c...This loop translar8 the data to the parameter lor passage to the outside
c.. .world —

this seems intermittent at the moment....

do i=nstart/2+l,nstart/2+nllips
iarr2(i)=itarr2(i)
c

print*,'itarr2(i),iarr2(i)= ’,itarr2(i),iarr2(i)
enddo
return
end

subroutine datcre(ihis1,ihis2,ihis3,ihis4,ihisS,ihis 6,datal,
1

data2,data3,data4,data5,data6,tl,t2,t3,t4,tS,t6,dsigl,dsig2,

2

ds ig3,ds ig4,dsigS,ds igS,itO1,it11,it21,it02,it12,it22,it03,

3

it13,it23,it04,it14,it24,itOS,itIS,it25,it06,it16,it26,dt,

4

nendl,nend2,nend3,nend4,nendS,nendfi,bkgl,bkg2,bkg3,bkg4,bkgS,

5

bkg6,npk)

c******************************************************************************
c...This routine written 9/93 by A. Greer lor the TRIUMF data analysis.

It

c...accepts the data in ihisl - ihis6 and the coresponding time inlo in itOz c...it2x, and dt as was read in in datrd.

It calculates the proper time and

c...data arrays and takes into account any packing that the user wishes to use.
c...These data arrays are then used to calculate the asymmetry lunctions, which
c...use the automatically calcuated backgrounds and alpha parameters,
c
c...Hote change on 11/8 to take c u e ol the high statistics overllow problem
c...lor the TRIUMF data.

For int*2 data the cutoll is 65S3S, alter which

c...the numbers go negative.

Taken care ol below.

c******************************************************************************
parameter(CUT=6S53S.0)
integer*2 ihisl(1),ihis2(l),ihis3(l),ihis4(l),ihisS(1),ihis6(l)
dimension datal(l),data2(l),data3(l),data4(l),data5(l),data6(l)
dimension tl(l),t2(l),t3(l),t4(l),tS(l) ,t6(l),dsigl(l),dsig2(l),
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1

dsig3(l),dsig4(l),dsigS(l),dsig6(l)
integer*4 nend

c

Query about packing.
10

p r i n t * I n p u t the packing factor: '
read*,npk

c...Uae the good tine and end info for creating the data.
c...The number to create dependa on packing.
c...Also need to see if have an even # of pts, so do the following,
itstsit11-(it11/npk)*npk
n*ndl=it2l/npk
do i=l,nendl
datal(i)=0.
do j=itst,itst+npk-l
datal(i)=datal(i)+ihisl(j+npk*(i-l)+l+itll)
enddo
dsiglCi)=sqrt(1.+abs(datai(i)))
tl(i)=(itll-it01+(i-l)*npk)*dt
enddo
itstsitl2-(itl2/npk)*npk
nend2=>it22/npk
do i=l,nend2
data2(i)=0.
do j=itst,itat+npk-l
data2(i)=data2(i)+ihis2(j+npk*(i-l)+l+itl2)
enddo
dsig2Ci)=sqrt(1.+abs(data2(i)))
t2(i)=(itl2-it02+(i-l)*npk)*dt
enddo
itst=itl3-(itl3/npk)*npk
nend3=it23/npk
do i=l,nend3
data3(i)=0.
do j=itat,itst+npk-1
data3(i)=data3(i)+ihis3(j+npk*(i-l)+l+itl3)
enddo
dsig3(i)*sqrt(1.+abs(data3(i)))
t3(i)=(itl3-it03+(i-l)*npk)*dt
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209

enddo
itat3 it14-(it14/npk)*npk
nend4=it24/npk
do i=l,nand4
data4(i)=0.
do j=itat,itat+npk-1
data4(i)=data4(i)+ihia4(j+npk*(i-l)+l+itl4)
•nddo
da ig4(i)=aqrt(1.+aba(data4(i)))
t4(i)=(itl4-it04+(i-l)*npk)*dt
enddo
itat=itlS-(itlB/npk)*npk
nendS=it25/npk
do i=l,nend5
dataS(i)=0.
do j=it8t,itat+npk-1
data5(i)=data5(i)+ihia5(j+npk*(i-l)+l+itl5)
anddo
daigS(i)=8qrt(1.+aba(data5(i)))
tS(i)=(itlS-it05+(i-l)*npk)+dt
anddo
it8t=itl6-(itl6/npk)*npk
nand6=it26/npk
do i=l,nand6
data6(i)=0.
do j=itat,itat+npk-1
data6(i)=data6(i)+ihia6(j+npk*(i-l)+l+itl6)
anddo
daigfl(i)=aqrt(1.+aba(data6(i)))
tfl(i)=(it16-it06+(i-1)*npk)*dt
anddo
c...Iov lind share the zaroaa and at the end of the data aat —
c...problema il too nany.
do i=nandl,l,-l
il(datal(i).na.0.)goto 111
anddo
111

nendl=i

can cau8e lit
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do i=nand2,l,-l
if(data2(i).na.O.Jgoto 112
•nddo
112

nend2=i
do i=nend3,l,-l
if(data3(i).ne.O.)goto 113
•nddo

113

nend3=i
do i=nand4,l,-l
if(data4(i).na.0.)goto 114
anddo

114

nend4=i
do i=nandS,1,-1
if(dataS(i).na.O.)goto 115
•nddo

115

nend5=i
do i=nand0,l,-l
if(data6(i).ne.0.)goto 116
•nddo

116

nand6=i

c...Haed to check for the overflow possibility.

This should only be a problem

c...with the first couple of data sets,
do i=l,nandl
if(datal(i).It.0.)datal(i)=CUT+CUT+datal(i)
if (data2(i) .It.0. )data2(i)=CUT+CUT+data2(i)
enddo
c...Find the backgrounds for each of these data sets,
do i=20,it01-10
if (ihisl(i).gt.0)then
ifirst=i
goto 1111
endif
•nddo
1111 do i=ifirst+10,it01-10
suml=suml+ihisl(i)
numl=numl+l
enddo
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do i=20,it02-10
if(ihis2(i).gt.O)then
ifir«t=i
goto 222
endif
enddo
222

do i=ifiret+10,it02-10
8um2=8um2+ihia2(i)
nun2=nua2+l
enddo
do i=20,it03-10
if(ihis3(i).gt.0)then
ifirst=i
goto 333
endif
enddo

333

do i=ifirst+10,it03-10
sum3=sujn3+ihis3(i)
num3=num3+l
enddo
do i=20,it04-10
if(ihis4(i).gt.O)then
ifirat=i
goto 444
endif
enddo

444

do i=ifirst+10,it04-10
su»4=8u b 4+ihis4(i)
nua4=nua4+l
enddo
do i=20,it0S-10
if(ihisS(i).gt.O)then
ifirst=i
goto 555
endif
enddo

555

do i=ifirst+10,it05-10
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sumEssumS+ihiaSd)
mun6=num5+l
enddo
do i=20,it06-10
if(ihis6(i).gt.O)then
ifirst=i
goto 666
endif
enddo
666

do i=ifirst+10,it06-10
sum6=sum6+ihis6(i)
num6=num6+l
enddo

bkgl=suml/real(numl)
bkg2=sum2/real(num2)
bkg3=sun3/raal(num3)
bkg4=sum4/raal(num4)
bkgS=sumS/real (numE )
bkg6=sum6/real(nun6)
c...reset these to zero.
sunl=0
numl=0
sum2=0
nun2=0
sum3=0
num3=0
sum4=0
num4=0
sumS=0
numS=0
aum6=0
num6=0
return
end

subrout ine asyon(dat1,dat2,asym,sig,tine,itOl,it11,it02,it12,
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1

nendl,nand2,bkgl,bkg2,dt,npk,kand)

c...Takea the aingla hiato data Iron aata 1 and 2 and craataa tha asymmetry
c...function.

Tina zaro and and tima parameters are furnished, as are tha

c...tso backgrounds.
e*****************************************************************************

dimension datl(l),dat2(l),asym(l),sig(l),time(l)
data alpha/1./
print*,'Alpha = '.alpha,' Input your value: '
read(5,*)alpha
c...Hos coerce data into the form (l-a2)/(l+a2) for fitting.

Find min length

c...array and use that length.
222

imin=minO(nendl,nend2)
jmax=max0(itll-it01 ,itl2-it02)
kend=imin
do isl.kend
time(i)=(jmax+(i-1)*npk)*dt
f=dat1(i)-bkg1*npk
b=dat 2(i)-bkg2*npk
xnumrsf-alpha*b
xdenm=f+alpha*b
asym(i)=znumr/zdenm
sigf2=f+2.*npk*bkgl
sigb2=b+2.*npk*bkg2
sig(i)=sqrt((2.*alpha/xdenm**2)**2*(b**2*sigf2+f**2*sigb2))
enddo
return
end

subroutine badbin(data,ifst,ilst)
c*****************************************************************************
c

This routine is adapted from the mid-80's PC-based version.

It nos is a

c...part of the fitting program and receives the data as a parameter, as
c...opposed to having to read in the data as before.

Other than that the code

c...is the same, except that I have changed most math from integer to real,
c...A. Greer (9/93).
c*****************************************************************************1
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dimension data(8192),ksave(10)
character df*16,tl(5)*60,ans*16,tans*l,respl0*l
nsig=4
c

vrite(6,*)(data(i),i=l,2S)
print*,'The start of good data and end of data are in channels:'
print*,ifst,ilst

620

print *,'Enter first,last channel, nsig for first spectrum*
read *,ifst,ilst,nsig

c...This is my addition (A. Greer).

Take the first

10 channels and avg, then

c...check vhich of the first 10 exceeds thensig*sdavg barrierandcorrect
c...those, then do the usual stuff.
666

print*,'Checking first 10 data points

.. .'

do k=l,10
8um=sum+abs(data(k))
enddo
avgl0=sum/10.
sdlO=nsig*sqrt(avglO)
do k=l,10
diff10=abs(data(k)-avglO)
if(diffl0 .gt. sdl0)then
print*,'At bin ',k,' the data is ',data(k)
print*,'The avg of 1st 10 is ',avgl0
print*,’Change its value to avg+sqrt(avg)*nsig?’
read(G,’(al)’)respl0
if(respl0 .eq. ’y')data(k)3avgl0+sqrt(avgl0)*nsig
endif
enddo
sum=0.
c

check first three channels to see if they are ok.
print*,'How doing normal checks . . .'

622

ifstl=ifst+l
x=abs(data(ifst))
sd*nsig*sqrt(x)
diff=abs(data(ifst)-data(ifstl))
print*,'Checking 1st, diff,sd= '.diff.sd
if(diff.gt.sd) then

c...Check third value.
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x2sabs(data(ifstl))
sd2=nsig*sqrt (x2)
diii2=abs(data(ifst1)-data(ifst1+1))
if(diff2 .gt. sd2)then
print*,’Thera are problems with the data, display to see.’
print*,’dill2,sd2= ’,diff2,sd2
else
c...The first data point is screwed up.
avgtmp=(data(ifstl)+data(ifstl+l))/2.
print*,’Data in channels 1,2,3 = ’,data(ifst),data(ifstl),
1

data(ifstl+l)
print*,’Changing ’,data(ifst),’ to ',avgtmp
data(ifst)=avgtmp
endif
print*,’Start over? (y/n)’
read(5,'(al) Oxans
if(tans .eq. ’y')goto 620

endif
ifst2sifst+2
c

start check for other channels
do 711 i=ifst2,ilst
i2=i-2
il=i-l
avg=(data(il)+data(i2))/2.
x=abs(avg)
sd=nsig*sqrt(x)
diff=abs(data(i)-avg)

c if there is a glitch, see if the following channel has a glitch,
c if so fix glitch
c if there is a second glitch, stop execution
if(diff.gt.sd) than
ipl=i+l
diffl=abs(data(ipl)-avg)
if(diff1.gt.sd)then
print *,'Tno consactive channels sith glitches’
print *,’Previous tvo channels, data, and avg are ',i2,il,
1

data(i2),data(il),avg
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print *,’data in channels '.i.ipl,' is '.data(i).data(ipl)
print *,’Do you wish to go ahead anyway?1
read(5,’(al)’)ana
il (ans.eq.’n 1) goto 999
endif
avg2=(data(il)+data(ipl))/2.
print *,’Bin *,i,’ is found to have a glitch'
print *,'Do you wish to change the value from ',data(i),
1

’ to ’,avg2,’ ?’
read(5,'(al)*)ans
if(ans.eq.'y') then
data(i)=avg2
endif
endif

711

continue

999

return
end

subroutine ffunc(t,a,y,dyda,na)
C ***********************************************************************

c...The function looks like:
c...
c...
c...

y = al * [exp(-t/tm) *(1 + a2 * exp((-t*a3)**2/2) *
cos(a4*t + a5))] + a6

c...
C ***********************************************************************i

parameter(TM=2.19,DEMAX=709.78271)
dimension dyda(na),a(na)
double precision arg,earg
front = a(l)*ezp(-t/TM)
csl=cos(a(4)*t+a(S))
snl=sin(a(4)*t+a(5))
c...Check that none of the bases are less than zero.
if(a(3) .It. 0.0)then
a(3)=abs(a(3))
print*,1 a(3) < 0, set=pos.'
endif
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if(a(4) .It. 0.0)then
a(4)=abs(a(4))
print*,1 a(4) < 0, set=poa.'
endif
arg=-(t*a(3))**2/2
c...Check that the value will not cause an error,
if(arg .ge. DEMAX) arg=709.0
earg=dexp(arg)

c ...Derivatives.
dyda(l)=front/a(l)*(l+a(2)*earg*csl)
dyda(2)sfront*earg*csl
dyda(3)=-front*a(2)*earg*csl*a(3)*(t**2)
dyda(4)=-front*a(2)*earg*snl*t
dyda(5)=-front*a(2)*earg*snl
dyda(6)=l.
c...Function.
y=a(l)*(front/a(l)*(l+a(2)*earg*csl)) + a(fl)
return
end

subroutine display(t,y,x,npts)
c******************************************************************************
c...This routine was written 8/93 by A. Greer to replace the GRAFMATIC PC-based
c...calls for the fitting routines.

It plots out the data (and fit function)

c...on the sans graph in different colors.
c...double precision —

Mote that the arrays passed are

this is due to Chree Haas building things this way.

c...The compilation goes somenting liXe:
c...
c

zlf -o <> <> -L /usr/local/plplotd -I usr/local/plplot/indude

c...

-1 plplot -1X11 -la

c...
c...Mote that the parameters t,y,x are passed in as double precision and that
c...npts is int*4.

c******************************************************************************
rsal*8 t(l),y(l),x(l).yaar.ymin.tmin.tmax.tl.tu.yl.yu
integer*4 just,axis,nr,ny,npts,code.green,yellow,cyan,
1

salmon.nplt
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real*8 tplot(16384),yplot(16384),xplot(16384)
c

print*,’In display.'

e

srite(6,*)(t(i),i»l,2S)

c

vnrite(6,*)(x(i),i=l,25)

c

These need to be declared as variables lor the plotting routines which

c ...expect int*4 variables.
just=0
axis=0
nx=l
ny=l
c

print*,’npts= '.npts
codes1
green=3
yellow=2
cyan=ll
salmon=14

c...Get upper and loser limits on the data.
tmin=t(l)
tmax=t(l)
ymin=y(l)
ymax=y(l)
do i=2,npts
if(t(i).gt.tmax)tmax=t(i)
if(y(i).gt.ymax)ymaxsy(i)
if (y(i).lt.ymin)ymin=y(i)
enddo
write(8,103)tmin,ymin,tnax,ymax
103

format('From the data, the time and sap limits are: ’,/,
2

'tmin: ’,18.2,5x,'ymin: ’,fll.2,/,’tmax: ’,f8.2,Sx,

1

'ymax: >,fll.2,/)

srite(6,104)tl,yl,tu,yu
104

format(’ The plotting limits are: ',/,’tl1* *,f8.2,8x, ’yl“ ’,f8.2,
1

/,'tu= \fll.2,Sx.'yu» ’,f11.2,/)

print*,’Input plotting parameters tl,tu,yl,yu: ’
read*,tl,tu,yl,yu
if((tl.eq.tu).or.(yl.eq.yu))then
tl=tmin
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tu=tmax+l
yl=ymin
yu=ymax+l
elseif((tl .It. tmin).and.(tu .gt. tmax))then
trange=tmax-tmin
elseif(tl .It. tmin)then
trange=tu-tmin
els eif (tu .gt. tmax)then
trange=tmax-tl
else
. trange=tu-tl
endif
c...Heed to calculate the actual number of points to plot for the routines
c...given the user's time range.
dt=t(10)-t(9)
nplt=trange/dt
e...Heed to get the proper starting point for the plot based on the user's
c

input —

also shift the data for passing.

if(tl .It. t(l))then
n2=l
nl=l
else
n2=tl/dt
nl=t(l)/dt
endif
if(nplt .gt. npts)nplt*npts
nstart=n2-nl
do i=l,nplt
tplot(i)=t(i+nstart)
yplot(i)=y(i+nstart)
splot(i)=x(i+nstart)
enddo
c...Iov call the plotting routine,
call plstart("xwin",nx,ny)
call plenv(tl,tu,yl,yu,just,axis)
call plcol(yellow)
call pllab('Time (#gmsec)','H(t)','

')
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call plcol(green)
call plpoin(nplt,tplot.yplot,coda)
call plcol(cyan)
call plline(nplt,tplot,xplot)
call plandO
return
and

subroutina parin(lbl.parms,ma)

c...This routine allova the user to input tha parameters lor tha fitting fun.

character lbl(10)*7
dimension parms(lO)
print *,(lbl(i),i=l,ma)
print 303
print 302,(parms(i),i=l,ma)
301

print

=? ’

read(*,*,err=301)(parms(i),i=l ,ma)
print 302,(parms(i),i=l,ma)
303

format(’ Asy(zn)
1'

302

v(MHz)

Lamda(NHz)(pa)

Phi

Bgr

Power(svv)

',

etc.')

format(lx,al2.5,18.4,f10.4,110.4,18.3,18.4,416.2/)
return
end

subroutine prlun(t,y,nmaz)

c...This function prints out the data lor viewing on the screen or lor plotting
c...to a file.

dimension t(l),y(l)
character dall*20,ans*l
711

print

nf,nl=? '

read(*,*,errs711)nf,nl
print

nl,nl= ’,nl.nl

print 701,(y(i),i=nf,nl)

220
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701

format(lx,6110.3)
print *,’ Print data to disk? ’
rsad(S,'(al)’)ans
if(ans .aq. ’y ’) than

710

print *,’ File name? ’
read(5,’(a20)',err=710)daf1

712

print *,’ Input starting and ending times for data. ’
read(5,*,err=712) strtim.endtim
opan(9,file=daf1,err=799)
do 720 i=l,nmax
if((t(i) ,ge. strtim) .and. (t(i) .la. endtim)) then
vrite(9,730) t(i),y(i)

730

format(2x,f10.4,3x,f10.4)
endif

720

continue
close(9)
endif
goto 790

799

print*,’ Open error for file *,dafl

790

return
end

subroutine curlit(lista,t,y,sig,npts,parms,ma,mf,covar,alpha,nca,
1

chisq,1func,alamda,nf p ,nf ir st,epar,Inc,nmax,dyda)

c...This routine calls the curve fitting routines of IUMR. and does a non-linear
c...least squares fit.

dimension lista(l),covar(l,l),alpha(l,l),sig(l),parms(l),

1

t(l),y(l),epar(l),fnc(l),dyda(l)

external ffunc
c

print*,'In curfit, npts=',npts

c

write(6,*)(t(i),i=l,26)

c
809

write(6,*)(fnc(i),i=l,2S)
print *, ’mf= ',mf,' (the first mf of lista are fit)* '
read(*,*,err=809) mf
print*,’Input the parameters for lista: ’
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read(5,*)(liata(i),i=l,na)
c

print*,'ml, lista are: ’,mf,(liata(i),i=l,ma)
alamda=-l.

801

call mrqnin(t(nfp),y(nfp).sig(nfp),npts,pams,na,
1 lista,n f ,covar,alpha,nca,chisq, ffunc,alanda)
chisqn=chiaq/(npts-mf)
print *, ’ chisqn, alanda5 ’,chisqn,alanda

811

print *,’ If good enough enter 0 for alanda now '
read(*,*Ierr=811) alanda
if(alanda.ne.O.)goto 801
call nrqnin(t(nfirst),y(nfirst),aig(nfirat),npta,pama,na,
1 lista,n f ,covar,alpha,nca,chisq,1func,alanda)
chisqn=chisq/(npts-nf)
print *,* chisqn5 ’,chisqn
print*,* '
print *,'Parameters are:'
write(6,*)(parns(i),i=l,na)
print*,'Errors are:'
write(6,*)(sqrt(covar(i,i)),i=l,na)
do 804 i5l,10

804

epar(i)5sqrt(covar(i,i))
do 803 i=l,nnar
fnc(i)50.
if(i .ge.nfp.and.i.le.nfp+npts)then
call ffunc(t(i),parna,fnc(i),dyda,10)
endif

803

continue
return
end

subroutine parurt (parns,epar)
c******************************************************************************
c...This routine written by A. Greer w o u n d 1991-ish to facilitate the plotting
c...of data.

It is a bit cunbersone since one nust recall the record nunber,

c...but it can save tine.
c******************************************************************************
character filnaa*20,resp*l
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dimension parms(1),epax(l)
1500 if(numrec .eq. 0) then
write(6,1501)
1501

foxmat(’

Input the name of the file to which you wish',/,

1* to write the parameters.*,/)
read(S,1506,err=1500)filnam
1505

format(al2)
numrec=l
endif
write(6,1506)numrec

1506 format(' The current record is ’,i3,’.
1

If you wish to',/,

’ change it, input y (type y for new file).'/)

read(5,1508)resp
1508 format(al)
if(rasp .eq. ’y') then
1530

print*,'

Input the value for the record number, ',

1 ' a 0 will allow a new file to be started.’
read(5,*,err=1530)numrec
if(numrec .eq. 0) goto 1500
endif
1520 write(6,1525)
1525 format(’ Input the run # and temperature.',/)
read(5,*,err51520)irun,tempat
1559 write(6,1560)
1560 fozmatC Input the numbers of the two parameters for printing',/,
1’ to the file (i.e. 1 = a(l)).',/)
read(5,*,err51559)iparl,ipar2
1540 open(9,iostat=ios,err=1599,file5!ilnam,form5 'formatted',
1 access5 'direct',red-60)
wr it e(9,1550,recsnumrec)irun,t empat,parms(iparl),epar(iparl),
lparms(ipar2),epar(ipar2)
1550 format(lx,i5,S(2x,f8.4))
dose(9)
numrec5numrec+l
goto 1598
1699 print*,' Open error in file ',filnam
1598 return
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and

subroutine tfunc(t,a,y,dyda,na)

c.. This function is for tha TRIUHF data fitter.

It is a function to fit tha

c.. asymmetry, looking like:
c..
c..

tfunc = al * exp((-a2*t)**2/2) * cos(a3*t + aS)

c..

dimension dyda(na),a(na)
arg=a(2)*t
earg=exp(-arg**2/2)
cs=cos(a(3)*t+a(4))
sn=sin(a(3)*t+a(4))
y=a(l)*earg*cs
dyda(l)=earg*cs
dyda(2)=-a(2)*t**2*y
dyda(3)=-a(l)*t*earg*sn
dyda(4)=-a(l)*earg*sn
return
end

subrout ine char (ihis,nt 0,nt 1,nt2,data,xnOf,bkgc,at,kend)
c*****************************************************************************
c...This routine is for trying to fit Tanya's data with my analysis techniques,
c...He do one histo at a time, finding the background from the initial level
c...and initial amplitude from fits and extract the relaxation function from
c...this, via a mult, by exp(t/taumu). Ve must be careful not to do the
c... background subraction vrong because there may be moments of the field
c...distribution causing DC levels in the relaxation function.
parameter(taumu=2.19,LEB=5000)
dimension ihis(l),data(l),at(l),datnev(LEI)
double precision t(LEI),y(LEI),x(LEI)
integer*4 npts
character*1 resp
10

print*,'The bkg is ',bkgc,' Input your value.’

BEWARE.
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read*,bkgc
do i=l,kend
datnew(i)=(data(i)-bkgc)*exp(at(i)/taumu)/xn01-l.
eaddo
c...Display lor now to see il is ok.
do i=l,kend
t(i)=dble(at(i))
y(i)=dble(datnew(i))
x(i)=0.d0
enddo
npt8=kend
cedi display(t,y,x,npts,0)
print*,'Again? (y/n)’
read(5, ’(al) Oresp
il(resp .eq. 'y')then
goto 10
else
return
endil
end

subroutine bkgck(bkg,ihis,itO,numhis.newdat,data,tine,nend,npk)
c***********************************************************************
c...This routine will show the previous bkg level and display the points
c...to check il the level is on the level.
c***********************************************************************
parameter(ISIZE=S000)
dimension ihis(l),iup(fl),ilow(6),data(i),time(l)
real*8 y(ISIZE),x(ISIZE).duamy(ISIZE)
integer*4 npts
character resp*2,respl*l,lill*20
logical newdat
it00=it0
il(itOO.gt.ISIZE)then
print*,’ISIZE is too small lor itO, setting itO*ISIZE’
itOO=ISIZE
endil
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il(newdat)then
do i=l,fl
iup(i)=0
ilow(i)=0
enddo
newdat*.lalse.
endil
c...Heed to lind the lirst real non-zero bkg point.
nzero=20
do i*20,it00
il(ihis(i).eq.0)then
nzero=nzero+l
else
goto 10
endil
enddo

10

il(iup(numhis) .eq. 0)then
iup(numhis)=it00-10
ilow(numhis)=nzero+10
endil

c...Heed to allow the user to change the range over which the bkg is calculated
35

print*,'Pick an option:'
print*,'vi * vies background bounds’
print*,'re * reset background bounds'
print*,’in = input a background level’
print*,'In * plot data as semi-log to see linearity'
print*,'pi = print In data to lile'
print*,'eb = exit background stull'
read(5,'(a2)’)resp
il(resp .eq. 'vi')then
goto 20
elseil(resp .eq. 're')then
print*,'Present values are’.ilos(numhis),’ and ’.iup(numhis)
print*,'Input the lower and upper bins lor bkg: '
read*,ilow(numhis),iup(numhis)
do i=ilos(numhis).iup(numhis)
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sum=sum+ihia(i)
enddo
bkg*aum/real(iup(numhis)-ilow(numhis))
sum=0.
goto 20
elseif(reap .eq. ’in')then
print*,‘Bkg is 1,bkg,’ Input bkg: '
read*,bkg
goto 35
el8eif(re8p .eq. 'ln‘)then
do i=l,nend
x(i)=dble(time(i))
arg=dat a(i)-bkg*npk
if(arg .le. 0.)then
c

print*,1At i= ’,i,’ found a neg arg= ',arg
arg=l.
endif
y(i)=dble(alog(arg))
dummy(i)=0.d0
enddo
npts=nend
call display(x,y,dummy,npts)
elseif(reap .eq. *pl’)then
print*,1Input file name:'
read(5,’(a20)’)fill
open(9,f ile=fill)
do i=l,nend
write(B,*)time(i),y(i)
enddo
close(9)
elseif(resp .eq. 'eb^then
goto 45
endif
goto 35

20

do i=l,itOO
y(i)=dble(ihis(i))
x(i)=dble(i)
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dummy(i)=0.
enddo
dummy(ilow(numhis))=bkg
dummy(iup(numhis))=dummy(ilow(numhis))
npt8=it00
print*,'The present bkg level is:', bkg
call display(x.y,dummy,npts)
goto 3S
45

return
end

subroutine tfreq(ffunc,data,t,lista,sig,nend,parms,ma,mf,covar,
1

alpha,nca,chisq,alamda,epar,Inc,dyda,ftype)

c******************************************************************************
c...This routine takes the data and prepares and performs a two frequency fit.
c...The method of choice non is to fit later time data to a regular muon histo
c...function with gaussian depol.

This data is extrapolated back to time=0 and

c...then properly subtracted off of the total data, leaving only the YBCO sig.
c...In theory this should work.
c******************************************************************************
dimension lista(l),covar(l,l),alpha(l,l),sig(l),parms(l),t(l),
1

data(l),epar(l),fnc(l),dyda(l)

dimension dshift(8000),tshift(8000),sigsht(8000),subfnc(8000)
real*8 time(8000),y(8000),f(8000)
integer*4 number
character resp*l,ftype*i
external ffunc
print*,’Input the time at which you wish to begin the fit:'
read*,tst
deltat=t(10)-t(9)
ntst=(tst-t(l))/deltat
numaht=nend-ntst
do i=ntst,nend
dshift(i-ntst+1)=data(i)
tshift(i-ntst+l)=t(i)
sigsht(i-ntst+l)=sig(i)
enddo
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c...Hos lit these arrays ol data.
10

call
1

curlit(lista,tahilt,d8hilt,aigsht,numsht,pams,ma,ml,
covar,alpha,nca,chisq,llunc,alamda ,1,1, spar,Inc,numsht ,dyda)

c...Display this lit on tha orig data,
do i=l,nend
time(i)=t(i)
y(i)=data(i)
il(i .go. ntst)then
l(i)=lnc(i-ntst+l)
else
l(i)=0.d0
endil
enddo
number=nend
call display(time,y,l.number)
print*,'Fit again? (y/n)’
read(5,’(al)’)resp
il(resp .eq. 'y')goto 10

c...Extrapolate the data back to t=0 —

create the data Irom the parameters.

iKltype .eq. 'sOthen
do i=l,nend
sublnc(i)=parms(l)*exp(-t(i)/2.19)*parms(2)*
1

exp(-t(i)**2*parms(3)**2/2.)*

2

cos(parms(4)*t(i)+parms(S))
enddo
elseil(ltype .eq. 'a‘)then
do i=l,nend
argy=t(i)**2*parms(2)**2/2.
sublnc(i)sparms (1)*exp(-argy)*

1

cos(parms(3)*t(i)+parms(4))
enddo
endil

c...Subtract oil the theoretical crap Irom the YBCO data,
do i=l,nend
dshilt(i)=data(i)-sublnc(i)
iKltype .eq. ’s')then
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il(dshilt(i) .It. 0)dshilt(i)=0.
endil
tine(i)=t(i)
y(i)=dshilt(i)
l(i)=0.d0
enddo
c...The data in dshilt should be the YBCO data only.
numbersnend
call display(time,y,l,number)
print*,’Should this nos become the data lor analysis? (y/n)’
read(S,'(al)')resp
il(resp .eq. 'y’Jthen
do i=l,nend
data(i)=dshilt(i)
enddo
print*,'The data lor analysis is nou the subtracted one.'
else
print*,'The data lor analysis remains unchanged.'
endil
return
end
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